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This work began as a short essay, ultimately altered and rewritten again as 
new notes had been scribbled down at the sheet of paper I kept for ideas.
   The small pastime project I had started – ambitions not greater than that of
wanting to write down a few pages of loosely suggested interpretations – 
eventually transformed into the journal into which I would channel years of 
a deepened and ever-altered understanding of Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A 
Space Odyssey.
   Ultimately, this film from 1968 was about to take me through the most 
overwhelming experience of my life, the impact and magnitude of which 
there had been no way to foresee.
   The creation of this work has been a long and absolutely thrilling journey, 
and it is a great pleasure to finally be able to deliver the result to you.
   5001 – because of the 51st anniversary of this film of science fiction.
   This journey is now yours.

My efforts in completing this work is dedicated with love and gratitude to 
the most beautiful person in the world – my very best friend and partner in 
love, Ursula.

Göteborg,
January 2019



Introduction

2001: A Space Odyssey is a film that could be discussed on many levels. The film is science fiction 
and spaceships, and it is a story about alien life forms. There is a theme concerning the dangers of 
artificial intelligence, as the supercomputer HAL turns into a paranoid and omniscient madman. 
There is a story of apes about to evolve into Homo sapiens, becoming lethally violent as soon as 
their intelligence is high enough to invent the use of tools. The film touches on spirituality, as the 
main protagonist transforms into a merciful, brightly shining child.

An unseen extraterrestrial intelligence present a mysterious artefact, a black upright monolith, 
among apes four million years ago. The event leads to the evolution of man. At the end of the film 
we end up in a mysterious room, created by the extraterrestrials for the purpose of transforming a 
human being into the infant in space. 
   The infant in space that ends the film is one of the many defining images of the film that 
inevitably leads to the subject of symbolism. The alien intelligence has transformed the protagonist 
of the film into some kind of higher being, symbolised, as we might presume, by the infant 
appearing in space.
   With the aim of absolute scientific accuracy and of a realistic depiction of a future in space, the 
story of the film likewise directs the viewer into contemplating our existence as a species, our 
existence in relation to the vastness of the cosmos and our existence in relation to a God.
   Considering the scope of these suggested thematic matters, there should preferably not be any 
exact answer to the question about how we should interpret, say, the infant in space. Precisely 
defined answers to some of the mysteries of the film tend to alter and lose their adequacy after a 
while, like a cat slipping out of a cage.
   This aspect is an integral part of this work. But this work does, indeed, propose defined ways 
through which to interpret 2001: A Space Odyssey. Two perspectives of the film that have greatly 
influenced this work, are also those most referred to when discussing the film from a literary or 
philosophical viewpoint.

One of the most prominent works of the German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) is 



Also Sprach Zarathustra, a book that in allegorical terms describes an evolution of mankind. The 
protagonist Zarathustra symbolises mankind, as he evolves from one level to the next, reaching 
what is described as übermensch, a superior human being.
   In 2001: A Space Odyssey, mankind evolves from ape-men to humans, and ultimately into the 
cosmic shining infant. The protagonist of the latter part of 2001: A Space Odyssey evolves into, by 
interpretation, a symbol of Nietzsche's übermensch, in what is perhaps the most prominent example 
of the film being in direct correlation with Also Sprach Zarathustra.
   In addition to this, there is a multitude of material in the film that could be regarded as directly, or 
indirectly, alluding to Nietzsche's book.
   A feature that further opens a door into this particular path of interpretation is the characteristic 
grand fanfare that, ever since the film premiered in the late sixties, has become the characteristic 
signature of 2001: A Space Odyssey – the opening of Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra, an 
orchestral piece named after and inspired by the book.

In Homer's ancient Greek epic The Odyssey, the hero Odysseus leaves his wife and son behind at 
Ithaca island, embarking on a journey through which he and his ship's crew endure various 
encounters and adventures. He will not be able to return home until many years have passed, but 
eventually reunites with his family, the beloved wife Penelope and their now adult son.
   An invitation into considering the film as modelled after Homer's epic is the very title of 2001: A 
Space Odyssey. An open interpretation would translate the title as 'Homer's The Odyssey in space'. 
(Worth noting is that both Stanley Kubrick and screenplay co-writer Arthur C. Clarke have in 
interviews actually proclaimed, in passing, that they wanted to make a story in the spirit of The 
Odyssey.)
   Odysseus and his crew encounter a cruel 'cyclops', a giant with only one eye, centred in the 
forehead – a description making the film's one-eyed antagonist HAL come to mind.
   Odysseus loses all of his crew before being able to return home to Ithaca. Another example of the 
film alluding to Homer's epic would be that protagonist Dave Bowman, in taking on the allegorical 
role of Odysseus, likewise loses all of his crew on spaceship Discovery, during the progression of 
his 'adventures'.

The film has also been the subject of interpretations concerning human reproduction and 
conception. Spacecrafts and docking stations become sperm-cells and wombs, phallic spaceships 
enter vulvas in orbit.
   A feature that supports interpretations in this direction would be, simply, that the concluding result
of the film is the appearance of a newborn infant (or a foetus, depending on interpretation).

Who said what and when – since 1968 – about these particular interpretations of the film is not very
easy to discern. A source of information concerning this is Wikipedia, offering an article broadly 
describing various interpretations of the film.



Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory

A quite extensive interpretation on 2001: A Space Odyssey in
relation to Homer's The Odyssey and Nietzsche's Also Sprach
Zarathustra is presented in Leonard F. Wheat's Kubrick's 2001: A
Triple Allegory (Scarecrow Press, 2000).
   Wheat's book sets the stage with a very thorough exposé of the
plot of the film – the actual plot, devoid of symbolism, revolving
around themes such as the intentions of extraterrestrial aliens,
occasionally offering answers to these and other mysteries by
referring to the book of the same name by Arthur C. Clarke.
   When dealing with symbolism, a presented thesis is that the main
plot, the 'surface story' of the film, is driven by symbolism, depicting
a story about the evolution of mankind, leading to a future in which
mankind as a species turns into a symbiosis between man and
machine, between man and artificial intelligence.
 

“To grasp the second allegory  [concerning the evolution of man in relation to machines and
artificial intelligence], you must see the parallel between the Battle at the Waterhole and the
Battle in Outer Space. Seeing the parallel requires recognizing that (a) each battle follows the
appearance of a monolith, (b) Hal-Discovery [the artificial intelligence and it's spaceship 'body',
by  interpretation]  in  the  second  battle,  like  man  in  the  first,  symbolizes  a  newly  evolved
humanoid race, (c) each battle is fought between two symbolized  races,  contrasted with the
surface story individuals, and (d) each battle is a battle for racial survival.”

Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory, page 64.

The main thesis of Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory is that the events of all of these three widely 
different sources of allegorically told material are alluded to simultaneously throughout the film, 
turning the film into a 'triple allegory'.
   The view that some aspects of what we see in the film could be interpreted as sexual symbolism 



and symbolism revolving around conception, gestation and childbirth is also presented – symbolism
that is being interwoven into the interpretations of the film already at hand.

The work contains plenty of references to sources having made previous interpretations on the film 
in the same domains as does the author. It could be said that prior to Wheat, interpretations dealing 
with Homer and Nietzsche have only presented either general thematic tendencies towards the given
source material, or put forth mere solitary examples of referencing symbolism.
   Where Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory differs is that Wheat interprets everything in the film, 
every single scene, as symbolism. The film is transformed from a science fiction containing a couple
of scattered allegorical tendencies and turns into a work that is entirely constructed out of 
allegorical symbolism. 2001: A Space Odyssey not only contains symbolism – the film is only 
symbolism.

“[...]
But  these  insights  barely  scratch  the  surface  of  2001’s  symbolism.  Neither  the  depth  and
breadth of Kubrick’s symbolism nor the meanings of the most important symbols have been
recognized.  Even  in  the  few  cases  where  specific  symbols  have  been  detected,  the  inter-
pretations  have  generally  been  oversimplified,  often  to  the  point  of  superficiality.  Modest
oversimplification  occurs  when  an  interpreter  identifies  Hal  as  the  cyclops  but  overlooks
related symbols depicting (a) the stake with which Odysseus put out the monster’s eye, (b) the
jabbing and twisting – a la Odysseus – of the stake symbol, (c) a biblical character who toppled
another  giant  the  same  way  –  by  attacking  its  forehead  –  and  (d)  the  monster’s  victims.
Massive over-simplification occurs when Kubrick’s symbolization of Nietzsche’s evolutionary
progression  is  reduced  to  (1)  non-tool-using  ape  symbolizes  ape,  (2)  tool-using  ape  and
Bowman symbolize man, and (3) star-child symbolizes overman ['übermensch']. Nietzscheian
evolution is  much more involved than  that,  and Kubrick’s  symbolization  of  it  is  far  more
detailed, intricate, complicated, multifaceted, and subtle than the simple 1-2-3 sequence.”

Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory, page 11.

*

Concerning the film as an allegory of the evolution of mankind in relation to machines, Wheat 
refers to author and screenplay co-author Arthur C. Clarke as bringing this theme into the story of 
the film. It is mentioned that Arthur C. Clarke was theorizing about a future in which mankind has 
fully integrated with machines, a future in which we – to traverse Arthur C. Clarke as quoted in the 
book – instead of interacting with machines, will be machines.
   The struggle on board spaceship Discovery, between the human members of the crew and HAL 
the computer, could be regarded as a battle fought allegorically: a struggle between human beings 
as a species and artificial intelligence, as a new 'species' becoming (or wanting to become) 
evolutionary successor to mankind. Leonard F. Wheat uses the position of Arthur C. Clarke as 
starting point and broadens this interpretation of the struggle on board Discovery One, into 
suggesting that the spaceship, including the onboard computer HAL, could be interpreted as a 
crossing between a human and a machine. Wheat points to the many 'human-like' features in the 
design of Discovery, in addition to HAL's 'human-like' intelligence, and concludes that the entire 
spaceship could be regarded as a symbol of a future humanoid race.
   This field of interpretation is also where to find most of the symbolism revolving around 
reproduction: Discovery is being 'born', just like the shining 'star child' is being 'born' at the end of 
the film. (An interesting visual link between Discovery and the 'star child' is mentioned. Discovery 
emerges, slowly, from the left-hand side of the screen, as the spaceship is introduced into the story. 
Later the 'star child' emerges from the left-hand side of the screen, too, quite in the same pace, the 
visual similarities suggesting the introduction of spaceship Discovery symbolising a 'mechanical 
infant' being 'born'.)



“Recall that the birth of  ['brain' and body]  Hal-Discovery after that eighteen-month gestation
period [indicating the announcement of the film's 'Jupiter Mission' occurring '18 months later'
from the preceding scene on the moon as a doubling of nine months of 'gestation'] was preceded
by sexual symbolism. The phallic space shuttle  Orion penetrated a slot in the revolving space
station. Then a spherical moon lander, symbolizing a sperm cell, travelled from the space station
to the moon, a much larger sphere symbolizing the ovum (larger than the sperm). The moon
opened to take the smaller sphere inside – eighteen months before the birth of Hal-Discovery,
who symbolized a new race.”
[...]
“Almost immediately after exiting from Discovery, the pod enters and zips along the tunnel of
lights. Major symbolism. The tunnel of lights is a cosmic fallopian tube! (How much better this
is  than  the  invisible  fallopian  tube  the  moon sperm used.)  Eventually  the  pod  reaches  the
spherical planet of the aliens. Like the spherical moon-ovum before it, it is larger than the sperm
– as an ovum should be. The aliens bring the pod inside their planet: the sperm fertilizes the
egg. Just as the birth of the humanoid machine [meaning spaceship Discovery and HAL] was
preceded by fertilization, so is the birth of the star-child preceded by fertilization.”

Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory, pages 77 and 78.

In this 'biology-symbolic' way of interpreting the film, the inner and outer construction of spaceship 
Discovery with HAL are directed towards symbolising the inner and outer body and brain of a 
human being – the 'humanoid'.

“Discovery’s anatomy is much less understood. Let’s start with that big round head. When the
movie was released in 1968, an amusing still of Discovery opening one of his three mouths
(circular pod bay doors), sticking out his tongue (pod launching ramp), and blowing a bubble
(launching a spherical pod) was seen by the public. Here Kubrick’s obvious sense of humor
alerts us to look for other humorous physical traits. We don’t have to look far. Right above those
three mouths, Discovery is wearing some jaunty, wide-band, mod sunglasses. How’s that for
human? And, of course, Hal speaks, hears, and—with that red eye—sees. 
   Behind Discovery’s head is his neck, and running back from the neck is a segmented spine
with the usual  elongated sacrum (tailbone) at  the end. Hardly any imagination is  needed to
recognize this as an abstracted human spine. […]”

Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory, page 63.

Spaceship Discovery could be taken as an example of the way the layers of interpretations presented
in Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory work side by side.
   The spaceship and its 'brain' HAL could be interpreted as a symbiosis between man and machine. 
When interpreting the spaceship through symbolism concerning Nietzsche's Also Sprach 
Zarathustra, the giant ship turns into a God with human-like features. As Dave Bowman 'kills' 
HAL, the allegorical 'God' is being killed by an allegorical 'Zarathustra', the act fulfilling 
Nietzsche's famous phrase 'God is dead'.
   Discovery could be interpreted as a symbol of the giant one-eyed 'cyclops' in Homer's The 
Odyssey, the spaceship being a mechanical giant with the one single 'eye' of HAL's camera lens.
   Finally the spaceship could be interpreted as a phallus. Discovery reaches Jupiter, and an 
'ejaculated' sperm cell in the shape of Dave Bowman's space pod travels through the 'fallopian tube' 
of the 'star gate'.

*

When making an on-line search, what is undoubtedly going to be encountered is a massive bashing 
on the book. Some voices and reviewers (on Amazon and elsewhere) reject the content as 
implausible gibberish altogether, amplifying the most far-fetched interpretations as examples of 
what to find.



   The book does contain more than a few assumptions both rather far-fetched and devoid of solid 
foundation, all of which are declared with gusto. The strength of the book is to be found elsewhere –
at the very least, the book brings tremendous inspiration to the mind, opening the door into viewing 
the film as a work entirely devoted to symbolism.
   Questions concerning the film's 'plot' is through this view of the film scaled-down. If everything is
symbolism anyway, then it turns into a matter of less importance if, say, the protagonist is actually 
ending up on an alien planet or not towards the end of the film. Questions regarding how to interpret
the actual circumstances of the characters turn superfluous when contemplating the film as a full-on 
experience of symbolism.
   This is a view that rattles the very foundations of a plot-based understanding of the film – and this
view could be contemplated even if not accepting all of the interpretations made by Wheat in the 
book.
   It should also be stated that Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory gives an insight into the themes 
presented, in such a way that – especially for those of us not having learned neither Nietzsche nor 
Homer by heart – regardless of what the opinion would be on the interpretations as presented one by
one, the lasting impression, nevertheless, is a deepened understanding of the film in regards to the 
thematic and allegorical openings at hand.

Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory ties the film extremely close to the source material of the 
allegories. This is a strength as well as a weakness, as it sometimes provokes ready-made 
interpretations to be orderly applied. No other work, though, interpreting the film through the same 
specific themes (Nietzsche, Homer and the evolution of man) has dared to be as inventive, or 
managed to make as much out of these themes, as does Leonard F. Wheat. It is due to the bold 
plethora of symbolism presented that the work is a cornerstone if wanting to understand 2001: A 
Space Odyssey in relation to Homer, Nietzsche and the film's overarching theme of human 
evolution.
   You only have to mind, though, that you are left on your own to sort among the plausible and the 
implausible, but what ascends from the pages when taking this aspect into consideration is a radical,
ground-breaking and seminal guide to the film. That is, in my opinion, how Kubrick's 2001: A 
Triple Allegory should be regarded.



Rob Ager

“In the book  [by screenplay co-author Arthur C. Clarke], the
monolith was described as a pyramid-shaped piece of polished
mineral  surrounded  by  a  spherical  force  field.  Kubrick,  in
adapting  the  story  for  cinema,  changed  this  into  a  black
rectangular box. Why? Because the monolith is a representation
of the cinema screen itself. The dimensions of the monolith, if
you would face-on and rotate it ninety degrees, almost fit the
wide-screen cinema frame on which the film is shot. So in the
film's opening and during the intermission we are not looking at
an  empty  black  screen  at  all:  we are  looking  directly  at  the
surface of the monolith.”

Rob Ager, voice-over
narration, Meaning of the Monolith Revealed.

[The claim that the film's monolith is a pyramid in Arthur C.
Clarke's novel is later revised, it  is a pyramid in the author's
short-story 'The Sentinel',  the precursor inspiring the story of
the film.]

*

One of the mysteries of 2001: A Space Odyssey is that seemingly unrelated scenes in the film appear
to be, when subjected to a closer look, oddly linked with each other. Dr. Heywood Floyd meets a 
group of Russians on the rotating Space Station 5. The Russians have picked up on the mysterious 



epidemic broken out at the Clavius moon base: 'Well, for one thing, whenever you phone the base 
all you can get is a recording which repeats that the phone lines are temporarily out of order', 'Two 
days ago one of our rocket buses was denied permission for emergency landing at Clavius'.
   The concern raised by the Russians has, of course, to do with the fact that Dr. Heywood Floyd 
wants to keep the discovery of the mysterious monolith on the moon a secret. What is odd, though, 
is that the described situation is quite reminiscent of the way in which HAL the artificial 
intelligence is later in the film in effect 'denying' protagonist Dave Bowman 'permission to land' as 
Bowman is refused re-entry into spaceship Discovery:

“*  Floyd is told of a communication failure with the Clavius base
and he  replies  that  'they’re  probably having some trouble with
their equipment' … and the discovery crew are told by HAL that
there is a failure in the ships antenna.
*  Floyd is told of a rocket bus having been denied permission to
land at Clavius … and Bowman is denied permission to re-enter
the Discovery.
*  Dr Smyslov is the name of a Russian chess player and he has a
debate with Floyd about rumours of an epidemic. HAL also plays
chess and debates with Bowman about the same rumours.
*  Smyslov says there is going to be 'quite a row' about the moon
bus not being allowed to land at Clavius … and Bowman has a
row with HAL after being locked out of the Discovery.
[...]”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A SPACE
ODYSSEY, Collative Learning website.

There are further mysteries exposed when juxtaposing various scenes in the film – and my work is 
indebted to several of Rob Ager's intriguing observations. Most of the excerpts presented below are 
about to be directly borrowed into the pages of my work (even when my concluding interpretations 
differ), while some have served as mere inspiration.
   My work is devoid of footnotes, a decision made entirely on aesthetic grounds. This is why I most
kindly beg the reader to appreciate and credit the original source as glimpses from the works of Rob 
Ager appear in my work.

”At this point they [the spacemen on the moon] are seen flanked by huge flood lights on 
either side, which accounts for the two closer (or larger) octahedrons that float in off screen
[during the trip through the Star Gate].”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.



”Let's look at the moon bus landing. When we see the landing area come into view in the 
cockpit window, it begins rotating and moving directly toward the computer display screen on
the lower left, where it will align. The computer display alternately shows a circular grid, 
pulsing toward us like a star gate explosion. In the middle of this target grid is a rectangular 
half-monolith, just below the centre of the crosshair. As the landing pad reaches its horizontal 
position, the missing top half of the monolith rectangle suddenly floats in from the right of the
display and aligns with the centre of the crosshair. The vertically positioned monolith is 
completed, and the entire crosshair display begins flashing in white.”
…
”The lens flare [which is seen in the background at a particular moment during the moon 
monolith sequence] slowly floats in over the shoulder, and triggers the audio feedback signal 
at the precise moment that it aligns with its own rectangular lightsource. The timing is 
unmistakable – remember that monolith rectangles floating in from upper corners were 
encoded in the moon bus landing [...].”

Rob Ager, voice-over narration, Meaning of the
Monolith Revealed.

”[…] but pay attention to the background. At one end of the pit is a yellow piece of 
machinery, and at the other end is an identical machine but in this time in red. As [the 
spaceman] Floyd begins circling the monolith, the camera angle appears to flip to a reverse 
shot [an expression that means that we simply see the filmed character from another angle]. 
But look at the background: we see the same red machine in both shots [before and after the
cut]. The camera actually stayed in roughly the same position on the same side of the 
monolith, while Floyd flipped from one side of the monolith to the other.”

Rob Ager, voice-over narration, Meaning of the
Monolith Revealed.



”The glass smashing shot [during the end sequence] may also be paralleled in the shot of 
the ape staring inquisitively at the skull before smashing it with a bone. Perhaps this is the 
ape cracking the film code too. ”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.

”Another possible reference to rebirth is the hostesses during Floyd’s space flights. Their 
white uniforms feature round hats similar to baby’s heads and their zero-gravity walking 
even has a crawling baby-like quality.”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.

”[…] the visual comparisons between the Leopard from the Dawn of Man sequence and 
the photographer in the council meeting. The photographer's suit and shirt and tie feature a
leopard hide like pattern. As he takes photos of Floyd we see that cuff links on both his 
arms give off bright reflections that parallel the leopard's shining eyes.”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.



“The computer display of the rotating AE-35 unit is even overlaid by a flat, rotating 
monolith rectangle […].”

Rob Ager, voice-over narration, Meaning of the
Monolith Revealed.

”A symbol of these mutual weapons is shown on the exterior of the airlock door on the 
discovery (shown through the pod window). It features an engraved outline of what looks 
like a synthesis between a bone and a screwdriver.”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.

”Colour also plays a role in the stargate. […] The wire frame computer displays on the 
Discovery also seem to reappear in organic forms during the [stargate] sequence. ”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.



”[...] suggesting a fractal film of multiple reality levels. A literally fractal film can be seen in
what is called video feedback. This effect occurs when a rolling video camera is used to film
the same television screen upon which the camera's live image is being projected. Much 
more common is audio feedback, the high-pitched drone heard when a live microphone is 
placed near it's own speaker. It's also used as the high-pitched sound in standard video 
colour bar and tone signals. And Kubrick has also referenced this audio feedback in 2001. 
In the excavation scene [on the moon], the monolith gives up a high-pitched video feedback
signal.”

Rob Ager, voice-over narration, Meaning of the
Monolith Revealed.

'So we find the characters of 2001 frequently battling with a lost sense of orientation. [...] 
Watch the shots of Frank Poole as he runs around the rotating living quarters of the 
discovery. From the positions of the three crew members in hibernation we can tell that in 
some of the shots Frank is running in reverse directions.'

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.



<Black and white patterns might suggest an intriguing visual link to the black and white 
stripes of a zebra seen during the Dawn of Man episode.>

As I progressed with my own work about 2001: A Space Odyssey, I was intrigued by interesting 
visual correlations between some scenes in the films that, inevitably, I would later find Rob Ager 
had already put forth in his analysis of the film. Those familiar with his work will find certain parts 
of mine to overlap with observations already mentioned by Rob Ager – there was a certain unease to
realise that it would look like I wanted to take credit for someone else's effort, which was certainly 
never the intention.

”[…] For a powerful metaphor of this compare the shots of the yellow spinning bone 
thrown by the ape and the shots of Frank Poole spinning through space in his yellow suit. 
Like the bone, Frank has been used and tossed into the void […].”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.

”The content of the tv screen that Floyd was watching before he fell asleep is interesting. It 
shows a futuristic vehicle of some sort then a profile view of two characters talking. […] 
HAL also watches a profile view of people talking (the lip reading of Poole and Bowman in
the pod). […]”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.



”The repeated shots of a pod emerging from behind the Discovery could be representing 
the sunrise over a celestial body, like we see in the opening shot of the film.”

Rob Ager, Kubrick: and beyond the cinema 
frame, An in-depth analysis of 2001: A 
SPACE ODYSSEY.

Rob Ager interprets the iconic monolith of the film as the symbol of a cinema screen. This view of 
the mysterious black monolith rips open certain metaphysical perspectives regarding the 
interpretation of the film. The monolith appears among apes; if the monolith is a symbol of a 
cinema screen, one suggested interpretation would be that the apes become a symbol of an 
audience.
   Rob Ager does in his interpretation suggest that the monolith could be regarded as a symbol of not
just any cinema screen, but the actual cinema screen on which we, as viewers of 2001: A Space 
Odyssey, see the projected film. Among further interpretations and thoughts put forth concerning 
this particular view of the film's monolith, there is also a view presented suggesting Stanley Kubrick
himself inserting into this symbolism the importance of his role as director.
   My work is going to be inspired by the interpretation of the monolith as symbolising a cinema 
screen (or rather, the black screen of the overture as symbolising the monolith – there is a subtle 
difference between one view and the other).

Also worth pointing out is that Rob Ager highlights the fact that no dialogue in the film ever 
explicitly mentions extraterrestrials. In my view this further fuels the already fluid nature and 
ambiguity on how to interpret the film – it is, in other words, left open to interpret the Monolith in 
terms of pure symbolism.

*

The previously mentioned article on Wikipedia concerning interpretations on 2001: A Space 
Odyssey mentions a dispute regarding who was the first to interpret the film's monolith as a symbol 
of a cinema screen. The article Fanboys in the ivory tower: An attempted reconciliation of science 
fiction film academia and fan culture (Dan Leberg, 'Gnovis' online journal) makes an evaluation of 
the works of 'fanboys' in general and the works of Rob Ager in particular, in relation to proper 
academic material. A certain Gerald Loughlin is, in the theological study Alien Sex: The Body and 
Desire in Cinema and Theology, interpreting the film's monolith as symbolising a cinema screen – 
an interpretation preceding Rob Ager's. The dispute concerns Rob Ager refusing to refer to this 
work, when confronted about the matter by Leberg.
   The dispute rather intrigues me. My view on the case is that Rob Ager really tries to come across 
as a skilled make believe academic, which seems to upset the author of Fanboys. What is upsetting, 
though, is not any of this, but the article author's use of the, in this context, rather patronising 
denomination 'fanboy', used in the article more or less to debase anyone daring enough to use 



Youtube as a means of expressing views and thoughts on any form of art.

*

Rob Ager is analysing films in general and films by Stanley Kubrick in particular. (A feature in one 
of Ager's works that I would like to mention in particular is a map of the hotel in Kubrick's The 
Shining, Ager suggesting a skewed inner structure there to deliberately confuse the viewer's 
orientation. It should be said, also, that Rob Ager discusses the possibility of regarding spaceship 
Discovery as the symbol of a human being – this way of interpretation is going to be a part of my 
work, but the inspiration coming rather from Leonard F. Wheat's Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory.)
   It was coming across Rob Ager's interpretations that had made me return to 2001: A Space 
Odyssey in the first place, his work eventually inspiring an urge to create one of my own. In spite of 
this: my interest in Ager's interpretations, both on Kubrick and otherwise, eventually turned from 
fascination to mild disinterest, as I found myself having picked the best parts of the pie, leaving 
leftovers aside.



About this work: a quick note

It is always a pleasure to dive deeper into the incredible production process behind 2001: A Space 
Odyssey and the cultural context in which the film was made, to read about scrapped ideas, to 
explore the vast amount of literature, documentaries and online media available on the film. It is, 
perhaps most of all, a pleasure to be amazed by the stories and anecdotes describing the creative 
force of the director. 
   I would like to stress that this work does not deal with these issues at all.
   The only concern of this work is what is seen on the cinema screen.
   This is why there is not going to be any 'Orion', no 'Moonwatcher' in this work, names used in the 
manuscript (I guess) and in the book of the same name by Arthur C. Clarke.
   (Some of the names used in this work are those commonly used, mixed with labels I happened to 
be using at some given moment that eventually stuck – all in all, please regard the names and labels 
used to describe the film as just the next best thing to using mere symbols. In undermining any 
academic pretensions about this work I also admit to not yet having read any biography on Stanley 
Kubrick – so please don't ask me too much about the personal life of the director.)

(It should also be said, as a reading guide, that there are no particular colour-codes – at all – 
attached to the visual aid of this work, unless specifically stated.)

*

+ a special shout out to Niklas S., who once introduced me to
Kubrick's use of symbolism, a long time ago…



Arthur C. Clarke

The importance of author Arthur C. Clarke's (1917-2008) part in turning 2001: A Space Odyssey 
into a work not seldom regarded as the most accomplished science fiction in all of film, is 
indisputable.
   In spite of this, though: I do treat the film and the book of the same name as being enacted in 
different literary universes. My approach is, simply, that they should be regarded as classics in their 
arts respectively.
   The visual storytelling of the film is an example of expression that is exclusive to the art of 
cinema. Referring to the book, which was written out of the screenplay, or even to the screenplay 
itself, as a companion when describing the film, would imply that the film – as defined as the final 
outcome of the screenplay collaboration between Clarke and Kubrick – would contain gaps that 
kept it from coming full circle as a work of art.



Stanley Kubrick

Most often I am rather uneasy when a film – any film – is credited as the exact work of one sole 
individual. 2001: A Space Odyssey wouldn't have progressed into what is not seldom regarded as 
the most accomplished film of science fiction ever made, had it not been for Arthur C. Clarke's part 
in its creation. The film wouldn't have turned into the experience that we know of, had it not been 
for Douglas Trumbull and the crew responsible for special effects.
   With all that said: during a close reading of 2001: A Space Odyssey there is one aspect in 
particular becoming very evident. During production, the director's own individual vision of the 
film was far more visionary and majestic than anyone else's understanding of the work of art about 
to take shape.
   It is with this perspective in mind that I would like to describe the way my understanding of 
Stanley Kubrick's role as director has been shaped during the process of creating this work.
   Stanley Kubrick made 2001: A Space Odyssey like Michelangelo painted the frescoes of the 
Sistine Chapel – all metaphors intended.

With these words you are hereby invited into Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey – the Sistine
Chapel of cinema.



… because a huge percentage of the stuff that I
tend to be automatically certain of is, it turns

out, totally wrong and deluded.

This is Water by David Foster Wallace



1



The Alignment
The cinema screen is a black void – there is
nothing but pitch black darkness and the
eerie tones of György Ligeti.
   The dark side of the moon appears,
descending like a curtain as the sun and the
earth are revealed. The opening of Strauss' 
Also Sprach Zarathustra reaches crescendo.

The sunrise of the opening credits could be
regarded as a dawn: a distant dawn on planet
earth that precedes the coming 'dawn of man'.
An extension thereof would be to regard the
sunrise as the symbol of a birth: 'the dawn of
man', the birth of man.
   If the sunrise is a symbolical 'birth', then an extension thereof would be to regard the sun as a 
symbol of a 'mother', at the centre of our solar system, giving life to planet Earth as the orbs extend 
across the cinema screen.

The Monolith appears among the apes. The perfectly aligned formation of the Monolith, the sun and
the moon mirrors the introducing formation of the aligned orbs of the solar system.
   The sun of the formation in space is being defined as the 'mother'. The sun is protruding above the
edge of the Monolith, with the moon above, high up in the sky. The 'mother' of the formation would 
now be giving life – giving birth – to the moon in the sky.
   The moon, in this formation, would be the child. The sun would be the mother. To make the 
symbolic family complete would be to both have a 'mother' and a 'father' to this child being born: 
the black Monolith would be the symbol of the father, completing a trinity of mother, father and 
child.
   The Monolith, the sun and the moon: the father, the mother and the child.

The opening of Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra reaches crescendo – the odyssey has begun.



A GAME OF CHESS



Frank:  Anyway, queen takes pawn. OK?
HAL:   Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Frank:  Mmm, lovely move. Rook to king one.
HAL:   I'm sorry, Frank. I think you missed it. Queen to bishop three, bishop takes queen, 

 knight takes bishop. Mate.
Frank:  Yeah, looks like you're right. I resign.
HAL:   Thank you for a very enjoyable game.
Frank:  Yeah. Thank you. 

Spaceship Discovery One is on its way to Jupiter. Crew member Frank Poole is passing time by 
playing chess against artificial intelligence HAL 9000.
   The game is at its end, and the computer beats Frank Poole in a couple of moves leading to the 
checkmating of Frank Poole's king.
   We are going to take a close look at the moves leading to the end of the game and HAL's victory.
   No prior knowledge of chess is necessary for this brief lesson of the game.
   The moves of this chess game are then compared with the events taking place in the mysterious 
room of the end sequence of the film.

*



Queen takes pawn. White side moves the queen of the upper left corner. The queen captures a pawn 
two squares down the board.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn. Black side attacks with a bishop and captures a pawn.
   What is described as the 'knight's pawn' is a pawn located at a column of squares corresponding to
where the knights are placed at the beginning of a new game. (In a real game, it would also have 
been mentioned on which side of the board the move is carried out – HAL has simplified the 
descriptions of the moves.)

*



Rook to king one. White side moves a rook to a neighbouring square.
   The implied 'king' refers to a column of squares corresponding to where the king (of both sides) is 
placed at the set-up of a new game, the 'column of the king'.
   'One' refers to the row of the destination square, and is, naturally, the first row of squares on the 
board (from white's side).

*



Queen to bishop three. Black side moves the queen to a square called 'bishop three'.
   With 'bishop three' is meant that the destination square is at a vertical column corresponding to the
location of the bishop at the set-up of a new game, and that the destination square is at the third row 
of the board.
   HAL's description of the move is (famously) incorrect. 'Bishop three' signifies the third row of 
squares from Frank's side of the board. The queen belongs to HAL, playing black. The move should
have been described as 'queen to bishop six', since the rows should have been counted from HAL's 
side of the board.

*



Bishop takes queen. White's bishop captures black's queen.
   The bishop always moves diagonally.

*



Knight takes bishop. Black side moves a knight to capture white side's bishop.
   The move of the knight is across two squares and then one square to either side.

*



Mate. Black side's knight has white's king within reach. The king cannot make any legal move, 
trapped by both the knight and the bishop. The king has been checkmated, black side has won the 
game.

*



HAL:   I'm sorry, Frank. I think you missed it. Queen to bishop three, bishop takes queen, 
 knight takes bishop. Mate.

Frank:  Yeah, looks like you're right. I resign.
HAL:   Thank you for a very enjoyable game.
Frank:  Yeah. Thank you. 

When HAL instructs Frank Poole about how Frank should move his own pieces, HAL is conducting
what in chess terminology is called an 'announced mate'. This could be done when the opponent is 
trapped in such a way that no possible variation of moves could have avoided the checkmate.
   Frank Poole 'resigns' – he admits to losing the game.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Dave Bowman has travelled across the cosmic space tunnel and Discovery's space pod ends up in 
the surreal room.
   Dave Bowman in the pod finds himself looking at himself: a copy of him has appeared in the 
room.
   If the room was a chessboard, with the two versions of Dave Bowman as two chess pieces placed 
on the brightly lit squares of that board, then Dave Bowman in the room would threaten Dave 
Bowman in the pod like one piece would threaten another across the board.
   The queen captures the pawn. Consequently the pod disappears.

*



In chess, there is the option to protect the king by a special manoeuvre called 'castling'.
   The king only moves one square at a time. The king's lack of agility is bypassed during castling: 
the king and the rook switch sides across the board, the rook abandoning the corner of the board, the
king being transported away from an exposed centre.

*

If the pawns in front of the king and the rook have not been moved during the game, castling results
in the king being protected by a surrounding 'wall' of pawns and the rook. The king will be 
protected – but also 'locked' inside of this formation of surrounding pieces, the king cannot move 
out of this 'locked cage'. This particular formation, created by the castling, is in chess terminology 
called a 'fortress', the king being protected and secure like a medieval king hiding inside of a 
defended castle.
   This is what both HAL and Frank Poole have done at their respective sides of the board. We are 
going to focus at white side's fortress, where the action is.

*



Black side's bishop captures the pawn, and as a result white side's wall of pawns, protecting the 
king, is being destroyed.
   The black bishop is creating an 'opening' into the fortress – and enters.

*



The new copy of Dave Bowman is inside of the surreal room.
   He walks towards the corner of the room.
   Dave Bowman walks diagonally across the squares on the floor, like a bishop on a chessboard.
   The bishop approaches the wall of pawns making up and protecting white side's 'closed' fortress. 
Consequently, Dave Bowman approaches a closed corner of the room.
   Dave Bowman finds himself, all of a sudden, at an entrance. He walks into the entrance: the 
bishop walks into the fortress.

*

  



Dave Bowman has entered a bathroom – and is inside of the fortress.
   Squares covering the floor make up two by four, corresponding to the area hosting the fortress and
the square to which the rook is about to move.
   Dave Bowman has entered the bathroom, and turns around again to return back towards the 
entrance. He walks around in the bathroom as though being a piece inside of the fortress – as though
being a rook taking a step from one square to the other.

*



The rook moves to the square labelled as 'king one'. On the chessboard it looks as though the move 
would create an 'exit' out of the fortress, as though the rook itself was now an open door to the left 
of the king.
   Dave Bowman returns to the bathroom entrance.
   The move of the rook has created an 'exit' out of the fortress. Dave Bowman approaches this exit.

*



Black side moves the queen to the square that HAL erroneously names 'bishop three'.
   The queen threatens white side's bishop – but the bishop also threatens the queen. The queen has 
been put in a deadly position, since white side easily uses the next move to attack the queen. (The 
queen is being 'sacrificed', which is the actual term used in chess when a player gives the opponent 
an easy capture in order to gain strategic advantages for other pieces.)

*



Dave Bowman approaches the bathroom entrance. There is an old man in the room, eating at a 
table, turned away from Dave Bowman and slowly coming into view as Dave Bowman approaches 
the entrance.
   Dave Bowman approaches the entrance and the man at the table comes into view: the queen is 
moving across the board and the bishop comes into view.

*



Dave Bowman has approached the bathroom entrance. The old man at the table is right in front of 
Dave Bowman, from across the other side of the entrance.
   The queen has moved to 'bishop three' and has been placed in front of the bishop.

*



The other Dave Bowman turns around: the bishop turns around and faces the queen.

*



Dave Bowman in the black robe approaches the bathroom entrance. He moves diagonally across the
squares on the floor, like the bishop moving diagonally across the squares on the chessboard.
   The bishop captures the queen: Dave Bowman in the black robe walks into the bathroom, Dave 
Bowman in the space suit is gone. 

*



Dave Bowman in the black robe is about to return from the bathroom. The view of the room makes 
the squares of the floor make up eight times eight, like on a chessboard.

*



The knight captures the bishop.
   The knight moves two squares down the board and turns sideways. Dave Bowman in the black 
robe returns to the supper table in the same manner, walking across the room in a straight line and 
then takes a step to the side.

*



The king is checkmated.
   The fortress is located in a corner of the board, the supper table is located in the corresponding 
corner of the room.
   A checkmated king is never captured, nor is it possible for the piece to move anywhere. Dave 
Bowman sits down at the supper table – the checkmated king 'sits down', stuck inside of the 
fortress.
   The position of the checkmated king is on a dark square on the board. Dave Bowman in the black 
robe puts a square, dark napkin in his lap.

Dave Bowman in the black robe tastes the wine. There is a loud thump as he puts down the glass – 
as though he was putting down a heavy chess piece back onto the board when making a move.

*



The old Dave Bowman at the supper table is replaced by the dying Dave Bowman in bed. The 
Monolith appears, for the final time.
   The exchanging versions of Dave Bowman have carried out the moves taking place in a game of 
chess. An interpretation to be made of the majestic black artefact would be that the Monolith is the 
chessboard itself.



The Cinema Screen
As audience we are introduced into 2001: A Space Odyssey by a black void, black as the surface of 
the Monolith. It could be said that as we are confronted by the black void of the overture, we are 
also confronted by a darkness comprising the surface of the rectangular and black Monolith: the 
black cinema screen of the overture is a symbol of the Monolith itself.
   The Monolith appears in front of dying Dave Bowman's deathbed: Dave Bowman in bed is an 
audience in front of a cinema screen.



The Child
The Monolith appears in front of the bed in the strange room. Ultimately our point of view 
approaches the artefact head on, and crosses through to the other side. The shining infant appears.
   This final sequence of the film correlates with the very first, the aligned formation of the moon 
and the earth and the sun. The Monolith appearing in the room would be linked to the dark surface 
of the moon. The shining sun-like sphere encapsulating the child appears at the other side of the 
Monolith, the sun and the moon appear at the other side of the dark silhouette of the moon.

The earth of the aligned formation would be the symbol of a child, 'born' from the sun and the moon
– like the infant in space is 'born' out of the Monolith. The shining sphere encapsulating the child 
would be equivalent to the sun, the child would be equivalent to the earth.
   The shining child is looking at the sunny side of planet earth. Our planet would be the symbol of a
child, like a mirroring of the actual child looking our way. 



***



The cinema screen is a Monolith.
   We look at the black void of the overture, confronting the surface of the Monolith itself. As the 
Monolith appears in the film, the black extraterrestrial artefact is a symbol of the cinema screen 
appearing inside of a cinema screen.
   Dr. Heywood R. Floyd, representative of the National Committee for Aeronautics, checks in at the
Space Station 5 Hilton. He carries a black briefcase. The briefcase is black and rectangular – like a 
miniature version of a Monolith, having shrunk to a portable size.
   The black void of the overture is a symbol of the Monolith. The Monolith itself is a symbol of the 
cinema screen, appearing as an object within the film. Dr. Heywood Floyd's briefcase is a symbol of
the Monolith, shrunk from the size comprising the whole of the cinema screen to an object, small 
enough to carry.
   Dr. Heywood Floyd is checking in at the Hilton – and brings with him a symbol of the Monolith 
appearing among the apes in the dawn of man.



SPACE STATION 5



Dr. Heywood R. Floyd is in flight on board the Pan-Am spaceship, destination Space Station 5. The 
ship eventually pierces the docking bay of the station, like a lance drawn against the giant revolving
structure where Dr. Floyd is about to make acquaintance with security manager Mr. Miller.
   A little bit curiously linked to Dr. Floyd's travel towards the space station would be Dave 
Bowman's hypnotic transportation across the cosmic tunnel: Dr. Heywood Floyd travels towards the
space station, Dave Bowman travels towards the strange white room.
   Dave Bowman is duplicated into the white room, Dr. Heywood Floyd is checking in at the space 
hotel: the polite conversations taking place at the Hilton is about to be juxtaposed with the strange 
eerie noises of the room at the end of the cosmic tunnel.

*



The new copy of Dave Bowman appears inside of the fluorescent white room, Dr. Floyd appears 
inside of the elevator.

*

Dave Bowman enters the bathroom, Dr. Floyd enters the lobby.

*



Dave Bowman approaches a mirror, Dr. Floyd approaches the Hilton hostess.

*

Dave Bowman turns towards the entrance of the bathroom, Dr. Floyd turns towards the entrance of 
the lobby.

*

Dave Bowman in the black robe appears in the room, Mr. Miller appears at the entrance.

*



Dave Bowman in the black robe looks into the bathroom, Mr. 
Miller spots Dr. Floyd at the reception.

*

Dave Bowman in the black robe approaches the bathroom 
entrance, Mr. Miller approaches Dr. Heywood Floyd.



***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

Dave Bowman's actions in the room at the end of the cosmic tunnel are mimicking the moves of a 
game of chess. Dr. Floyd's checking in at the Hilton is matching the events taking place in the 
cosmic room.
   A conclusion to make, would be that Dr. Floyd's very non-spectacular checking in at the Space 
Station 5 Hilton is also mimicking the sequence of chess moves from the game of Frank Poole and 
HAL.

*



Queen takes pawn.

The copy of Dave Bowman appears in the white room, Dr. Heywood Floyd appears in the elevator.

*



   Bishop takes knight's pawn.  

The copy of Dave Bowman walks into the bathroom, Dr. Heywood Floyd walks into the lobby.

*

Rook to king one.

Dave Bowman walks back to the entrance of the bathroom, Dr. Floyd turns towards the lobby 
entrance.

*



Queen to bishop three.

Mr. Miller appears at the reception entrance, Dave Bowman in the black robe appears at the other 
side of the bathroom entrance. Mr. Miller spots Dr. Floyd, Dave Bowman in the black robe looks 
into the bathroom.
   The queen has moved to 'bishop three', the bishop 'spots' the queen.

*



Bishop takes queen.

Mr. Miller approaches Dr. Floyd, Dave Bowman in the black robe approaches the bathroom 
entrance.
   Mr. Miller shakes hands with Dr. Heywood Floyd, Dave Bowman in the black robe walks into the
bathroom and to the spot where Dave Bowman in the space suit is now gone – and shakes hands 
with no one.

In the ceiling of the Space Station 5 there is the same kind of luminous white squares as those 
across the floor of Dave Bowman's white room. Like Dave Bowman in the black robe approaching 
the bathroom entrance, Mr. Miller, likewise, crosses the floor diagonally. If the squares in the roof 
are associated to the squares on a chessboard, then Mr. Miller himself would become the bishop, 
having moved diagonally across those squares.

*



Dave Bowman in the black robe returns to the supper table. He imitates the move of the knight as 
he first walks across the room and then, by the table, takes a few steps sideways.

*



Just like Dave Bowman in the black robe, Dr. Floyd also, though somewhat discreetly, imitates the 
move of the knight: he seems to be heading into the wrong passage of registration, before 'moving 
sideways'.

*



 

Dave Bowman in the black robe moves like the knight, sits down at the table and picks up the grey 
napkin. The napkin would not only be the symbol of a black square on a chessboard. As the knight 
moves down the board, towards the destination square, it could be described as though the knight is 
'sweeping down' at the bishop, to pick up the captured bishop.
   Dave Bowman in black sweeps down at a destination square, and picks up a captured napkin.

*



Knight takes bishop.

The Hilton hostess pushes a button in order to select the operating language of the Voice Print 
Identification.
   Dave Bowman in the black robe grabs the grey napkin, the hostess 'grabs' a button (a grey button, 
as it happens).

*



Mate.

'Well, shall we go through?'
'Would you please use number seventeen?'

'Thank you, miss Turner.'

A row of squares running sideways on a chessboard is called a rank. A column of squares is called a
file. When assigning coordinates to the squares on a chessboard, the ranks and the files are 
organized into numbers and letters.
   The position of the checkmated king is at the first rank, at the G-file. The name of the square 
would be 'G1'.
   The letter G is the 7:th letter of the alphabet. Seventh file, first rank – or first rank, seventh file. 
Consequently, Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller enter Voice Print Identification number seventeen.

*



Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller enter the passage of the Voice Print Identification.
   Dr. Floyd is instructed by a monitor screen. As the two gentlemen step into the passage, the screen
is all black but for the text and emblem of the United States Immigration Department. By way of 
interpretation it could be said that Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller are 'confronting' this monitor screen like
the dying Dave Bowman in bed is confronting the Monolith.
   The Monolith appears in front of the deathbed. A symbol of the Monolith 'appears' in front of Dr. 
Floyd and Mr. Miller.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



***



Dave Bowman's stay in the strange room makes him subjected to being a chess piece walking back 
and forth on a chessboard. Now it seems that Dr. Heywood Floyd, checking in at the space station 
Hilton, is subjected to the same process.
   The security manager guides Dr. Floyd through the Voice Print Identification. Dr. Floyd then 
makes a picturephone call to his daughter on earth, after which he has a chance meeting with Elena 
and her Russian colleagues.
   All of these events are linked to the abstract events taking place in Dave Bowman's fluorescent 
white room. All of the events taking place in the Space Station 5 have the same abstract connection 
to chess moves, as does Dave Bowman's stay in the white room – from Dr. Floyd appearing in the 
elevator, having taken him to the outer wheel of the station, to him chit-chatting with the company 
of the Russians.
   The events of the fluorescent white room reflect a sequence of moves from a game of chess. 
Those same moves out of a game of chess are, in the very same way, defining events occurring at 
the Space Station 5: Dr. Floyd is a chess piece, 'captured' as Mr. Miller carries out the move of a 
bishop.
   Dr. Floyd is a queen, meeting the bishops, knights, pawns and rooks of the Space Station 5. 
   The chess pieces have come to life – in the shape of characters in the science fiction film 2001: A 
Space Odyssey.
   And thus, you have hereby crossed the point in this work from where there is no return.



QUEEN TAKES PAWN



The Monolith, the sun and the moon are symbolising
a 'father', a 'mother' and a 'child'.
   This interpretation of the Monolith with the sun
and the moon is now transformed into symbolising
pieces on a chessboard.
   The 'father' – the Monolith – would become the
'father' on the chessboard. This would correspond to
the king.
   The 'mother' – the sun – would correspond to the
queen, the 'mother' on the chessboard.
   If pieces on a chessboard were to be a 'grand family', as though the pieces had, at the start of a 
new game, arranged themselves for a family shot, then the row of pawns – the children – would all 
be neatly lined up in front of the 'grown-ups'. A pawn would be a child in this family on the 
chessboard. The 'child' – the moon – would be a pawn.
   The Monolith, the sun and the moon are flipped over, like playing cards, and turn into chess 
pieces. The Monolith is a king, the sun is a queen, the moon is a pawn.

*



The Monolith could be interpreted as symbolising a chessboard, as well as the symbol of a cinema 
screen.
   In terms of symbolism concerning chess, there is also another possible interpretation. As Dave 
Bowman ends up in the room at the end of the star gate he moves about across a 'chessboard' 
of lit white squares. Eventually the Monolith appears on this 'chessboard'.
   If the squares covering the floor of the room are the symbol of the squares on a chessboard, then 
the appearing Monolith would become a piece on this board. The equivalent of the majestic 
Monolith would be the most important piece of them all – the king.
   The Monolith could be interpreted as symbolising a chessboard, as well as a king on a chessboard.

The king on the chessboard is checkmated – as a consequence the Monolith appears.

*



The Monolith is a king, the sun is a queen, the moon is a pawn.
   The formation of the Monolith reaching towards the sun and the moon is also a reflection of an 
actual situation on the chessboard.
   If we regard the Monolith as symbolising a chessboard, then the link between this formation and 
the relation to the pieces on the actual chessboard is more discernible.
   First the chessboard has to be turned around in order to get things in place.
   The Monolith would be the base onto which the queen and the pawn – the sun and the moon – are 
placed.
   The queen attacking a pawn is placed at the edge of the chessboard. The sun above the Monolith 
is, accordingly, placed at the 'edge' of the Monolith.
   The sun is the queen about to attack the pawn. The sun and the moon above the Monolith are in 
accordance with the positions of the queen and the pawn about to be attacked.

>>





***



>>



During Dave Bowman's stay in the room at the end of the star gate there are details in the scenario 
pointing to the position of the pieces on the chessboard. It is at any given moment possible to spot a 
handful of these visual allusions pointing to the set-up of the pieces on the chessboard.

There is a certain formation of pawns holding a very significant role during the sequence of the 
moves: the three white pawns making up the wall of the fortress.
   There are candelabra along the walls in the room. These candelabra hold three candles each, 
suggesting an allusion to the three white pawns. Other candelabras, like those above the supper 
table of the suddenly appearing man in black, only holds two candles. Three candles would allude to
three pawns, two candles with a space in-between would allude to a pawn having been captured.
   There are two candelabra in the bathroom, each with candles on each side of a goddess-like 
figurine: two pawns and a bishop have turned into two candles and a figurine.

A black square in-between of two white urns suggests another abstraction of the formation of the 
two white pawns with the black bishop in between. Yet a variation of this kind of formation is also 
seen above the bathtub.
   The particular formation also frames the entrance of the bathroom, where two paintings are to be 
found at each side of the entrance. There is also a black square at the entrance, like a black bishop 
put down like a doormat in front of the fortress.

*





Enter Space Station 5. The elevator door opens and Dr. Heywood Floyd appears.
   The black seats inside the elevator forms a 'bulged' Monolith of sorts, stretching into an imaginary
sky. A lit circle above would be the accompanying 'moon'. Dr. Floyd himself would take the place of
the sun, completing the formation of a Monolith and a sun with a moon in the 'sky'.
   A link to the aligned formation would also mean a link to the situation on the chessboard: a queen 
captures a pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The moves in this game of chess are carried out on a blurred and abstract board, the moves blending
into each other while pieces switch sides, from white side to black and then back again.
   The players themselves seem to have left, leaving the pieces to carry out the moves on their own. 
Dave Bowman inside of the room at the end of the star gate is capturing himself in lack of an 
opponent. 

The queen captures the pawn – it seems as if it is the same queen later 
moving to 'bishop three'. The bishop captures a pawn – is this the same 
bishop later capturing the queen?

   Let's strip the board of all pieces that are not involved in this small excerpt of the game. Let's 
create a board on which there are no longer any opposing sides: there are no longer any 'white 
pieces' or 'black pieces'. 
   Pieces from the same category of pieces, at each opposing side of the board, are merging into one 
and the same piece. The two queens turn into one single queen, the two bishops turn into one single 
bishop. The queen and the bishop are each a 'character' – as opposed to different solitary pieces at 
each opposing side of the board. 

*



This particular game of chess is played by describing the pieces and the moves carried out on the 
board by the use of symbolism, metaphors and allusions. Any specific symbol or allusion used 
would, in turn, lead to further associations and symbols and metaphors describing the game.
   Ultimately a consistent – although abstract – system, through which to describe the moves of the 
game, is revealed.
   The moves taking place in this game of chess are alluded to by associating to a vast intertwined 
root system, an undercurrent, of symbols and metaphors, fragmented to the level of being obscured 
invisible.
   The very main focus of this work is to decipher this system.



THE DOORWAY



The entrance of the bathroom is in the rectangular shape of the Monolith. A conclusion to make, 
would be to regard this entrance as a symbol of the Monolith itself.
   If the entrance of the bathroom is defined as a symbol of the Monolith, then we could also use this
interpretation the other way around. The Monolith itself would be an entrance.
   Dave Bowman walks into the bathroom entrance: he enters the Monolith itself, and goes inside.

*



Dave Bowman in the red space suit walks into the bathroom entrance, he enters the bathroom. Dave
Bowman in the black robe is replacing him as he, a while later, approaches and looks into the 
entrance.
   The bathroom entrance is being defined as a symbol of the Monolith. Dave Bowman in the space 
suit enters the bathroom, and is eventually replaced by the version of him in the black robe.
   The Monolith could be regarded as depicting a symbolic entrance, a doorway. Dave Bowman in 
the red space suit enters the bathroom: he enters the Monolith, and goes inside. As the version of 
him in the black robe turns up at the other side of the bathroom entrance, it would depict Dave 
Bowman in the black robe appearing at the other side of the Monolith.
   Dave Bowman in the red space suit walks across the surface of the Monolith, goes inside, and 
appears at the other side as the version of him in the black robe.

*



A fortress is always located in a corner of the board, often far from the action taking place in the 
game. In this game, though, the fortress is rather to be regarded as the important centre of the board,
considering how the pieces, on this board, relate to it.
   The bathroom is the fortress. Translating the symbolism taking form inside of the cosmic white 
room into the way the pieces on the chessboard relate to the fortress would amount to something 
like this:
   Bishop takes knight's pawn. The bishop walks into the fortress.
   Rook to king one. An exit out of the fortress opens.
   Queen to bishop three. The queen is looking through the exit of the fortress, and sees the bishop.
   Bishop takes queen. The bishop approaches the exit of the fortress, enters, and looks inside.
   Knight takes bishop. The knight walks out of the fortress.
   The entrance of the bathroom would depict both the entrance leading into the fortress, as well as 
the exit leading out of the fortress. The bathroom is a 'fortress' with only one entrance, and not two. 
On the chessboard two entrances leading into and out of the fortress would transform into one and 
the same opening.
  

   
*



Dave Bowman in the space suit enters the bathroom. The way the situation is framed is in itself a 
reflection of the formation of the two pawns and the bishop in front of the king, the 'opening' into 
the fortress.
   The entrance into the bathroom is shaped like the Monolith: the entrance is a symbol of the 
Monolith.
   The 'entrance' between the pawns is the entrance of the bathroom. The Monolith turns into the 
entrance between the two pawns, leading into the fortress.

*



Rook to king one: in a normal game this would describe the destination file of the rook – in this 
game, though, 'king one' would rather mean that the rook moves away one square from the king. 
   Rook to king one: a door opens; the exit out of the fortress is open. The rook is the door itself; a 
door being pushed open to reveal an exit, as the piece moves to 'king one'.
   The 'king' pointed at by the description of the move would be the Monolith itself – and the 
entrance itself, which is now open.
   The entrance of the bathroom is being defined as a symbol of the Monolith. The Monolith could 
be regarded as a 'doorway', an entrance.
   Rook to king one: the doorway of the Monolith is open.

*



The Monolith could be interpreted as a symbolic entrance, a doorway. The pieces on the board are 
walking into this entrance, goes inside, and appear at the other side.

*



Queen takes pawn. The queen and the pawn appear on the chessboard.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn. The bishop walks into the
fortress, through a symbol of the Monolith.

*

Rook to king one. The exit to the other side of the Monolith appears.

*

Queen to bishop three. The queen looks through the Monolith-shaped exit
of the fortress and spots the bishop at the other side.

*



Bishop takes queen. The bishop walks into the
bathroom entrance, and replaces the queen.

*

Knight takes bishop. The knight walks out of the
bathroom entrance, at the other side of the Monolith.

*

Mate. The Monolith appears – a doorway appears.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

The king is checkmated. The Monolith appears: an entrance, a doorway,
appears.
   It is possible to interpret the formation of the Monolith with the sun and
the moon to not only depict the static placement of a queen and a pawn, but
also the actual attack as the queen captures the pawn.

The king is checkmated: the Monolith appears.
   The king is checkmated – after which the moves of the game start over.
   The end of the game – the checkmate – also leads back to the first move,
being carried out all over again: the game starts over.
   The king is checkmated – after which the queen captures the pawn, 'mate,
queen takes pawn'.

*



Dave Bowman's pod ends up inside of the room at the end of the cosmic tunnel. The pod's interior 
creates a dark framing around the view of the room. Dave Bowman's view is limited, like our view 
is 'limited' during the darkness of the overture. The dark framing would link to the darkness of the 
overture; the dark framing would allude to the black surface of the Monolith.

It is as though the pod's window is a 'peeping hole'. At first the room is empty, and then Dave 
Bowman sees a copy of himself.
   The copy of Dave Bowman appears, the interior of the pod creating a dark frame around him: the 
'queen' appears at the other side of a symbol of the Monolith.
   This in itself connects to the image of Monolith as seen with the sun and the moon; the darkness 
in the pod and the two versions of Dave Bowman would be three 'building blocks', linking the 
scenario to the 'building blocks' of the Monolith with the sun and the moon.
   The darkness in the pod, framing the window, would be a link to the Monolith. Dave Bowman in 
the room, appearing in front of the pod, would be a link to the sun, appearing 'in front of the 
Monolith'. The pod itself, about to disappear, would be a link to the moon.

*



Mate. The Monolith appears.
   Queen takes pawn. The queen confronts the pawn. The confrontation takes place across the 
Monolith.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





ENTERING THE
MONOLITH



The bathroom entrance is being defined as a symbol of the Monolith. Dave Bowman in the space 
suit walks into the bathroom through a symbol of the Monolith: he enters the Monolith and goes 
inside.

The entrance of the bathroom is rectangular, and turns into a symbol of the Monolith. This simple 
logic would turn all rectangular shapes into also becoming symbols of the Monolith.
   The passage of the Voice Print Identification is rectangular. Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller enter the 
rectangular entrance – they are entering the Monolith.



***



Dave Bowman ends up in the room at the end of the cosmic tunnel. He moves about on a skewed 
chessboard, a board on which the squares are white and brightly lit.
   We – the audience – have been confronted by the black void of the overture. Dave Bowman ends 
up on a chessboard that is all white – we have been confronted by a board that is all black.
  

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Dave Bowman ends up in the strange room. He looks through the pod window. The dark framing of 
the pod window could be said to allude to the black surface of the Monolith, as though Dave 
Bowman was looking through a 'peeping hole' drilled through the surface of the Monolith.
   The shape of the space suit's helmet window is rectangular, like a bulged and transparent symbol 
of the Monolith. Dave Bowman appears in close-up: it is as though he is trapped at the other side of
the helmet window – at the other side of a symbol of the Monolith.
   The copy of him appears. This new copy of Dave Bowman gradually comes closer into view, until
he, too, appears in close-up. The pod is gone. The new Dave Bowman looks out – in fright? – from 
across the other side of the helmet window, from across the other side of a symbol of the Monolith.

*



The new copy of Dave Bowman is 'trapped' inside of the helmet window: he is 'trapped' inside of a 
symbol of the Monolith.
   The overture is a black cinema screen; a symbol of the Monolith. The odyssey is about to end – 
and Dave Bowman looks at us from across the other side of the cinema screen; from across the 
other side of a symbol of the Monolith.
   It is as though the pitch black darkness of the overture has been lit up, to reveal Dave Bowman at 
the other side; as though the cinema frame itself has been bent across the close-up of Dave Bowman
to trap him at the other side.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller step into the passage of the Voice Print Identification. The screen in front 
of them is black, except for an emblem and the words 'United States Immigration Department'. They
are confronted by this dark screen just like we, the viewers of the film, have been confronted by the 
dark cinema frame of the overture.
   Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller are in front of a symbol of a cinema screen. Just like the cinema screen –
the actual cinema screen – the screen of the Voice Print Identification is also turning into a symbol 
of the Monolith.

*



Dave Bowman enters the bathroom: by walking into the entrance of the bathroom he is also walking
across a symbol of the Monolith.
   The rectangular area of the actual cinema screen onto which the film is projected is interwoven 
into the symbolism of the film itself. We are looking at the cinema screen, a symbol of the 
Monolith. Projected upon this symbol of the Monolith we see Dave Bowman walking into the 
bathroom entrance, another symbol of the Monolith.

*

Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller look at the screen. The recorded lady appears, 'inside' of a symbol of the 
Monolith – Dave Bowman appears at the bathroom entrance, also appearing 'inside' of a symbol of 
the Monolith.

*



The screen turns black (except for the instructing text).
   Dave Bowman in the space suit is inside of the bathroom and looks through the entrance: he looks
at the room across a symbol of the Monolith. He approaches the entrance of the bathroom: he 
approaches a symbol of the Monolith.
   The screen of the Voice Print Identification turns black – Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller is in front of, 
'approach', a symbol of the Monolith.

*



We look at a cinema screen and see Dave Bowman in the black robe walking towards, and into, a 
symbol of the Monolith.
   Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller look at the screen of the Voice Print Identification – the recorded lady 
returns, 'entering' the screen like Dave Bowman in the black robe is entering the bathroom.

*



   

The recorded lady disappears, the screen turns black except for a few of lines of text repeating the 
recorded lady's announcement that the procedure has now ended.
   The recorded lady disappears from a symbol of the Monolith, Dave Bowman in the black robe 
turns around and walks out of a symbol of the Monolith.

The recorded lady has walked in and out of a 'bathroom', peeping at Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller 
through the entrance of that bathroom.
   The recorded lady walks out of a 'bathroom', Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller walk out of the passage.

*



The entrance of the Voice Print Identification could be regarded as a symbol of the Monolith: Dr. 
Floyd and Mr. Miller have entered the Monolith.
   The procedure of identification is completed, Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller are about to leave the 
passage. They have walked into a symbol of the Monolith, and are soon about to appear at the other 
side.
   Dave Bowman entered the room at the end of the cosmic tunnel. Before leaving again, he is, 
ultimately, transformed into a foetus. This foetus, too, is entering the Monolith, and about to appear 
at the other side.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The black cinema frame blocks out your sight during the overture. There is nothing but darkness. 
You are blindfolded – a black rectangular cinema screen has been tied across your eyes.
   The blindfold is taken off – an eye, wide open, is looking at you from across the cinema screen, 
trapped at the other side.



FRANK POOLE
VS.

HAL 9000



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.

Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller enter the aisle of the Voice Print Identification.
   The new copy of Dave Bowman has entered the white room, Dr. Floyd has entered the aisle.

The king is checkmated, after which the sequence of the chess moves starts over. The game 
'commences': the queen captures the pawn.
   Dave Bowman's pod disappears: a pawn is captured.
   The welcoming screen of the Voice Print Identification displays the emblem of the Immigration 
Department of the United States of America. The emblem disappears: a 'pawn' is captured.

   
*



There is a 'disguised', 'hidden', Monolith behind the two gentlemen, in the shape of the black screen 
behind them, not in use. If the screen of the Voice Print Identification is a symbol of the Monolith, 
then there are now two miniature 'Monoliths' inside of the booth.
   The king on the chessboard has been checkmated – and a symbol of the Monolith appears.

*



The screen behind Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller is a symbol of the Monolith. A variation of the 
formation of the Monolith with the sun and the moon is formed: the screen out of use would be a 
'Monolith', lining up with Dr. Floyd and the emblem on the screen.
   The 'disguised' formation would be a visual link to the checkmate and to the queen's capture of the
pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

The recorded lady appears, as a link to Dave Bowman appearing at the entrance of the bathroom.

Mr. Miller is located in the centre of the aisle, in accordance with the bishop on the board having 
captured the 'centre pawn' in front of the king – as though the bishop was situated in an 'aisle' 
between the two pawns. 
   Mr. Miller looks at his watch: the gesture itself would be a link to the bishop capturing the pawn 
in-between of two other.

*



Rook to king one.

The rook moves away from the king – and a symbol of
the king 'appears'. The screen of the Voice Print
Identification turns black again, turning into a symbol
of the Monolith; turning into a symbol of the king.

'Floyd, Heywood R.' The 'R' in Dr. Floyd's name suggests rook.

*



Queen to bishop three.

The screen turns black: the exit out of the fortress opens.
   Mr. Miller looks at Dr. Floyd during the recorded questioning. On the chessboard the bishop and 
the queen look at each other too, as they 'spot' each other across the board.

A red line lights up. This red line under the screen would link to Dave Bowman in the red space 
suit, inside of the bathroom, about to discover the other version of himself.

*



Rook to king one.

The screen turns black (except for the instructing text): the exit out of the fortress opens.

Queen to bishop three.

The line turns red: Dave Bowman in the red space suit looks across the bathroom entrance.

Bishop takes queen.

The red line is turned off, the recorded lady appears: Dave Bowman in the red space suit
disappears, the version of him in the black robe inspects the bathroom entrance.

*



Knight takes bishop.

'Thank you. You are cleared through Voice Print Identification.'
   The recorded lady disappears from the screen: a captured bishop disappears from the board. 
   Dr. Floyd and Smyslov stroll along the lounge. A guest, in black, has taken a seat in a glassed 

secluded booth, reading a magazine.
   The man in black would be the equivalent to Dave Bowman in 
black, having returned to the supper table. The magazine would 
be the equivalent to the grey napkin.

*



Mate.

The king is checkmated and a version of the Monolith 'appears' – the man in black has taken a seat 
at a 'toppled Monolith'.



***



A looping game of chess

The king is checkmated – and the sequence of the chess moves is about to return to the first move of
the game.
   This game of chess is looping. The king on the chessboard is checkmated – and immediately the 
'game' starts over: a 'queen' captures a 'pawn'.

*



The copy of Dave Bowman appears in the room,
Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller appear in the lobby.

Dave Bowman in the space suit confronts the other version of himself,
Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller accompany each other along the lobby lounge.

Dave Bowman in the black robe walks into the bathroom
and has parted ways with the version of himself that has disappeared,

Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller part ways at the end of the walk along the lounge.

Dave Bowman in the black robe sits down at the table in the room,
Dr. Floyd sits down in the booth of the picturephone.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Imagine a chessboard on which the pieces are no longer there. Instead they have dissolved into 
abstract associations and symbols. Eventually these associations and symbols blend into each other, 
one symbol being the symbol of another.
   Individual scenes of 2001: A Space Odyssey are not only about to be juxtaposed and compared to 
what is going on in the strange room. Scenes are also, in the same way, about to be juxtaposed with 
each other as the symbols of a giant rebus are about to be deciphered.

The symbolism is abstract to the level of not being able to be described by any sane or sensible 
means. 
   Not a small share of the proposed interpretations of this work is going to seem quite implausible 
at first: someone looking at a watch is proposed to have connections to what is going on in the 
white room, a lit red line is supposed to be a link to Dave Bowman's red space suit.
   The way to make any sense out of this is that the same kind of symbolism is recurring in the very 
same way throughout the odyssey, alluding to the same particular situation on the chessboard as 
right there in the space station, as Mr. Miller guides Dr. Floyd through the security procedures.

To make matters worse: at times two different, and seemingly conflicting, conclusions are going to 
be presented. The answer to which interpretation that would be 'correct' is: both would be; both 
conclusions would be equally valid.
   Ultimately this game of chess is going to be set apart from squares or moves on a board – to 
gradually dissolve into pure visual symbolism.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller enter a 'Monolith', and walk through to the 
other side. In the room at the end of the cosmic tunnel, Dave Bowman 
disappears from the pod, and the new copy of him appears inside of 
the room, at the other side of a symbol of the Monolith.

Queen takes pawn.

The copy of Dave Bowman appears in the room, Dr. Floyd and Mr. 
Miller appear at the far end of the lounge.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Mr. Miller looks at his watch in the passage of the Voice Print Identification: the 'bishop's pawn' is 
captured. In a miniscule detail, he is again looking at his watch as the two gentlemen stroll along the
lounge.
   Mr. Miller looks at his watch: on the chessboard the 'bishop's pawn' is captured.

*



Rook to king one.

1.

Dr. Floyd's black briefcase is black and rectangular: the briefcase becomes a symbol of the 
Monolith.
   The Monolith is a symbol of the king on the chessboard. The briefcase, consequently, also turns 
into a symbol of the king.

2.

The fortress is a small and secluded area in the corner of the board, into which black player's bishop 
has created an opening. The rook moves to a neighbouring square, and an exit out of the fortress 
emerges.
   Rook to king one: the rook is moving away from a black and rectangular king, the black rectangle 
reveals the exit out of the fortress.
   The king is not involved in the actual move taking place in the actual game – but the king in this 
game is. Rook to king one: 'the rook moves away from the king' – and the entrance out of the 
fortress appears.



3.

Dr. Floyd's briefcase is defined as a symbol of the Monolith. The Monolith is defined as a symbol of
the king on the chessboard.
   Dr. Floyd approaches the receptionist and puts the briefcase on the reception desk: he puts a 
symbol of the chessboard's king on the reception desk.
   The move 'rook to king one' is being 'carried out'. The briefcase would be the king of 'rook to king
one', the entrance into the reception area would be the exit out of the fortress.

4.

Dr. Floyd puts the 'Monolith briefcase' on the reception desk and is about to spot Mr. Miller at the 
reception entrance. Briefcase, entrance: king and exit out of the fortress.
   The swing-door out of which Mr. Miller is about to appear would be a fitting symbol of the actual 
white square left empty, as the rook moves to 'king one'.



5.

Dr. Floyd puts the briefcase on the reception desk. He then looks at his watch.
   The gesture is somewhat repeated in the lounge. Dr. Floyd looks at his watch – and by doing so 
happens to lift the 'Monolith briefcase'.
   Both at the reception and in the lounge the briefcase would be the king of 'king one'.



6.

Rook to king one.

Dr. Floyd looks at his watch, and opens a 'Monolith door' as he lifts the briefcase.



7.

The reception's white swing-door would be the symbol of a square on a chessboard. 
   The two gentlemen in the lounge pass by a hostess of the hotel having a rendezvous with one of 
the guests. The guest's white briefcase would suggest a link to the white swing-door of the 
reception.
   The door out of the fortress has been opened, and a 'swing-door' is ready to let queen and bishop 
spot each other across the board.

*



Dr. Floyd is dressed in a dark red suit, Mr. Miller in a grey one. The two of them are linked to the 
events taking place in the room at the end of the cosmic tunnel. An extension of that connection 
would be to link Dr. Floyd's red suit to the red space suit, and Mr. Miller's grey suit to the black 
robe.
   Dave Bowman in the red space suit and the version of him in the black robe carry out the moves 
taking place on a chessboard. Let's suppose that Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller, carrying out the 'moves' 
of that same board, are two pieces on that board.
   Dr. Floyd would be the queen. Mr. Miller would be the bishop. As they cross the stretch of the 
lounge, they would be queen and bishop moving, together, across the board.

Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller walk along the lounge of the Hilton space hotel: the queen walks along the
chessboard in the company of the bishop.
   Dr. Floyd would be inside of the bathroom, Mr. Miller would be outside, in the room. Both 
versions of Dave Bowman are, in turns, approaching the entrance into the bathroom: the two 
gentlemen strolling along the lounge are approaching the 'entrance' of the picturephone.

*



Rook to king one.

Dr. Floyd lifts the 'Monolith briefcase' as he 
takes a look at the watch. At the reception he 
looks at his watch while having put the briefcase
in front of him at the desk.

Queen to bishop three.

Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller walk past the white
briefcase, the briefcase being a link to the swing-

door into the reception area. Dr. Floyd and Mr.
Miller walk past a symbolic swing-door in the

shape of a white briefcase, the queen and the
bishop spot each other across the chessboard.

*



Queen to bishop three.

Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller stroll along the lounge; in the 
reception area they spot each other as Mr. Miller appears.

Bishop takes queen.

Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller walk further along the lobby;  in the 
reception area Mr. Miller approaches Dr. Floyd.

The bishop captures the queen: the bishop 
'shakes hands' with the queen. Dr. Floyd and Mr.
Miller shake hands as they meet in the lobby, the
gesture is then repeated in Dr. Floyd patting Mr. 
Miller on the shoulder.

*  



1.

Mr. Miller approaches Dr. Floyd at the reception. This would be in accordance with Dave Bowman 
in black approaching the bathroom entrance.
   Dr. Floyd 'moves like the knight'. This would be in accordance with Dave Bowman in black 
returning to the supper table.



2.

There is an alternative way to link the events taking place in the reception area with the events 
taking place in the room.

Mr. Miller and Dr. Floyd shake hands. Instead of letting the handshake be linked to Dave Bowman 
in black walking into the bathroom entrance, the handshake is instead being associated with Dave 
Bowman in black looking into the bathroom, still seated at the supper table.

Mr. Miller approaches the Voice Print Identification passage after the handshake: Mr. Miller walks 
into the passage, Dave Bowman in black walks into the bathroom entrance.

Dr. Floyd 'moves like the knight', Dave Bowman in black returns to the supper table in the same 
manner.



3.

Mr. Miller walks into the passage (crossing the floor somewhat 'diagonally'), after which Dr. Floyd 
follows and 'moves like the knight'.
   This is in accordance with the moves taking place on the chessboard: the bishop moves to a square
('bishop three'), the knight then follows, in moving to that same spot, capturing the bishop.
   Dr. Floyd 'captures' Mr. Miller in the passage, both of them having moved to the same 'square' on 
the board.



4.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller shake hands at the reception; Dr. Floyd pats Mr. Miller on the shoulder as 
they are about to part in the lounge.

Mr. Miller walks into the passage of the Voice Print Identification; in the lounge he walks the last 
stretch and disappears behind a corner.

Dr. Floyd walks into the passage; in the lounge he enters the booth of the picturephone.

*



Knight takes bishop.

Dr. Floyd takes a seat in the booth of the picturephone, Dave Bowman in black sits down at the 
supper table.

*

Mate.

The king is checkmated, a symbol of the Monolith appears: two guests of the hotel pass by, one of 
which carries a 'Monolith briefcase'.



***



Queen takes pawn. Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller appear in the lounge; the copy 
of Dave Bowman appears in the room.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn. Mr. Miller looks at his watch; Dave Bowman in 
the space suit walks into the bathroom.

*

Rook to king one. Dr. Floyd lifts the briefcase; Dave Bowman in the space 
suit approaches the bathroom entrance.

*



Queen to bishop three. 'Queen' Dr. Floyd and 'bishop' Mr. Miller walk along 
the lounge; Dave Bowman in the space suit confronts the man at the supper 
table.

*

'You go on ahead to the restaurant, I'll meet you there.'

Bishop takes queen. Mr. Miller and Dr. Floyd split; Dave Bowman in the 
black robe walks into the bathroom entrance from where the version of him 
wearing the space suit is gone.

*

Knight takes bishop. Dr. Floyd enters the picturephone, Dave Bowman in 
black returns to the supper table.

*



Mate. The Monolith appears in front of the bed in the room; a black screen 'appears' in the booth of 
the picturephone.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The dual Monolith

Dr. Floyd walks into the picturephone booth, a guest passes by carrying a 
black and rectangular briefcase.
   The screen of the picturephone would be a symbol of the Monolith – just 
like the briefly seen briefcase.
   The king is checkmated – and a symbol of the Monolith has appeared 
twice, both symbolising the checkmated king.

The Monolith is an entrance. The first symbol of the Monolith would be the 
closed door of this entrance, the second would be the door about to open.



THE PICTUREPHONE



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Dave Bowman reaches the room at the end of the cosmic tunnel. Dr. Floyd, having entered the
booth, would link to Dave Bowman having entered the white room.

An emblem appears on the screen. The round emblem of the telephone company would link to the
white pod disappearing from the room, Dr. Floyd himself would link to the version of Dave

Bowman staying in the room.

*



Dr. Floyd is inside of the picturephone booth, the new copy of Dave Bowman is inside of the room.

*

The copy of Dave Bowman appears in the entrance into the bathroom, Dr. Floyd's daughter appears 
on the screen of the picturephone.

*

'May I speak to Rachel, please?'
'Gone to the bathroom.'

Dave Bowman in the space suit inspects the bathroom and returns back to the entrance. Dave 
Bowman is at the other side of an entrance, Dr. Floyd's daughter is at the other side of a screen.

*



Dave Bowman sees another person in the room, Dr. Floyd sees his daughter on the screen.

*

Dave Bowman in the black robe walks up to the bathroom and is framed within the entrance as he 
inspects the bathroom, Dr. Floyd's daughter is framed within the screen of the picturephone as she 
and her father converse.

*

'Bye-bye!'

Dr. Floyd's daughter reaches for the telephone at her side: the conversation is over, the phone is 
hung up. Dave Bowman in the black robe, seated at the supper table, reaches for the napkin: the 
bathroom was empty, he's by himself for the supper.

*



Mate. The picturephone screen is turned off – and turns into a symbol of the black Monolith.
   The charge of one dollar and seventy cents again hints at the square of the king, 'G1'.

'Thank you. You are cleared through Voice Print Identification.'

'Thank you for a very enjoyable game.'



***



What if a demon crept after thee into thy loneliest loneliness some day or night, and

said to thee: ”This life, as thou livest it at present, and hast lived it, thou must live it

once more, and also innumerable times; and there will be nothing new in it, but

every pain and every joy and every thought and every sigh, and all the unspeakably

small and great in thy life must come to thee again, and all in the same series and

sequence  –  and  similarly  this  spider  and  this  moonlight  among  the  trees,  and

similarly this moment, and I myself. The eternal sand-glass of existence will ever be

turned once more, and thou with it, thou speck of dust!” […]

Friedrich Nietzsche: The Gay Science                         
(aphorism no. 341, The Heaviest Burden)



Eternal Recurrence
2001: A Space Odyssey is a universe in which events occur over and over, in a repeated variation of 
a predestined, fixated, pattern. Dr. Heywood Floyd walks through the space station – the doctor, the 
other characters and the events taking place are mirrored alterations of characters and events from 
another time and place.
   A repeating spiralling pattern of events drives the evolution during the dawn of man. This 
repeating pattern of events still defines the actions of mankind millions of years later, as men and 
intelligent supercomputers explore interplanetary space.

The consecutive appearances of the monoliths are the most majestic recurring event taking place in 
2001: A Space Odyssey. The fright and curiosity of the apes confronting the Monolith are, some 
million years later, repeated by the spacemen on the moon as they approach the mysterious artefact. 
Finally an upright monolith appears in front of the bed in the room at the end of the 'star gate'. A 
dying Dave Bowman reaches towards the Monolith, in a gesture repeating the curiosity of both the 
apes and the spacemen on the moon reaching for, and touching, the surface of the object.
   In-between the majestic appearances of the Monolith there are symbols of the Monolith appearing 
too, in the shape of television screens and briefcases. It is as though the grand appearances of the 
Monolith have been divided into tinier parts, to appear in miniature along the way.

The guests and personnel of the Space Station 5 Hilton unknowingly carry out the moves and 
countermoves on a chessboard present since the dawn of man. Every act carried out is defined by an
all-embracing pattern – a pattern also deciding the interior design of a space station designed with 
the set-up of the pieces on the board in mind.
   The dizzying nature of repetition defining the universe of 2001: A Space Odyssey is driven by the 
cycle of a couple of non-spectacular moves from a game of chess. Were we to put anything out of 
this film under the lens of a microscope we would discern even more variations of the set-up and 
moves out of the game of chess between HAL and Frank Poole: the film is a sierpinski triangle.

Every kind of act carried out and everything created in nature have existed before, in different 
forms, throughout the beginning of time. What is dying will be born again, in a chain of events 

occurring over and over again, and will do so for time eternal.
   The repetition of events and motifs taking place in 2001: A Space 
Odyssey is reflecting the philosophical perspective of eternal 
recurrence, the view that time is running in circles.
   Eternal recurrence is the philosophic angle through which Nietzsche 
defines the existence, and the overarching philosophy of Also Sprach 
Zarathustra.



Queen takes pawn. A leopard jumps off from the edge of a cliff and kills an ape.
   The queen – the strongest piece – jumps off from the edge of the board and kills an inattentive 
pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



TWO TRIBES



Apes gather around a water hole, there is a conflict.
   Dr. Floyd meets the Russians. There might not be a conflict, but there is severe tension between 
Dr. Floyd and Smyslov.
   The apes gather around a water hole, the Russians have 'gathered' around drinks. If the meeting 
between Dr. Floyd and the Russians is symbolically reflecting a conflict having taken place in the 
dawn of man, then the round table would be the proposed symbol of the water hole itself; the 
company in the hotel lounge having a 'conflict' at a table, the apes by a water hole. 



A couple of pieces have met up at the fortress. The queen wants to join in, and moves towards the 
square labelled as 'bishop three'.

Space Station 5 is a chessboard: the company at the round table has met at a fortress.
   Dr. Floyd approaches the Russians: the queen approaches the fortress.

*



Both Smyslov and Mr. Miller dress in grey. Mr. Miller has left the story – and has been 'replaced' by
Smyslov, one grey suit replacing the other.

*

The king is dressed in black: Elena wears black, like Dave Bowman in the black robe, like the man 
in the glass booth.

*

The two white pawns on each side of the black bishop are 'bystanders' to the game of chess.
   Dr. Stretniva and Dr. Kalinin do not participate in the conversation – like two 'pawns' not involved
in the moves taking place on the board.

*



The leopard kills an ape: the event reflects the situation on the chessboard, and the first move of the 
game. A queen 'kills' a pawn, a leopard kills an ape: an allusion to the leopard would equal a link to 
the queen on the chessboard.

Smyslov's drink is yellow, the ladies' are water-coloured. The ladies' three 
drinks suggest the formation of the three pawns making up the wall of the 
fortress. Smyslov's drink would suggest a subtle link to a yellow sun – or a 
yellow leopard. The sun and the leopard are associated with the queen: 
Smyslov's drink would be a 'queen' (which, as we shall see, is also a 
definition about to fluctuate).
   The napkins under the drinks would be 'squares' under chess pieces.

*

Queen takes pawn. 

Smyslov and the ladies are
enjoying their drinks at a
figurative chessboard, the
drinks turning into chess
pieces on a board devoid
of squares.
   Smyslov puts down his
drink – and figuratively
makes a move in the game
of chess. If his drink is a
queen, this 'chess piece' is
now figuratively put down
on a 'square', a napkin,
where a pawn is captured.

        
*



Smyslov's drink would be a link to the leopard, the predator 'jumping off a cliff' as Smyslov puts 
down the drink.
   Smyslov puts down the drink – and a miniature leopard jumps down on an ape.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Smyslov looks at his watch, just like Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller have been looking at their watches 
earlier. Smyslov looks at his watch – on the chessboard the 'knight's pawn' is captured.

*



Rook to king one
Queen to bishop three.

Elena is dressed in black, which would link her to Dave Bowman in the
black robe – and, also, to the black Monolith itself.

In the reception area Dr. Floyd puts the black briefcase on the reception desk (and looks at his 
watch), after which Mr. Miller appears. On the chessboard the rook moves to 'king one', after which 
the queen and the bishop spot each other.
   Elena, in black, turns to Dr. Kalinin, and Dr. Floyd appears: the rook moves to 'king one', after 
which the queen and the bishop spot each other across the board.

 *



The queen moves to 'bishop three', and is placed 'on top' of the fortress, and 'on top' of the two white
pawns and the black bishop.
   The queen greets and shakes hands with the bishop and the two pawns of the fortress.

*



The company of the Russians are having drinks at a 'fortress'. Dr. Floyd appears: a 'queen' is 
approaching a 'fortress'.
   Smyslov and Dr. Floyd spot each other across the board.

*

The 'queen' greets and shakes hands with two pawns and a bishop.

*

Smyslov's three colleagues are at one side of the table, Smyslov himself at the other: the two pawns 
and the black bishop are 'at one side of the fortress', while the white bishop is 'at the other side', 
'outside', of the fortress.
   Smyslov and Dr. Floyd shake hands – the 'bishop' shakes hands with the 'queen'.

*



Queen to bishop three. Dr. Floyd approaches the 
company of the Russians, a 'continuation' of him 
having accompanied Mr. Miller along the lounge.

*

Dr. Floyd turns around to greet Smyslov – like Dave Bowman in the space suit and Dave Bowman 
in the black robe both turn around before confronting each other.

*

Bishop takes queen. Dr. Floyd shakes hands with Smyslov. Smyslov 'captures' Dr Floyd, in a 
continuation of Dr. Floyd shaking hands with Mr. Miller at the reception, and patting him on the 
shoulder in the lounge.

*



Knight takes bishop. Smyslov picks up a chair: he 'picks up' the bishop like Dave Bowman in the 
black robe picks up the napkin.

Smyslov swings the chair, the chair moving in a bow mimicking the move of the knight on the 
chessboard. If Smyslov is a bishop, then he would be 'captured' as he sits down at this chair.

*



Mate. Dr. Floyd puts the 'Monolith briefcase' onto the floor. There is a thump as he does, as though 
a large chess piece has been put down again at the board during a move.
   Smyslov plays chess with chairs. The chair captures Smyslov and checkmates Dr. Floyd's 
briefcase.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Smyslov reaches for his glass.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Smyslov looks at his watch.

Rook to king one.
Elena turns to Dr. Kalinin.

Queen to bishop three.
Dr. Floyd approaches the Russians. One tribe of apes

approaches another in the dawn of man.

Bishop takes queen.
Smyslov and Dr. Floyd shake hands. A tribe of apes chases

away another – the bishop 'chases away' the queen.

Knight takes bishop.
The invading tribe of apes has succeeded in

conquering the water hole.

Mate.
The leader ape growls in victory.

'I'm afraid there's going to be a bit of a row about it.'







***



Queen takes pawn.

Smyslov reaches for his drink. The gesture would, again, be
a link to the leopard attacking the ape – and, along with that
link, to the queen on the chessboard capturing the pawn.
   Smyslov reaches for the drink – and 'plays chess' with the
drinks on the table.

*      



The new copy of Dave Bowman stays in the room at the end of the cosmic tunnel, while the pod 
disappears.
   Dave Bowman staying in the room would be a symbol of a 'queen' having captured a pawn.
   The new copy of Dave Bowman approaches the closed corner of the room: his connection to the 
moves carried out in the game of chess has changed. He has been associated with the queen, but is 
now making the move of the bishop.

Smyslov's drink is a symbol of the queen on the chessboard. Smyslov pulls the napkin with the 
drink towards him, 'diagonally' across the table.
   As the glass is pulled the connection to the game of chess is being altered, just as with Dave 
Bowman in the room, as he starts walking towards the closed corner.
   Another way to say this, would be to let the glass be a symbol of Dave Bowman in the room:
the glass is pulled across the table, Dave Bowman walks across the room – and the bishop makes a 
move on the board.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Smyslov hauls the napkin with the glass towards him: a bishop is moving towards a pawn about to 
be captured. There is a cut, closing in on Dr. Floyd. From our point of view he is at the centre of the 
company, like a bishop in the 'centre' between two pawns.
   Dave Bowman approaches the closed corner of the room – a 'glass pulled across a table'. There is 
a cut, and he appears in the 'centre' of the bathroom entrance.

*



'King' Elena converses with Dr. Floyd. 
   Dr. Floyd: 'Well, how is Gregor?'
   Elena: 'Oh, he's fine. He's been doing some
underwater research in the Baltic, so I'm afraid we
don't get a chance to see very much of each other
these days.'

Rook to king one.

'Well, how is the king at the G-file?'
   'Oh, he's fine. He's been doing some underwater research in the fortress, so I'm afraid we don't 
get a chance to see very much of each other these days.'

*



Rook to king one.

Dr Floyd and the company have gathered at a 'chessboard', with the 
glasses on the round table being symbols of the pieces on that board.
   Smyslov takes a sip of his drink. As he does, he would be literally 
lifting the piece of the rook: the rook on the chessboard is moved to the 
left of the fortress, Smyslov, when lifting the glass, is located to the left 
in the scenario.
   The round table would be a 'fortress', the glass would have turned into 
the piece of the rook.

*



Queen to bishop three.

Dr. Floyd and Smyslov are framed in foreground and background respectively; the queen 'confronts'
the bishop.

*

'We've just spent three months calibrating the new antenna at Tchalinko.'

'We've calibrated the queen towards bishop three.' 

*



Some suggested conclusions in this work are nothing but borderline insane – and there is no way to 
work around it.
   The symbolism is presented as parts of an interlinked chain, one symbol giving credibility to the 
other. As the links reach full circle, conclusions that have been merely suggested are going to be 
proven valid and coherent in the process. 
   Conclusions that, at this point in this work, may seem like the inconclusive result of mere 
confirmation bias are about to be revisited, investigated and thoroughly explained as more pieces of
this puzzle have been revealed.

Bishop takes queen.

Smyslov takes another sip of the drink. As he does, the move of the glass is in 
correlation with the move of the bishop, moving diagonally across the board.

*



A hotel hostess approaches the company.
   The hostess appears in the background and approaches the table of the Russians – while, in the 
white room, Dave Bowman in the black robe appears at the entrance of the bathroom, about to 
return to the supper table.

*



Knight takes bishop. The hostess passes by, carrying a bunch of papers of various colours. The 
hostess carries a bunch of papers, Dave Bowman in the black robe is 'carrying', picking up, the grey 
napkin at the supper table.
   The hostess is passing by – and 'captures' Smyslov in the grey suit, like Dave Bowman in the 
black robe 'captures' a grey napkin.

*



Knight takes bishop.

The hostess appears in the background, approaching Smyslov at the table.

Mate.

Smyslov appears in a close-up; Dave Bowman in the black
robe appears in a close-up at the supper table.

*



Mate.

Smyslov appears in a close-up. A disguised version of the Monolith 'appears': Smyslov's black tie, 
the 'rectangular end' of the tie, would be a symbol of the Monolith – a Monolith with a 'sun' above, a
'sun' made out of a tie decoration.
   The king is checkmated – the mood gets very tense.
 

 

 

 



CHESS BASICS



The first couple of moves in a game of chess is, in chess terminology, called the opening. There is 
silent tension across the board while positions are taken, important squares are being protected, 
strategies are set up for coming battles. 
   The most energetic part of the game, involving the most pieces, is called the middle game.
   The final part of the game, leading to the checkmate, is called the endgame.

The dawn of man is the opening, the first pieces slowly coming into position in preparation for the 
new game.
   The odyssey stretching from Dr. Floyd's Blue Danube Pan-Am space flight and all the way to 
Dave Bowman being slung into the star gate is the middle game, rising and lowering in pace as the 
game proceeds.
   What is taking place in the white room at the end of the star gate is an endgame.

*



A. Roesch vs. W. Schlage, Hamburg, 1910.
   The set-up of Frank Poole and HAL's game of chess is from a real game, found in the archives of 
an actual tournament.

*



'I suppose you saw the work on the new section when you came in?'

The Space Station 5 is a revolving chessboard – or a fortress, falling apart by intrusive moves taking
place on the board.
   Mr. Miller – a bishop – would be the 'security manager' of the fortress, moving in and out of the 
construction as he likes.



***



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.



Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.



Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.



Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.

Smyslov taps down at the napkin under the drink, like 'pointing' to a square on a chessboard. This 
would be linked to the previous gesture of him about to drag the drink across the table – and a 
gesture hinting, again, at the leopard attacking the ape.

*

'Would you like a drink, doctor?'

'Now, are you sure you won't change your mind about that drink?'

In a roundabout of symbols, the drink offered would be a link
to the leopard in the dawn of man – and to the queen on the chessboard.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Dr. Floyd looks at his watch, and 'captures a pawn'.
   He is framed in the centre of the scene, just as Smyslov and Mr. Miller previously, looking at 
their watches.
   A character looks at the watch, framed in the centre of the scene: on the chessboard the bishop 
captures a pawn in the centre of two other pawns.

*



Queen takes pawn. Smyslov taps down at the napkin under his drink.

Bishop takes knight's pawn. Dr. Floyd looks at the watch.

Rook to king one. Dr. Floyd picks up the 'Monolith briefcase', the king of 'king one'.

*

Rook to king one. Elena would represent the king on the chessboard, as she converses with Dr. 
Floyd.

*



Queen to bishop three. Dr. Floyd and Elena shake hands, a mirroring of Dr. Floyd shaking hands 
with the women earlier.

*

Bishop takes queen. 'Bishop' Smyslov and 'queen' Dr. Floyd shake hands.

*

Knight takes bishop. Dr. Floyd leaves the scene somewhat making 'the move of the knight'.

The hostess walks across the Hilton lounge and approaches the table of the Russians.
   Dave Bowman in the black robe appears at the entrance of the bathroom, and walks across the 
room towards the supper table.
   Dr. Floyd says good-bye – 'ladies' – and leaves.

The hostess carries a bunch of papers, Dr. Floyd carries a black briefcase.

*



Mate.

Smyslov has 'conquered a water hole'
and 'growls victoriously', muttering
in Russian to the colleagues.

*        

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The visual experience

Dave Bowman in the black robe moves like the knight – the interpretations relating to chess are at 
times no less formulaic than moves taking place on an actual chessboard.
   As a contrast to this kind of, let's call it 'static' symbolism, this work is at times going to present 
interpretations and reflections of a different character, that are instead perhaps mere suggested 
speculations – or just plain silly. This in a celebration of the scope and fluidity of 2001: A Space 
Odyssey – and of the perspective that sometimes final, definitive conclusions should be avoided.
   The chess moves, governing the universe of 2001: A Space Odyssey, are, ultimately, a metaphor – 
defining what they are a metaphor of is the interpretation that is yours to make.
   This is the spirit in which the visual experience of 2001: A Space Odyssey is going to be 
celebrated.



The Birthday
'Daisy, daisy, give me your answer do...'

The odyssey begins: the sun rises over the eclipse of the earth and the dark side of the moon, to the 
crescendo of Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra. The image can be regarded as the symbol of a birth, 
a birth bringing into being the 'birth of man', as well as a birth linked to the coming 'birth' of the 
shining infant in space.
   The birthday of Dr. Floyd's daughter is approaching. This birthday could be regarded as taking 
place in a consecutive row of 'birthdays', along with the birth, the 'birthday', of the interplanetary 
child in space and the birthday of Dr. Frank Poole on board Discovery One – one celebrated by the 
signature Strauss' crescendo, the other by parents singing 'Happy birthday to you'.

Not only births and birthdays occur throughout the odyssey, but also deaths. The 'birth' of mankind 
is manifested by deaths: a leopard attacks an ape, another ape is killed by other apes. The 
appearance of the shining infant is preceded by the various transformations of Dave Bowman 
disappearing, 'dying', as he goes through the transformation into the child. Dave Bowman’s entrance
into the cosmic tunnel is preceded by the death of HAL 9000.
   'I am a HAL 9000 computer. I became operational at the H A L plant in Urbana, Illinois, on the 
12th of January, 1992.' HAL 9000 is in the process of being shut down, and the machine picks up a 
rehearsed welcoming message informing us about the day of his 'birth'. This message also escalates 
into a certain celebration, as HAL takes the opportunity to sing while being turned off.

HAL is shut down and a recorded message appears. Dr. Floyd informs the crew of Discovery One, 
the human part of the crew – now all dead except for Dave Bowman – about the discovery of the 
monolith on the moon. There is a certain intriguing correlation between Dave Bowman receiving 
Dr. Floyd’s pre-recorded briefing and Dr. Floyd speaking to his daughter, as though Dave Bowman 
would be at the other end of the line during a 'picturephone' conversation with Dr. Floyd. Or, the 
other way around: as though Dr. Floyd’s daughter would be receiving a ‘briefing’ from her father.
   This correlation is also present at the end of the film. The dying Dave Bowman in bed is reaching 
towards the Monolith in front of the bed. An image that would connect the appearance of the 
shining infant with Dr. Floyd’s conversation with his daughter would be if the dying Dave Bowman 
didn’t disappear from the bed, but instead the infant in space would appear inside of the Monolith, 
in front of the bed. The surface of the Monolith would be the screen of a ‘picturephone’, the dying 
Dave Bowman making a call to a shining infant at the other end.
   This correlation would also establish a certain link between the shining infant and Dr. Floyd’s 
daughter – Dr. Floyd's daughter is a child appearing on the screen in front of her father, the shining 
infant is a child appearing on a screen in front of us.



Squirt
Squirt's haircut suggests alluding to the
space helmet of a spaceman. The
allusion would be complete by the
broad white neck and cuffs of the
dress, both perhaps alluding to the
round neck and cuffs of a helmet-less and glove-less space suit.
   A yellow little figure suggests an allusion to Frank Poole, falling free in space while wearing a 
yellow space suit.
   Three white buttons on Squirt's dress suggest alluding to the 'wall' of pawns in front of the king.
   The colourful dress makes the colourful variations of the cosmic tunnel come to mind.

Rachel has 'gone to the bathroom': the rook is in the fortress.
   'Are you coming to my party tomorrow?' – the party suggests an allusion to the colourful 
crescendo of the cosmic tunnel, the crescendo of the cosmic tunnel appearing as the big 'party' of 
the odyssey.
   Squirt wants a 'bushbaby', in alluding to the apes in the dawn of man. The 'bush baby' might also 
hint towards the shining infant in space, a 'baby'.
   'Tell mummy that I've telephoned, ok?'. Dr. Floyd, the mother, Squirt: the father, the mother and 
the child.





2



'Except for a single, very powerful, radio emission, aimed
at Jupiter, the four million year old black monolith has 
remained completely inert – it's origin and purpose still a 
total mystery.'



THE DAWN OF MAN



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



A leopard kills an ape: the queen captures a pawn.
   The queen captures a pawn: Dave Bowman in the pod disappears, replaced by the version of him 
having appeared in the room.

>>



DAVE BOWMAN HAS APPEARED IN THE BOX OF A ROOM,
THE APES APPEAR IN THE VALLEY OF THE WATER HOLE.

*

DAVE BOWMAN WALKS INTO A SECLUDED AREA OF THE ROOM,
APES HAVE GATHERED IN A SECLUDED AREA BY THE WATER HOLE.

*



AN APE DRINKS FROM THE WATER HOLE, DAVE BOWMAN ENCOUNTERS A WATER TAP.

*

AN APE QUARRELS WITH ANOTHER APE, DAVE BOWMAN APPROACHES THE REFLECTION OF HIMSELF.
THE TWO APES LOOK THE SAME – JUST LIKE DAVE BOWMAN AND THE REFLECTION OF HIM IN THE MIRROR.

*



THE APES HAVE BEEN DRINKING PEACEFULLY FROM THE WATER HOLE, BUT ARE INTERRUPTED
BY A COMPETING TRIBE. DAVE BOWMAN IN THE BLACK ROBE IS PEACEFULLY ENJOYING HIS SUPPER,

BUT IS INTERRUPTED BY A 'COMPETING' DAVE BOWMAN.

*

THE APES BY THE WATER HOLE TURN AROUND AND FACE THE INTRUDERS,
DAVE BOWMAN IN THE BLACK ROBE TURNS AROUND AND LOOKS INTO THE BATHROOM.

*



THE INTRUDING APES SNEAK UP ON THE APES DRINKING FROM THE WATER HOLE.
A GROUP OF APES APPROACH OTHER APES, DAVE BOWMAN IN THE BATHROOM APPROACHES A REFLECTION IN A MIRROR.

*

THE APES BY THE WATER HOLE TURN AROUND TOWARDS THE INTRUDERS,
DAVE BOWMAN IN THE SPACE SUIT TURNS AROUND TOWARDS THE BATHROOM ENTRANCE.

*



TWO TRIBES OF APES CONFRONT EACH OTHER ACROSS THE WATER HOLE,
TWO VERSIONS OF DAVE BOWMAN CONFRONT EACH OTHER ACROSS THE ROOM.

AN APE RUNS ACROSS THE WATER HOLE TO CHASE AWAY OTHER APES,
ONE VERSION OF DAVE BOWMAN WALKS TOWARDS THE BATHROOM TO CHASE AWAY ANOTHER VERSION OF HIMSELF.

*



THE ATTACKING TRIBE CONQUERS THE WATER HOLE, DAVE BOWMAN IN THE BLACK ROBE 'CONQUERS' THE ROOM.

*

THE WINNING TRIBE GATHERS BY THE WATER HOLE.
DAVE BOWMAN IN THE BLACK ROBE RETURNS TO THE SUPPER TABLE.

*

THE LEADER APE SITS DOWN BY THE WATER HOLE,
DAVE BOWMAN IN THE BLACK ROBE SITS DOWN AT THE SUPPER TABLE.

*



THE LEADER APE DRINKS FROM THE CONQUERED WATER HOLE,
DAVE BOWMAN IN THE BLACK ROBE DRINKS FROM A CONQUERED GLASS OF WINE.



***



The leopard has been identified as the queen on the board, 
ambushing a defenceless 'pawn' from the edge of a cliff.
   The attacked ape could be identified as a pawn: in the dawn of 
man there are pawns running around on a chessboard fighting 
each other over a water hole.

The pawns on the board could be described through three key 
situations.
   The first: a pawn is captured by the queen, and is thrown off 

the board. The second: a pawn is captured by the bishop, and is thrown off the board.
   The third situation would be the trio of pawns in front of the king, of which the 'knight's pawn' is a
member, creating the protective wall of the king's fortress.

The queen moves to 'bishop three'. An accurate description for this move would, in this game of 
chess, be to describe the move as the queen moving to 'two pawns and a bishop' – the two pawns 
and the bishop, in front of the king, are the 'bishop three'.
   The pawns and the bishops on this board are allied.
   As the queen attacks a pawn, the pawn is killed: the leopard kills a defenceless ape. The bishop, 
on the contrary, is friendly with the pawns.
   As the bishop captures the 'knight's pawn', that pawn is not
killed. Since the bishop is friendly with the pawns, it means that
the captured pawn is instead saved, rescued, by the bishop.
   The bishop picks up the 'knight's pawn' and keeps it: this pawn
is not thrown off the board.

The queen moves to 'bishop three'. This move leads to the queen
being a threat not only to the remaining two pawns on the board,
but to all of the three pieces making up the 'broken wall' of the
king's fortress. The queen is a threat to the whole of the allied
formation of the 'bishop three'.

 

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



                  Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.

*



Bishop takes queen.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

The image of the Monolith appears.

Queen takes pawn.

The sun and the moon are aligned in the sky, the queen and the pawn are aligned on the board.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

The ape discovers – 'captures' – the bone.

*



One ape is killed by the leopard, another ape picks up a bone. One ape gets killed – and another ape 
evolves. This is a reflection of the fate of the two tribes struggling for the water hole: one tribe of 
apes is violently chased away and one tribe evolves.

There are two pawns captured on the chessboard. One pawn is captured by the queen, one pawn is 
captured by the bishop: one pawn is killed, one pawn is picked up.
   The fate of the two pawns reflects the fate of the two tribes. One tribe is chased away, disappears, 
the other tribe stays on the board, and evolves.

*

The ape discovers the bone – and, thus, ignites the birth of mankind.
   The bone would be the 'knight's pawn', the ape would be the bishop.
   Apes are 'pawns', but the ape picking up the bone is a bishop. An experiment with the pieces on 
the board explains the reason why. The row of the three pawns is detached from the board and 
placed on three isolated squares. The pawns wouldn't have any other pieces in sight – there wouldn't
be any bishop approaching. Imagine a 'cinematic cut' from one situation on the board to the other: 
three white pawns turn into two pawns and a bishop, a sudden 'cut' like Dave Bowman walking 
towards the closed corner of the white room as, suddenly, an entrance appears out of nowhere. The 
bathroom entrance appears – and with that sudden appearance, the formation of the three pawns has 
switched into two pawns and a bishop: 'pawn in the centre, cut, bishop in the centre'. There would 
have been no 'capture', but instead a pawn that all of
a sudden just turns into a bishop. The pawn would
have gone through a sudden transformation. The
pawn would have evolved into a bishop.
   There is a cut as Dave Bowman enters into the
bathroom – and there is a cut (to the sky) as the ape
has managed to pick up the bone. There is a cut –
and a pawn has 'evolved' into a bishop.
                                 

*



Queen to bishop three.

The leopard has moved towards the formation of the two pawns and the bishop, putting itself on top
of that formation.
   The pawns and the bishop have allied themselves into one single zebra, the formation on the board
having been smeared into
stripes of black and white.

*

There is a difference between the ape attacked by the leopard and the ape discovering the bone.
   The ape attacked by the leopard is, figuratively, 'used' by the leopard; the ape is prey. The ape 
picking up the bone is, in contrast, a user. The ape picking up the bone is turning into a user, a user 
of tools.
   A pawn evolves into a bishop: an ape evolves into a user.
   The relation between the pawns and the bishops on the board would be that the bishop is a 'grown 
up pawn', an 'evolved pawn': a pawn having turned from being used into self becoming the user.

'Queen to bishop three': the queen moves to three pieces on the board that to the queen are all alike.
   'Queen to three pawns', 'queen to three bishops': for the queen there is no difference between 
pawns and bishops – they are all prey.

*



The queen has attacked a pawn, moved to bishop three but is ultimately captured by the bishop. The
queen still remains on the board, in spite of the capture – since the queen attacking the pawn and the
queen moving to 'bishop three' is the very same queen. The queen remains on the board – and still 
remains a threat, to all pawns and all bishops.
   The pawns and the bishops are guarding the king, but they themselves are, like the king, also 
inside of the fortress. There is great uneasiness among them, since the queen still scouts across the 
board from the position high above.

The protagonist tribe of apes has been chased away from the water hole. The leopard has attacked 
one of their fellow apes and has also killed a zebra. Night falls over the steppe.
   The apes have retreated to their hideout. The apes are the equivalent to pawns and bishops on the 
chessboard. The hideout would be the equivalent to the fortress.
   The predator of the steppe growls in the distance. The apes on the ground look up across the cave, 
in fear of a new attack. Pawns and bishops fear an attack from above, since the solitary predator on 
the board is positioned at a rank high above.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Knight takes bishop. Dave Bowman in the black robe picks up a napkin, an 
ape child has picked up a bone.

*



1.

Dave Bowman in the black robe returns to the supper table. He walks down the room the same way 
the knight moves on the chessboard, explicitly associating the return to the supper table with the last
move in the chess game.
   He picks up a grey napkin: the knight captures the bishop.



2.

The move of the knight is also an act that could be
performed by other pieces on the board.
   The knight is involved when an object is manipulated or
picked up. The knight enables the bishop to pick up another
piece.
   A bishop picks up a pawn: a bishop uses the ability of the knight to pick up a pawn – the bishop is,
hence, picking up the knight's pawn. Bishop takes knight's pawn: 'a bishop uses the ability of the 
knight to pick up a pawn'.
   The 'knight's pawn' is 'the pawn of the knight', because this pawn is picked up.



3.

A bishop picks up a pawn. The bishop keeps this pawn – the pawn is, hence, not thrown off the 
board.
   Another bishop comes along. The two bishops meet, one of them still carrying the 'knight's pawn'. 
   The two bishops would be equal, they would not be opponents on this board on which there is no 
'white side' or 'black side' of the board.



4.

An ape child has picked up a bone. The ape child would be a 'bishop' having used the knight to pick 
up a bone.
   But unlike Dave Bowman at the supper table, the ape is not alone. If the friend of the ape child is 
also a bishop, then we would see two bishops inspecting a bone.
   If the two ape children would turn into chess pieces on a chessboard, then they would be bishops. 
The bone that they are inspecting would turn into a pawn.



5.

Two bishops have met, one of them carrying the 'knight's pawn'.
   The bishop carrying the pawn uses the act of the knight to interact with the other bishop in 
connection with the pawn. Like, for instance, if the pawn would be given to the second bishop.
   Knight takes bishop. Two bishops interact, in connection to a pawn.

The knight captures the bishop: in this game of chess it means that a bishop uses a pawn to interact 
with another bishop. The knight is the act itself.



6.

Knight takes bishop. A curious ape child has picked up a bone and inspects it, accompanied by a 
second ape child. On the chessboard, there are two bishops interacting in connection to a pawn.
   The ape child holding the bone uses the ability of the knight to interact with the second ape in 
connection to the bone. A bishop interacts with another bishop in connection to a pawn.



7.

A bishop uses a pawn to interact with another bishop. The involved pieces are placed on a 
chessboard, with two black bishops on each side of a white pawn. The formation would be an 
inverted version of the two pawns and the bishop in front of the fortress.

A bishop captures the 'knight's pawn': a black and white pattern is formed by the pawns and the 
bishop in front of the fortress. The knight captures the bishop: a similar kind of pattern would signal
the move taking place on the board, as one bishop uses a pawn to interact with another bishop.



8.

A 'formation' of two child apes and a bone signals the knight capturing the bishop.
   The two ape parents in the hideout with their baby would be a version of the same 'formation', 
having turned into parents at each side of a child. Two bishops have created a pawn in-between: two
bishops interact with each other in connection to a pawn.
   Two ape parents are holding their child: on the chessboard the knight is capturing the bishop.



***



An ape tiptoes down a rock, preparing to ambush the rival tribe; a queen tiptoes down the board, 
ready to attack the pawn.
   The attacking leopard jumps off from the edge of a cliff, the attacking leader ape is commencing 
the attack from the edge of a rock.
   The valley of the water hole is a chessboard, the leader ape jumping down two 'squares' across the 
board as the first move of the game is carried out.

*



Queen takes pawn. The leopard jumps down on the ape. To the leopard the ape is an object. The 
leader ape handles the bone, an object. The leopard 'captures' a pawn in the shape of an ape, the 
leader ape has 'captured' a pawn in the shape of a bone.
   The queen on the board reaches down and grabs a pawn.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



The leader ape enters the scene of conflict, the copy of Dave Bowman 'enters' the room.

*

The attacking tribe of apes confronts the other tribe,
Dave Bowman inside of the room 'confronts' Dave Bowman in the pod.

*

Dave Bowman approaches the corner of the room,
the leader ape approaches the water hole.

*



The point of view changes: Dave Bowman in the space suit
is entering the bathroom, the ape is 'entering the bathroom'.

*

The attacking tribe is about to conquer a water hole. Dave Bowman
enters the bathroom – and is about to 'conquer' a basin and a water tap.

   Dave Bowman walks into the bathroom, the ape with the bone steps into the water.

*

Dave Bowman approaches a mirror. Dave Bowman
approaches 'himself', the apes approach each other.

*

Dave Bowman approaches the bathroom entrance and confronts a version of himself. The attacking
tribe of apes approaches the water hole and confronts a 'version' of themselves.

*



'I'm sorry, Frank. I think you missed it.
Queen to bishop three, bishop takes queen,

knight takes bishop. Mate.'

The final three moves of the game are all heading towards the same square, the square labelled as 
'bishop three'. The queen is the first to occupy the square, and is then succeeded by the bishop, after 
which the knight settles the affair by checkmating the king.
   This is also what takes place by the water hole.

   The leader of the attacking tribe takes a few steps into the water hole, until hesitating into a halt. 
The ape of the inferior tribe leaps – diagonally – across the water and towards the attacking ape. The
attacking ape hits the other
using the bone. This all takes
place at roughly the same spot
– and on the same square on
the board.

*



Knight takes bishop. A bishop uses the 'knight's pawn' to hit another bishop.

*



The elderly Dave Bowman walks across the room towards the entrance of the bathroom,
the ape of the losing tribe runs across the water hole towards the other ape.

*

Dave Bowman in the black robe walks into the empty bathroom,
turns around and walks out. The ape reaches the opposite end

of the water hole and gets clubbed to death.

*

Dave Bowman in the black robe walks out of the bathroom and
across the room. At the water hole another ape of the tribe
carrying bones is about to approach the dying attacked ape.

*

Dave Bowman in the black robe picks up a napkin from the supper table,
the apes take turns in hitting the attacked ape.

*



The apes use a bone to hit another ape, Dave Bowman uses a fork to pick up a bite of food.
   The apes have discovered a bone and kills another ape, Dave Bowman at the supper table has 
'discovered' a fork and picks up a bite of food.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn. 

The leader ape roars victoriously and throws the bone into the sky.
   A queen at the edge of the board captures a pawn. A sun at the 'edge' of the Monolith 'captures' a 
moon. An ape at the edge of the cinema frame throws a 'pawn' into the sky.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Dave Bowman in the room is confronted by new versions of himself – but he is not only duplicated 
and replaced, in the bathroom he is also observing the reflection of himself in a mirror.
   Dave Bowman confronts himself in various ways – while the apes, surrounded by neither mirrors 
or duplications, confront only each other. The confrontations taking place by the water hole are, in 
themselves, very similar, one being a repetition of the other – as though one conflict would be a 
'mirrored reflection' of the other, though with means and outcomes that differ.
   Dave Bowman looks across the room from inside of the bathroom and confronts 'himself'. The 
apes fight by the water hole and confront 'themselves'.



The leopard jumps off the cliff and kills the ape below. The ape killed in the attack is an 'object' for 
the leopard, the bone thrown into the sky is an object for the leader ape.
   Queen takes pawn: the pawn is thrown into the sky.

The queen is throwing a pawn into the sky: the moves on the chessboard create a link between the 
image of the Monolith with the sun and the moon in the sky, and the ape throwing the bone into the 
sky. 
   The ape throws a bone into the sky. Symbolically, the moon is 'thrown' into the sky too: a pawn is 
thrown into the sky by the queen, a moon is thrown into the sky by the sun.
   The moon itself would turn into a symbol of the bone – thrown into the sky and about to be 
discovered.

*

Dave Bowman approaches the closed corner of the room. He is mimicking the bishop's diagonal 
move from one square to the other as the 'knight's pawn' is about to be captured. The entrance into 
the bathroom appears – and the bishop has captured the 'knight's pawn'.



   A return to the purely explanatory view of the 'isolated' group of pawns – there are no other pieces
to be seen and suddenly, in an instant, the centre pawn has turned into a bishop. What happens to the
'isolated' three pawns is now transferred to Dave Bowman's walk towards the closed corner of the 
room: Dave Bowman takes on the role of being a
pawn that would suddenly – as the entrance appears –
turn into a bishop.
   The ape looks at the bone on the ground, pondering
about whether to pick it up. The view of the 'isolated'
three pawns is now, in turn, transferred to this
situation. The ape picks up the bone – there is a cut,
to a cloudy sky and the bone being swung in the air.
This would mean, that the ape is a pawn prior to the
cut, and a bishop after the cut. There is a cut – and a
pawn has evolved into a bishop. 

*

The leader ape throws the bone into the sky.
   Bishop takes knight's pawn. The pawn that has been thrown into the sky is picked up by the 
bishop.
   Juxtaposing symbols strictly on the level of the apes in the dawn of man would lead to one ape 
throwing a bone into the sky – 'queen throws pawn into sky' – while another ape would catch that 
bone, as the 'knight's pawn' is picked up by the bishop.
   Juggling with the pawn at leisure would not lead anywhere, though. The leader ape throws the 
'pawn' into the sky – and the revolving bone brings evolution.

>>





STRATEGIES AND TACTICS



Imagine a pile of jumbled jigsaw puzzle pieces. You have managed to fit some of the pieces 
together, and an image appears. You pick up a new piece, and it fits with the pieces already in place.
   You find yourself with two pieces fitting to each other, but not yet to any completed section of the 
puzzle. The approach would be that you put these pieces to the side, knowing that eventually you 
are going to bridge the gap and find the pieces in between.
   

*



Rook to kin  g one.  

A big heap of boulders appears in the environment of the dawn of man. A big pile of boulders and a 
smaller pile of boulders equal a fortress and a 'big door' having been opened, the distance of an 
'empty square' in between.

The pile of boulders would be a depiction of the fortress on the board, a 'fortress' built from a heap 
of boulders.
   The smaller pile of boulders would be a symbol of the rook, the piece having moved one square to
the side of the fortress.

*



The apes fight by the water hole. The scenario is sharing certain visual similarities with the 'fortress 
of boulders', as apes face each other across the water hole.

*



1.

A pile of boulders in the dawn of man is linked to the rook 
moving to 'king one'.
   A certain framing of the second fight of the water hole 
could be visually compared to this particular pile of 
boulders.
   The pile of boulders is also a visual depiction of the 
fortress on the chessboard.
   This would all mean that the apes and the scenario of the 
water hole are, during this particular stage of the fight, 
forming a 'fortress'. Within that scenario there is a 'rook' 
moving (or about to move) to a 'neighbouring square'.



 

2.

An onlooker to the fight is leaning against a boulder. When 
comparing this to the pile of boulders, the 'fortress' of 
boulders, there is visual correlation between the boulder by 
the water hole and the smaller of the two piles of boulders.
   Comparing all of this to the fortress on the chessboard 
would suggest that the boulder by the water hole would be 
linked to the rook on the board, making a move (or about to
make a move).
   The ape leans against the boulder: a rook is being pushed 
aside.



3.

An ape leans against a boulder. This boulder would be in 
correlation with the smaller pile of boulders by the side of the 
'fortress' of boulders.
   There is a single stone on top of the smaller pile of boulders. 
The large boulder by the water hole would be linked to the pile
of small boulders, the ape would be linked to the stone.

  
  
  

 



4.

Dave Bowman walks into the bathroom: the bishop enters the 
fortress.
   He approaches a mirror: the rook on the chessboard is about to 
move away from the king.
   There is a certain connection between the oxygen tank and the rook
on the board; the orange oxygen tank would be associated with the 
rook itself.
   An ape leans against a bouder, Dave Bowman carries an oxygen 
tank: Dave Bowman carries a 'bouder' into the bathroom.

  *



The rook opens the door out of the fortress. The exit out of the 
fortress has the shape of the Monolith.
   There is a 'disguised Monolith' hidden in the design of the 
oxygen tank: there is a certain correlation between the boulder and
the Monolith itself.



Rook to king one.

Dave Bowman in the space suit walks into the bathroom and sees a water tap and 
a basin, a 'miniature' water hole.
   The scenario of the final conflict of the water hole not only has visual 
similarities with the 'fortress' of piled up boulders, but also with the whole of the 
marble bench of the water tap
and the basin.

*           



The 'rook' – a boulder – appears on the board.

The queen and the bishop spot each other across the board, as the rook moves away from the king.

The boulder disappears out of view – the exit out of the fortress is open.

*



Queen to bishop three.

The leopard has killed a zebra: the queen on the chessboard has moved to 'bishop three'.
   The leopard looks around, a piercing gaze moving back and forth, ultimately looking straight at 
us.
   Dave Bowman in the black robe appears at the table in the room. He turns around, a piercing gaze 
looking into the bathroom from where the version of him in the red space suit has disappeared.
   The queen has moved to 'bishop three': the leopard looks into a 'bathroom entrance'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



There is a chessboard on which the moves are chaotically taking place all at once.
   A queen captures a pawn, a rook opens a door out of the fortress, a queen spots a threatening 
bishop – the board itself has disintegrated, the moves are instead being carried out through the use 
of a kaleidoscope of abstract symbolism.
   The queen moves to bishop three. The bishop moves to the same square, and captures the queen. 
The knight is the third piece to move to the same destination square, and so captures the bishop.
   Imagine a board on which these three moves, all heading towards the same square, are taking 
place all at once.
   Three pieces move to the same square on the board – and smash into each other with a bang.

*



1.

Dave Bowman in the bathroom approaches the bathroom entrance: the queen on the chessboard is 
moving to 'bishop three'.
   Dave Bowman in the black robe approaches the bathroom entrance and inspects the bathroom: the
bishop moves to the square labelled as 'bishop three', and captures the queen.
   Both of these moves are heading towards the square labelled as 'bishop three'.
   As the moves are being carried out in the room, a conclusion would be that the entrance into the 
bathroom is linked to this square on the board: Dave Bowman in the space suit approaches the 
bathroom entrance, Dave Bowman in the black robe walks into the bathroom entrance.

2.

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

The bathroom entrance is linked to the square labelled as 'bishop three'.
   The queen, the bishop and the knight all move to 'bishop three'.
   The 'queen' and the 'bishop' in Dave Bowman's room both approach the bathroom entrance. If the 
link between the bathroom entrance and 'bishop three' is accurate, then Dave Bowman in the black 
robe would rather make his 'move of the knight' towards the bathroom entrance, instead of walking 
away from the entrance.

The queen, the bishop and the knight all move to the bathroom entrance. This would mean that the 
knight has already captured the bishop, as Dave Bowman in the black robe is about to walk out of 
the bathroom.



3.

Queen to bishop three. Two apes confront each other across the water hole.
   Bishop takes queen. The inferior ape runs across the water hole.
   Bishop takes queen, knight takes bishop. The attacking ape hits the other ape with the bone.

The sudden blow of the attack is linked to the change of view, from the bathroom to the room, as 
Dave Bowman in the black robe is seen at the back of the room, ready to walk out of the bathroom.



4.

The ape is being clubbed down: Dave Bowman in black is about to return to the supper table.
   Another ape approaches the victim: Dave Bowman in black walks across the room.
   The apes carrying bones take turns in hitting the victim: Dave Bowman in black is back at the 
supper table.
   The apes carrying bones have killed another ape, Dave Bowman in black has returned to the 
supper – and puts a grey napkin in his lap. 



5.

 The position of an ape in the foreground at the scenario of the
water hole is in correlation with the placement of the supper table.

The killing of the ape takes place at a particular spot by the water hole. Both the apes and Dave
Bowman in black are conducting moves in a game of chess, the apes staying at the same spot by the

water hole, Dave Bowman in black moving from one end of the room to the other.



6.

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Bishop takes queen.

*



1.

Dave Bowman in the black robe inspects the empty bathroom: in the dawn of man an ape has 
squeezed himself in between a crack in the rocks. The ape is – figuratively, symbolically – 'entering 
a bathroom entrance'.



2.

The view of the ape in the crack shifts to a broader display of the hideout, the ape in the crack now 
seen in the background.
   This shift of view correlates with Dave Bowman in the black robe first walking into the bathroom,
and then, as the view shifts, about to return to the supper table from the back of the room.
   The crack would be a 'bathroom entrance'.



3.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

The ape in the crack is in correlation with Dave Bowman in black appearing
in the bathroom entrance, at the back of the room, about to 'move like the 
knight' towards the supper table.
   The 'ape family', in turn, would be in correlation with the supper table, and
to Dave Bowman in black picking up the napkin; two apes have 'picked up' 
a baby ape, Dave Bowman in black is picking up a napkin.



4.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

The ape in the rock would signal the move of the bishop. This same ape would then signal the 
knight checkmating the king.
   This likewise applies to Dave Bowman in the black robe, first carrying out the move of the bishop
and then the move of the knight.
   There is a final close-up of the ape in the crack. This close-up of the ape would be in correlation 
with Dave Bowman in the black robe having returned to the supper table, signalling the checkmated
king.



5.

Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

Dave Bowman in the black robe is about to make the move of the knight across the room.
   If the bishop is already captured as Dave Bowman in the black robe is about to return to the 
supper table, it would mean that he, as he returns to the supper table, would be a knight moving 
away from the destination square of the captured bishop.
   As he makes the move of the knight across the room, he would instead be a knight moving 
towards the square of the checkmated king. (This, though, is something that does not happen in a 
real game: a checkmated king is never 'captured'. When a king is checkmated, the game is over.)



6.

Dave Bowman in the black robe returns to the supper table. There is confusion about whether he is a
knight capturing a bishop, or if he is a king about to be locked in a checkmate inside of the fortress.
   As Dave Bowman in the back robe sits down at the table, he would be both a knight capturing a 
bishop, and a checkmated king locked inside of a fortress.
   In this game of chess, the piece capturing the bishop and the piece being checkmated would be the
same piece. Dave Bowman in the black robe would be both a knight and a king.

*



Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



***



Bishop-pawn-bishop

The two ape children and the bone, the 'ape family', the ape hitting another ape using the bone – the 
situations are variations of two bishops interacting with another in connection to a pawn; a bishop 
using a pawn to interact with another bishop.

*



Dave Bowman in the black robe appears at the back of the room, in-between of two paintings and 
about to return to the supper table. He appears in the entrance between the paintings: a version of 
the bishop-pawn-bishop formation is revealed.

*



Two ape parents are holding their child. On the chessboard this would be two 'bishops', with a pawn
in-between.
   Knight takes bishop: a bishop and another bishop gives birth to a pawn.

*



A bishop and another bishop gives birth to a pawn. This bishop and bishop are later on about to be 
exchanged into – exchangeable with – two other pieces on the board, namely the queen and the 
king.
   A new pawn is created. The queen is the mother, the king is the father.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Rook to king one, queen to bishop three.

1.
An ape leans against a boulder: the exit out of
the fortress is about to open.
   'King' Elena (in black) turns to Dr. Kalinin.
There are visual links between the Hilton lounge
and the water hole, between the placement of
the ladies and the placement of the ape and the
boulder, between the water hole and the round
table.

2.
The boulder by the water hole would be the rook
moving to 'king one'. The 'queen' and the
'bishop' – the two apes – are facing each other.
   The exit out of the fortress opens. 'Queen' Dr.
Floyd appears, facing 'bishop' Smyslov.
   The rectangular windows of the space station would be 'disguised Monoliths': the window seen as 
Dr. Floyd approaches the company of the Russians would be an 'exit' out of the fortress.

Rook to king one. Elena turns to Dr. Kalinin. The large 'Monolith window' comes into view.
   Queen to bishop three. Apes face each other, Dr. Floyd approaches the company.

*



Queen to bishop three.

Dr. Smyslov is in conversation with Dr. Floyd. The cuff links of his suit reflect light, turning into 
shining dots as he speaks to Dr. Floyd.
   The eyes of the leopard are two glowing dots of a gaze, as the predator takes a rest on top of the 
killed zebra.
   Smyslov's cuff links would be a visual link to the eyes of the leopard, two shining 'eyes' suddenly 
appearing in the scenario of the Space Station 5 Hilton.

Smyslov has a grey suit – as though black and white stripes have been smeared into grey.
   The cuff links would be the eyes of the leopard. Smyslov himself would be the zebra under a 
disguised leopard.

 *



Knight takes bishop.

A pattern is formed as Dr. Floyd says good-bye to the Russians:
Dr. Kalinin, Dr. Floyd, Dr. Stretniva: a variation of the bishop-pawn-bishop formation.

*



Queen takes pawn.

Smyslov takes a final sip of the drink.
   As he lifts the glass, the gesture would be 'symbolising' the ape throwing the bone into the sky. A 
glass is lifted, a bone is thrown: on the chessboard a queen captures a pawn.

*

Smyslov puts down the drink on the table: a leopard jumps down on an ape.

Smyslov displays his cuff links while speaking to Dr. Floyd: the leopard has killed a zebra.

Smyslov takes a final sip of the drink: a bone is thrown into the sky.

*



Smyslov is 'throwing a bone into the sky' as he lifts the glass.
   The lunar lander heads for the moon: a figurative 'bone' has been 
figuratively 'thrown into space', and 'revolves across the sky', destination 
moon.





DESTINATION
CLAVIUS



Dave Bowman in the space suit approaches the bathroom mirror. He looks at the reflection: he looks
at himself, having aged. He then returns to the bathroom entrance, to find himself face to face with 
the version of himself in the room, that has aged even more: once again Dave Bowman is finding 
himself looking at 'himself', as he looks at this other person that is also himself.

Dave Bowman in the space suit walks towards the bathroom mirror. A while later Dave Bowman in 
the black robe is walking towards the bathroom entrance. The two events mirror each other: one 
version of Dave Bowman walks towards the mirror, the other towards the entrance of the empty 
bathroom.

*



The stewardess enters the passenger lounge of the lunar lander and approaches the sleeping Dr. 
Floyd.
   The event is put side by side with Dave Bowman's entrance into the bathroom: the stewardess 
approaches the sleeping Dr. Floyd, Dave Bowman approaches the reflection in the mirror.

*

The stewardess walks over to an accompanying stewardess. The two stewardesses are similar in 
appearance, as though symbolically being 'copies' of each other. Or as though, symbolically and 
metaphorically speaking, the first stewardess was approaching a reflection of herself in a mirror.
   The stewardess approaches Dr. Floyd, and she approaches another stewardess. The two events 
would correspond to Dave
Bowman both inspecting the
reflection in the mirror and
looking at the version of himself
about to replace him – since the
two events taking place in the
room are, in effect, a mirroring of
each other.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

The stewardess walks into the passenger lounge: a bishop walks into a fortress.
   The stewardess approaches the sleeping Dr. Floyd, Dave Bowman approaches the reflection in the
mirror.
   The stewardess turns around and approaches the second stewardess, Dave Bowman in the space 
suit turns around and approaches the bathroom entrance.
   The stewardess walks past the lounge entrance, the other stewardess appears. Dave Bowman in 
the space suit walks towards the bathroom entrance, Dave Bowman in the black robe appears. 
   The stewardesses look back at Dr. Floyd, Dave Bowman in the black robe looks at the bathroom 
entrance.

*



Queen to bishop three. 
Bishop takes queen.

The second stewardess, seated, has moved to 'bishop three'. The first stewardess joins her at this 
'square', like the bishop on the chessboard 'joins' the queen.
   The seated stewardess would be associated with Dave Bowman at the supper table, the stewardess
handing out food trays would be associated with Dave Bowman walking into the empty bathroom.

*



Knight takes bishop. A bishop has picked up the 'knight's pawn', then 
meets another bishop and gives the pawn to the other bishop.

*



Queen to bishop three. 
Bishop takes queen. 
Knight takes bishop. 

The queen moves to 'bishop three', the bishop captures the queen, the knight captures the bishop – 
all of these moves take place on the same spot on the board, at the same spot in the lunar lander 
lounge, at the same spot by the water hole.

   
*



Mate.

The food is served on a blue rectangular 'Monolith'.

*



Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

The first stewardess gives the set of food containers to the second one –
a formation of 'bishop-pawn-bishop' is created.

The stewardess leaves, in correlation with Dave Bowman in the black robe
walking across the room, returning to the supper table.

   The second stewardess is seated for dinner,
Dave Bowman in the black robe is seated for supper.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

Three straws are pulled from food boxes. Each straw represents a move on the chessboard, as 
though each pull of straw was the move of a piece.
   Colourful and childish images flash by in a sequence of mere seconds – we are now going to take 
a look at these images of nourishment, and the link between them and the moves taking place in the 
game of chess.

You have now reached the point of this work where describing words can no longer match the 
abstract visual symbolism unveiled: some interpretations are about to be presented purely by the use
of images.

>>



            Mate.
            Queen takes pawn.



                                          Bishop takes knight's pawn.



Rook to king one.



1.

The grey lunar lander approaches the moon. The spacecraft later 'shifts colours', as the reflection of 
the sun makes it shift from grey to somewhere between brown and lilac.
   This new colour of the lunar lander would be reminiscent of the faint colours of the landscape in 
the dawn of man, and of the 'fortress' of boulders.
   The lunar lander has turned into a boulder in space – the boulder from the scenario of the water 
hole has moved into space.

*



2.

Dave Bowman in the red space suit carries an orange
oxygen tank.
   The orange colour is also somewhat reminiscent of
the predominant colours of the landscape of the dawn
of man.
   The faint colours of the landscape in the dawn of
man are to be seen again on an orange oxygen tank,
and in the brown lunar lander heading for the moon.
   Dave Bowman is carrying a symbol of a boulder, in the shape of the oxygen tank.

Dave Bowman is carrying the symbol of a boulder, a boulder opening the exit out of the fortress. 
   There is a certain link between the lunar lander, the oxygen tank and the boulder by the water 
hole: they would all be symbols of the rook on the chessboard.
   The lunar lander glides in space as though in harmony with Dave Bowman approaching the 
mirror.

*



          Rook to king one.

The carrots on the food container 
match the position of the sun.

The brown beans match the position 
of the lunar lander.

The circle of the Pan-Am logo 
matches the position of the blue 
earth.



CARROTS AND BOULDERS



The moves in the chess game are deciphered through empirical observation.
   The way in which certain colours indicate the situation on the chessboard is sometimes consistent,
but at other times the very same conclusions are shattered.
   This work is now about to present a brief orientation of the role of colours in this game of chess.

*



Dave Bowman is being subjected to the metamorphoses of the strange room.
   The various stages of Dave Bowman's transformation could be linked to the formation of the 
Monolith aligning with the sun and the moon in the sky.

The Monolith is black. Dave Bowman in the black robe would represent the black Monolith.
   Dave Bowman in the deathbed is dressed in white. This would connect him to the moon of the 
formation, the bright ellipse of the moon being white.
   This would leave Dave Bowman in the red space suit to represent the sun. The sun in the 
formation is not red, but a sun – or any glowing object – could indeed be.
   A monolith, a sun and a moon: the three stages of Dave Bowman's transformation would 
correspond to the formation of the Monolith aligned with the sun and the moon in the sky.

*



Dave Bowman in black would be associated with the Monolith. Dave Bowman in the red space suit 
would be associated with the sun. The dying Dave Bowman in white would be associated with the 
moon.

Black, red, white: a Monolith, a sun, a moon.
   Dave Bowman in red would be associated with the sun – and with the queen.
   Dave Bowman in black would be associated with the Monolith – and with the king.
   Dave Bowman in white would be associated with the moon – and with the pawn. 
   Red, black, white: the queen, the king, the pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Grey

Black and white mixed together result in grey, the colour of the bishop.

White

Basic pieces have basic colours – the pawn is white.
(In correct chess terminology the pawn is not to be labelled as a piece,

which is fitting considering that white, if being precise, is not to be labelled as a colour).

Orange and brown

Orange and brown are associated with the exit out of the fortress.

Black

Black is associated with the knight and the king. 

Dark blue

Dark blue is associated with the king.

Cyan

Cyan is associated with the bishop.

Yellow and green

Yellow and green are associated with the bishop and the knight.

*



Black and blue

1.

The silhouette of the earth ascends above the moon horizon.
   The dark moon of the opening titles is the base of an aligned formation between the moon, the 
earth and the sun. Later, in the dawn of man, the Monolith appears as the base of an aligned 
formation between the Monolith, the sun and the moon.
   The silhouette of the moon is deep blue, verging on black.
   The moon of the opening titles could be linked to the Monolith: both this dark moon and the black
Monolith cover the base of two formations.

2.

The lunar lander floats in space, the dark side of the earth is seen as an orb of deep blue.
   The dark moon of the opening titles is associated with the Monolith. The dark silhouette of the 
earth, as seen with the lunar lander, is associated with the Monolith, as well (the symbolism of the 
Monolith).
   The deep blue silhouette of the earth is making the planet to be associated with the Monolith. 
Dark blue is the colour of the king (and of the chessboard itself).

*



Rook to king one.

The lunar lander is a 'boulder' in space – and a rook moving away from the king.

*

Queen to bishop three.

The queen is a sun. The door out of the fortress is being opened – the sun is a queen having moved 
to 'bishop three'.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

The rook moves away from the king. The queen at 'bishop three' is visible through the exit out of 
the fortress.

*

Lilac

A bishop spots a queen through a black exit. If the queen is not yet clearly visible through 
the exit out of the fortress, then the exit is lilac, or red. The red queen and the black exit 
blend into lilac, the colour of the exit out of the fortress.

*



Queen to bishop three.

The sun is the queen at 'bishop three'.

A bishop appears, confronting the queen.



ZERO GRAVITY
CHESSBOARD



The bathroom entrance is the square labelled as 'bishop three'. An experiment is about to be made, 
with an alternative interpretation about to be presented.

1.

Instead of 'bishop three' being defined as the bathroom entrance, the square would now instead be 
found at the supper table.
   As Dave Bowman in the black robe appears in the room, seated at the table, he would be a queen 
at 'bishop three'.

2.

An important detail: as Dave Bowman at the supper table turns around, the version of him in the 
space suit, in the bathroom, is already gone.
   Dave Bowman in the red space suit has disappeared from the bathroom, has been 'captured', 
before the version of him in the black robe carries out the move of the bishop (by walking towards 
the bathroom).

3.

A conclusion – within the frame of this alternative interpretation – would be that as Dave Bowman 
in the black robe appears, it would be a depiction both of the queen having moved to 'bishop three', 
and the bishop already, as the man turns around, having captured the queen.
   The supper table is the square labelled as 'bishop three'. Dave Bowman in the black robe, seated at
the table, would be the queen at 'bishop three' – and the bishop, already having captured that same 
queen.



4.

If the supper table is 'bishop three', then the knight would now be returning to this square, as Dave 
Bowman in the black robe walks out of the bathroom and returns to the table.
   Dave Bowman in the black robe would be the queen, the bishop and the knight, the supper table 
being the destination of all these pieces on the board.

5.

Another experiment is conducted. The square labelled as 'bishop three' is being defined both as the 
bathroom entrance and the supper table.
   Dave Bowman in the black robe is about to return to the supper table. If 'bishop three' is defined 
as the bathroom entrance, then the bishop is captured by the knight prior to Dave Bowman in the 
black robe walking across the room.
   The man in the black robe walks out of the bathroom and across the room. He carries out the 
move of the knight as he returns to the supper table: he would be walking out of one depiction of 
the square labelled as 'bishop three', to return back to another.

*



In Dave Bowman's white room, what part of the room is to be defined
as the symbol of the 'bishop three' square – the bathroom entrance or
the supper table? Which version of Dave Bowman is the 'queen',
which version of him is the 'bishop'?
   The answer to these questions is that all of the interpretations are equally valid. On this blurred, 
skewed and mirrored chessboard, the moves blend into one another, ultimately making one 
interpretation overlapping the other.
   This work is going to alternate between defining either the supper table or the bathroom entrance 
as the 'bishop three' square. Both of these interpretations are equally valid.
   This is the mirrored chessboard – the pieces on the board are mirrored reflections of one another, 
blending into one another, the moves carried out in the game overlapping with previous moves and 
coming.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Bishop takes queen.

Dave Bowman in the black robe walks towards the bathroom entrance: the bishop approaches the 
queen.
   Dave Bowman in the black robe walks towards the entrance and looks inside. As he does, an 
experiment of symbolism would be to regard his walk towards the entrance as one long walk 
through a passageway. He reaches the bathroom entrance: he would be reaching the end of a 
passageway, stretching from the supper table all the way to the bathroom entrance.
   Dave Bowman in the black robe walks along a passageway, and reaches the end as he walks into 
the entrance of the bathroom. As he is about to walk back into the room again, he would instead be 
coming out of the passageway, appearing at the other side. (Which, again, is an interpretation that is 
entirely hypothetical, not the least since he indeed turns around at the entrance, before walking back
out of the bathroom.) 

*



All three concluding moves of the game of chess have the same destination square. This square 
could be defined as being symbolised by either the bathroom entrance or the supper table.

The queen and the bishop are moving to the square labelled as 'bishop three'. The symbol of this 
square – the bathroom entrance – is then switched, to the supper table, as Dave Bowman in the 
black robe appears in front of the bathroom entrance, about to make the move of the knight.

The pieces on the board are not moving across a flat surface, and not across squares. The pieces 
move in depth, walking across entrances, to appear at the other side.

*



Bishop takes queen.

A bishop appears at the end of an aisle and walks down to the other side.

*



Dave Bowman in the black robe walks back and forth across the room, first towards the bathroom 
entrance and then towards the supper table. He chooses to take different routes across the room, but 
other than that the two events are in effect a mirroring of each other.

He turns around and stares into the bathroom, from afar. A while later he is seen at the far end of the
room, about to return to the supper table. There is a certain correlation between him looking into the
bathroom entrance and him appearing at the back of the room.

*

The stewardess appears, looking across an entrance. This would be in correlation with Dave 
Bowman in the black robe staring into the bathroom, continuing with the stewardess crossing the 
aisle and Dave Bowman in the black robe crossing the room, towards the bathroom entrance.
   As the stewardess walks down the aisle, it would reflect both Dave Bowman in the black robe 
walking towards the bathroom entrance, as well as him walking away from the bathroom.
   The stewardess walks down the aisle and towards the food delivery machine. Dave Bowman in 
the black robe walks across the room and towards the supper table.

*



Bishop takes queen.

The food dispenser spits out a tray, Dave Bowman in the black robe returns out of the bathroom.

*

Knight takes bishop.

The stewardess makes the move of the knight while returning along the aisle, and then leaves.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen. 
Knight takes bishop. 

*





Mate.

The stewardess leaves the aisle, surrounded by variations of the Monolith.



THROUGH THE DOORWAY



The doors in the moon lander have the shape of bulging rectangles, almost oval in shape.
   Rectangles and squares are linked to the Monolith. 'Bulging rectangles' would be too.

The doors in the lunar lander would have the same properties of symbolism as does the entrance 
into the bathroom: the 'bulging door' would be an entrance, a doorway, through which the pieces on 
the board enter and capture each other.



The window of Dave Bowman's pod could be regarded as an 'entrance', leading into the white room.
The window is oval, almost a round circle.
   If the close to oval, 'bulging', entrances in the lunar lander are associated with the window of Dave
Bowman's pod, then these two kinds of 'entrances' – the pod window and those of the lunar lander – 
would, in regards to the symbolism of the chess moves, be the same kind of entrance.

Dave Bowman, inside of the pod, is looking across the oval window. He sees the new copy of 
himself: he sees a new chess piece on a new chessboard. Dave Bowman inside of the pod is still on 
an old chessboard, while the copy of him appears on a new.
   The pod's round window would be a window, an entrance, across chessboards.
   The stewardess of the lunar lander enters the cockpit, through an oval entrance. She leaves an old 
chessboard behind, and walks across an entrance, a doorway, and appears as a new chess piece, on a
new chessboard, at the other side.



***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Rook to king one.

The lunar lander is a 'boulder in space' that opens the exit out of the fortress.

*





Queen to bishop three.

*

Bishop takes queen.

*



Knight takes bishop.

Dave Bowman in the black robe picks up the napkin;
Dr. Floyd picks up the food container.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Dr. Floyd is seated in the lounge, the captain walks up to him, the food
container is grabbed – three moves, destination 'bishop three'.

*



Mate.

   

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*

Bishop takes queen.

*

Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

The stewardess' entrance into the yellow aisle and the captain's entrance into the passenger area are
in effect two events mirroring one another. Comparing these two events of the lunar lander trip with

the events taking place in Dave Bowman's room can yield different outcomes.

*



As the captain appears it could be linked to both Dave Bowman in the black robe appearing
in the room, at the supper table, and him walking out of the bathroom.

As the captain appears in the elevator, it could be linked to events that are, in turn,
linked to the moment Dave Bowman in the black robe is about to walk out of the bathroom.

*

*



Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



A pattern is created: the captain, Dr. Floyd and a captain's cap in-between.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





THE PLAYFIELD



Dave Bowman in the space suit walks into the bathroom. He encounters a marble bench 
with water tap and basin.
   The bench is a depiction of the chessboard set-up, the playfield turned into knobs and 
urns.
   Dave Bowman enters the bathroom – and encounters a miniature version of the 
situation on the chessboard.

*





Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.





*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The bench is in the bathroom. The bathroom could be regarded as the 'cockpit' of the white room. 
The fortress is the 'cockpit' of the chessboard.
   The surface of the marble bench resembles the rocky surface of the moon: the spacecrafts on the 
moon hover over a rocky 'marble landscape' in search of a basin.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

>>



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.

*





Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

 *            



              

Rook to king one.

           *                  



Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

The lunar lander appears, 'coming out of the bathroom'.

The lunar lander is 'returning to the supper table',
extending the legs as though 'grabbing' something in space.

*



1.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Dave Bowman in black inspects the bathroom entrance, and then turns around and walks back into 
the room.
   The ape in the crack appears in close-up, and is then seen in the background – just like Dave 
Bowman in the black robe is seen in 'close-up', inspecting the bathroom, and then in the 
background, about to walk out of the bathroom entrance.

Dave Bowman in black coming out of the bathroom and the ape as seen in the background of the 
hideout both 'carry out' the move of the knight, but they have also been 'carrying out' the move of 
the bishop.



2.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

The lunar lander comes into view: the bishop captures the queen.
   The lunar lander extends its feet: the knight captures the bishop.
   The lunar lander carries out both the move of the bishop and the move of the knight.



3.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

The ape is tucked in between the formation in the rock. The scenario signals the knight capturing 
the bishop: the ape would be a bishop, now 'carrying out' the move of the knight.
   This would reflect what occurs as the lunar lander comes into view. A 'bishop' appears – which 
goes on to carry out the move of the knight.

*





Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

The blue surface of the moon, the lunar lander, the red
cockpit: a version of the dark moon, the ellipse of the

earth and the glow of the sun.

        

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Rook to king one.

*

Queen to bishop three.

*



Bishop takes queen.

*

Knight takes bishop.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Rook to king one.

The lunar lander captains 'enter the bathroom'.

*

Rook to king one.

A spaceman on the moon approaches the distant lunar lander,
Dave Bowman in the space suit approaches the reflection in the mirror.

The spaceman approaches an orange lunar lander, Dave Bowman an orange oxygen tank.

*

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

The exit out of the fortress opens – the bishop appears at the other side.

*

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

The landing bay opens: the exit out of the fortress opens.
The queen on 'bishop three' is visible at the other side of the fortress exit. 

*



 

*



*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Dave Bowman in the black robe is located at the supper table, a 'landing spot' in the room.

*

The man in black approaches the bathroom entrance. He is getting closer to a 'target'; radar 
crosshairs are closing in towards a 'bishop three'.

*

The target is reached: Dave Bowman in the black robe has 'reached' the entrance of the bathroom. 
The radar crosshairs flash: Dave Bowman in the black robe is ready to walk out of the bathroom.

*



Dave Bowman in the black robe walks back across the room, about to make a 'touchdown' at the 
supper table.
   The lunar lander makes a touchdown on a brightly lit square, Dave Bowman in black at a square 
with decorated white table cloth.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*







*



Mate.

The portal above the lunar lander is closing as the lunar lander is hoisted 
down into the cave of the base: a 'disguised' Monolith appears.



***



The sun would be the queen if the solar system should turn into a chessboard.
   A sun, shining across the board, would indicate the presence of the queen.

The exit out of the fortress opens: the Clavius base opens.
   The landing facilities reveal a square on the board. This square is shining, due to the presence of a 
shining queen having moved to 'bishop three'.
   The landing spot would be the square labelled as 'bishop three'. The lunar lander would be a 
'bishop', approaching the square of a shining queen.

*



The queen and the bishop both move to 'bishop three'.
   In Dave Bowman's room it means that one version of him replaces the other; a black robe replaces
a red space suit.
   But instead of capturing the queen, the bishop on the chessboard merges with the queen, as the 
two pieces on the board turn into one single piece.
   The bishop captures the queen: on this chessboard it means that the bishop merges with the queen 
on 'bishop three'.

Dave Bowman in the black robe is approaching the bathroom entrance: the merging of the bishop 
and the queen is in the process of being completed.
   Dave Bowman in the black robe is about to walk out of the bathroom: the merging of the bishop 
and the queen is complete.

*



Imagine a queen on a chessboard. This queen is not a regular piece, but is instead manifested by 
shining bright light. The queen makes a move: the square that the piece occupies shines.
   The rook moves away from the king, an opening is created. The queen would shine through that 
opening, the shine coming through from across the other end of the board.

*



The lunar lander approaches the Clavius base. The landing site opens. The round opening of the site 
would be equivalent to the bathroom entrance: the rook moves away from the king, an entrance 
appears.
   The lit landing spot appears. The rook has opened the exit out of the fortress, the presence of the 
shining queen – a sun, if we may – shines through from the other end of that exit.

*



Bishop takes queen.

The bishop is approaching the shining queen. The bishop is using a radar in order to track down and
approach the square of the queen.

*

Bishop takes queen.

The radar reaches the target: the bishop has joined the queen on 'bishop three'.

*



The queen and the bishop have both ended up on 'bishop three'.
   The two pieces do not only share the same square on the board – they also merge into one single 
piece.
   Since the queen shines, the merging between the queen and the bishop would, likewise, shine.

*



The queen and the bishop merge into one.
   A knight comes along, about to help the merged queen and bishop to make a touchdown.
   The radar reaches the target and flashes: the queen, the bishop and the knight have all moved to 
'bishop three'.

*



Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

Queen takes pawn.

The knight helps the merged queen and bishop to make a touchdown on 'bishop three'.
   The merged queen and bishop are then hoisted down across the surface of the chessboard. They 
appear on the other side of the board in the shape of a pawn.
   A new pawn has appeared on a new chessboard, born out of the merging of the bishop and the 
queen.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



  



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

Queen takes pawn.

The touchdown is completed: among the apes by the water hole this means 
that the ape is clubbed down, after which the bone is thrown into the sky.
   A bone is thrown into the sky, falls down on the moon and gets hoisted 
down into the Clavius moon base.



SETTING UP THE BOARD



Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one. 

*



Queen to bishop three.

 

*



1.

The formation of the white pawns and the black bishop has been smeared into zebra stripes. The 
zebra stripes also suggest the black and white squares of a chessboard, having been smeared all over
the animal.
   Details of chequered patterns or patterns of stripes would, by way of the same kind of symbolism, 
allude back to the stripes of the zebra – and to chessboards, pawns and bishops.



2.

There is a pattern of thin stripes along the inner edge of the bathroom entrance, suggesting a subtle 
link to the stripes of the zebra; the zebra stripes having been orderly sorted into thin horizontal lines.
   The leopard gazes across the steppe – and, at a certain moment, looks straight at us. The eyes are 
visibly lit by reflected light, making the gaze of the predator all the more poignant.
   Another character making a poignant stare right back at us is Dave Bowman in the black robe, 
staring from the back of the room and into the bathroom.
   The queen on the board looks into the exit of the fortress. Dave Bowman in black turns around 
and has 'killed a zebra'.



3.

Chequered patterns are being associated with the zebra – which would mean that someone wearing 
a chequered suit would be a person associated with the zebra.
   An example of someone wearing a chequered suit is the photographer at Dr. Floyd's meeting at 
Clavius.
   The sparkling cuff buttons on the photographer's suit look like a version of the poignant 'glowing' 
eyes of the leopard. The suit and cuff buttons would turn the photographer into a defeated 'zebra' 
under a vicious leopard.

The cuff buttons on the photographer's suit would be a link to the gaze of the leopard – and, hence, 
also to the poignant stare of Dave Bowman in the black robe looking into the entrance of the 
bathroom.

*



The photographer is associated with the leopard and the killed zebra, the chequered pattern of his 
dress there as though zebra stripes have been transformed into the squares on a chessboard. 
   The cuff buttons would be a link to the queen. The chequered pattern would be a link to the 
bishop.

There are three seats in a row at the short end of the room of the meeting in the Clavius base – three 
seats for three pawns in front of a fortress. The centre seat is left empty: a pawn has been captured 
by a bishop.
   The only way to enter and leave the room is through the pitch black rectangular door. You'll find 
the door next to the three seats: you'll find the door of the fortress next to the pawns and the bishop.
   The board has been set – the game commences.



THE CLAVIUS BASE



Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen to bishop three. The cuff links are associated with the queen, the three gentlemen are 
associated with the formation of the 'bishop three' in front of the fortress.
   The photographer moves around in front of the gentlemen, while taking three shots of Dr. Floyd – 
one shot for each 'bishop'.

*

Bishop takes queen. The photographer walks diagonally across the long end of the room, to a spot 
that is, roughly, in accordance with the square of the captured queen.

*

Knight takes bishop. The bishop leaves the board, Dr. Halvorsen goes on carrying out the move of 
the knight.

*



Queen to bishop three. Dave Bowman in the black robe looks back into the bathroom,
the photographer takes photos in front of the three gentlemen.

Bishop takes queen. Dave Bowman in the black robe walks into the bathroom entrance,
the photographer approaches Dr. Floyd's company.

Dave Bowman in the black robe leaves the bathroom,
the photographer walks out of the meeting.

Knight takes bishop. Dave Bowman in the black robe makes the move of the knight, heading for the
supper table. Dr. Halvorsen makes the move of the knight, heading for the speaker's chair.

Dave Bowman in the black robe sits down at the supper table,
Dr. Halvorsen takes the place at the speaker's chair.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

The king is checkmated – there is a Monolith disguised in the meeting room roof.
   The king is checkmated – there is a Monolith disguised as a row of black seats, as the revolving 
door of the Space Station 5 elevator opens.
   We are now back at the Space Station 5 – Dr. Heywood Floyd appears in the elevator, about to 
check in at the Hilton.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

The row of three chairs at the Clavius meeting creates the pattern of pawns and bishop in front of 
the king; an empty chair for a captured pawn.
   Dr. Heywood Floyd enters the lobby, walking into a 'fortress'.

*

Rook to king one.

The swing-door into the lobby leads in and out of the fortress. In the meeting room there is an 
equivalent to this swing-door, symbolically 'opening' as the queen moves to 'bishop three': the 
swing-door is a white rectangle, the back end of the speaker's chair is a white rectangle.
   In the meeting room there is a 'Monolith door', in the reception there is a 'Monolith briefcase'.

*



'Now, I know there has been some conflicting views held by some of you,
regarding the need for complete security in this matter.'



A 'swing-door' opens as the back of the speaker's chair comes into view, a 'swing-door' opens as 
Dave Bowman in black pushes the chair aside.

*

Queen to bishop three.

The door out of the fortress is open. The bishop appears.
   The situation on the board is signalled by the view of the room: the queen and the bishop spot 
each other, Dr. Floyd and Bill 'spot' each other. Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller spot, and approach, each 
other. (The positions on the chessboard are signalled by a changed view of the room – even if the 
view of the room also, obviously, shifts back and forth during the duration of the meeting.)

*



Bishop takes queen.

Bill poses a question. Dr. Floyd would be 'captured', disappearing from view.
   Bill poses the question – on the board the bishop and the queen have 'met' and shake hands.

*

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Dr. Floyd has finished talking, Dr. Halvorsen stands up and introduces the briefing. '… and as there 
seems to be no more questions, I think we ought to get on with the briefing. Thank you, Dr. Floyd.'
   'Would you please use number seventeen?' – Dr. Floyd and Mr. Miller are finished with 
handshakes and chit-chat, the receptionist directs them to the security passage.

*

Knight takes bishop.

The Hilton hostess pushes a button, Bill pushes a chair.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

A 'Monolith' appears.

*

'… and as there seems to be no more questions,
we ought to get on with the briefing. Thank you, Dr. Floyd.'

'Thank you. You are cleared through Voice Print Identification.'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The lunar lander is hoisted down into the landing cave, next there is a 
view of the meeting room. The events taking place inside of the white 
room leads to another interpretation of the docking – an interpretation 
that is just as valid.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

The lunar lander forms a pattern with the stripes at each side of the
spacecraft: a bishop in-between of two pawns appears inside of the

cave.

*



Rook to king one.

Dave Bowman in the space suit is inside of the bathroom, the lunar
lander is inside of the cave.

*



Rook to king one.

The photographer is in front of Dr. Floyd's company, looking at them
through the lens of a camera. Dave Bowman is inside of the bathroom,

looking through the helmet window at the reflection of himself.

The photographer is in front of the company, Dave Bowman in the
space suit is in front of the reflection.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

The photographer takes a few steps to the left (from our point of
view). Dave Bowman in the black robe appears, coming in from the

left-hand side behind the entrance.

*



Queen to bishop three.

The photographer moves further back and takes
another photo of the company.

The photographer is at the back of the room and looks at the company
through the lens of the camera, Dave Bowman in the black robe is at

the back of the room and looks into the bathroom. 

*



Bishop takes queen.

The photographer walks up to the company, Dave Bowman in the
black robe walks up to the entrance.

*



Queen to bishop three.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The lunar lander is hoisted down into the base – and 'approaches a
mirror', as the spacecraft is displayed on one of the screens in the control room.

Dr. Floyd and the other attendees carry ID cards with photo attached to their suits,
as though carrying 'miniature mirrors' with the reflections of themselves.

*



Queen to bishop three.

Dr. Floyd has moved to a speaker's chair and relates to Bill like the queen
on the chessboard relates to the bishop; the leopard has moved to a zebra.

*

Bishop takes queen.

Bill poses a question and is framed in the centre of the screen;
an ape is seen in the centre of a crack in the rocks.

*

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Dr. Halvorsen stands up; the ape in the crack is seen in the background of the hideout.
Bill pushes a chair; an ape couple holds an ape child.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.



***



The Odyssey
The second fight at the water hole is over and a bone is thrown into the sky. The bone transforms 
into a spacecraft, symbolically. The subsequent odyssey could be regarded as the continuous 
journey of one single interchangeable 'bone', transforming across the solar system through various 
forms of spaceships.
   The bone transforms into a spacecraft. The symbolism of the transformation continues as 
subsequent spaceships appear: the Pan-Am spaceship carrying Dr. Heywood Floyd would be a new 
symbol of a 'bone', having been thrown into space, now drifting towards the Space Station 5.
   Dr. Floyd is on a journey taking him to the space station, to the Clavius base on the moon and to 
the excavated site of the Monolith. Another journey commences, as Discovery One carries the crew 
on board towards Jupiter. These individual journeys would be linked, symbolically, into one contin-
uous journey, the ultimate destination being the room at the end of the star gate. A bone is thrown 
into the sky, and drifts across the solar system towards Jupiter, and beyond.

*

The odyssey is about to begin.
   Sails are set as the alignment of the moon, the earth and the sun extends across the cinema screen. 
   A bone is thrown into the sky – the odyssey of mankind begins.
   The Clavius moon base and the excavated site of the Monolith would be faraway shores along the 
journey.
   The odyssey commences at dawn, the 'dawn of man'. It ends at bedtime, as Discovery's drifting 
pod reaches the shore of the white room, the severely aged Dave Bowman ending up in bed in front 
of the final Monolith.



The Monolith as Cinema
The odyssey commences with György Ligeti's eerie tones. We are confronted by a solid black 
cinema screen. We see nothing: the black cinema screen is a blindfold, wrapped across our eyes.
   The Monolith is a symbol of a cinema screen. The Monolith appears: an empty black cinema 
screen appears, an invention useful only as long as we, the human race, project images upon it. If 
we decide not to, the 'black cinema screen' will remain nothing but a mystery – a black rectangle, an
empty void.
   The mystery of the Monolith is the mystery of a blank canvas. The black Monolith appears: we 
have to paint or write upon it, ourselves. The Monolith is a symbol of a sheet of blank paper, an 
empty surface making sense only through human input, through human interaction.

The staff of the Clavius base is attending a meeting concerning the Monolith. Dr. Heywood Floyd 
congratulates the attendees on the discovery – but rather than celebrating, he instead explains the 
need for 'absolute secrecy', the need for a cover-up. There are surveillance cameras in the room, 
contributing to the already stifled mood.
   Dr. Floyd and his company travel across the moon, heading for the 'TMA-1'. The men chitchat 
about sandwiches before loosely bringing up some of the details about the extraterrestrial artefact, 
in a display of a most fascinating disinterest towards the find. The lack of human interaction that 
pervaded the Clavius meeting gets a certain visual externalisation in the landscape of the moon, the 
moon bus hovering across a landscape that is grey, desolate and barren.
   The odyssey of the film is an odyssey towards the Monolith. The crew on board the moon bus 
travels towards the Monolith of the dug up pit on the moon, later the crew on board Discovery 
travels towards the Monolith near Jupiter. Dave Bowman continues on this odyssey, as he leaves 
Discovery, having boarded a pod in order to fetch the Monolith in Jupiter space. He does not reach 
the destination, but instead goes on travelling, as the cosmic tunnel opens.
   The men in the moon bus travel across the grey landscape of the moon. They uneventfully reach 
their destination.
   Dave Bowman is sucked into the cosmic tunnel. He comes out changed.

Altered states of consciousness are directly linked to the creative principle. An art that defines reason
does nothing to shift ways of seeing,  it  simply reports on a received universe.  And what seems
central to the individual's survival, whether the experience encountered is drug-induced or not, is
directing the transforming energy rather than being manipulated by it. Most good art and writing
siphon madness as a source, but the quantum balance between creator and pathology is one in which
the artist stands outside the consuming circle. For the poet there is a qualitative distinction between
drawing on psychotic phenomena and the return to reality. This experience is also what we call
shamanism and primitive magic. Stealing fire and living to tell the tale.

     
 Jeremy Reed: Bitter Blue – Tranquillisers, Creativity, Breakdown

(Peter Owen Publishers, 1995)



Sexual Intercourse
One angle of interpretation of 2001: A Space Odyssey is to turn the odyssey into symbolising sexual
intercourse, eventually leading to pregnancy and the birth of a child.
   A spaceship docks into a space station, another is lowered into a deep cave on the moon. Could 
these events be interpreted as depicting mechanisms of human reproduction? Is the (famously) 
suggested 'sperm cell' of the cosmic tunnel an invitation into suggesting further speculations in this 
field of symbolism?

The lunar lander stewardesses dress in white, they wear funny hats. If wanting to suggest 
symbolism concerning sexual reproduction, these stewardesses could quite easily turn into sperm 
cells.
   A stewardess enters the passenger lounge: an ejaculated sperm cell appears. There is competition 
from a second sperm cell, but eventually the first of the two stewardesses is alone in crossing the 
yellow aisle. Finally the sperm cell reaches the egg: the stewardess enters the cockpit.
   Ultimately the symbolism in the area of sexual intercourse – leading to symbolism concerning 
pregnancy and childbirth – is as exhaustive and detailed as the partaker of the odyssey decides.



We’re sure you heard, Rémy. A cartridge-copy of a certain 
let's call it between ourselves ”the Entertainment.”
                                                                   - Infinite Jest 

The Entertainment

There is a 16:9 flat screen in the passenger lounge. As the stewardesses tend to the food trays there 
is a very short sequence of a pastiche martial arts fight on (and considering the soundtrack of the 
journey towards the moon, the jesting fighters appear rather like waltzing).
   The stewardesses tend to the food trays, the serving stewardess bowing to the seated: the two 
stewardesses mimic the fighters on the screen, bowing to each other as one match stops and another 
begins.

A match is on, the judge stops the match, the two fighters bow to each other. Just as sudden another 
fight commences.
   The pastiche fight could be regarded as a miniature version of the appearance of the Monolith in 
the dawn of man. The Monolith appears among the apes as though a judge would 'appear' between 
the two tribes to call the struggle for
the water hole to a halt. The next
thing that happens is that the apes,
just like the fighters, immediately go
on fighting. 

                                                   

 



'Well, I'm sure we'll all want to co-operate with Dr. Floyd as fully as possible.'

'The way we look at it, is that it's our job to do this thing the way you want it done,
we're only too happy to be able to oblige.'



***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



               



A bone is thrown into the sky, and transforms into a satellite (or bomb).
   The bone is a pawn. There is a stylized 'bone' hidden in the design of the satellite. This stylized 
rendering of a bone would be a pawn – the 'knight's pawn', captured by a bishop.

The satellite is the symbol of a bone – a bone with another stylized bone as a detail in its 
architecture. There is a blending of symbols: one symbol of a bone 'catches' another.
   Bones blend into each other, catch each other – just like pawns and bishops blend into each other 
on the chessboard.

*

Dave Bowman approaches the closed corner of the brightly lit room. He is a bishop in a 
predefined game of chess, about to capture one of the pawns making up the row of 
pawns in front of the fortress.
   On a chessboard on which the pawn and the bishop are the same piece, though, he 
himself would also be a pawn, approaching other pawns. He would capture, pick up, 
another pawn – and then turn into a bishop.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

The moon bus would be a pawn, 'thrown into the sky'.
The pawn transforms into a bishop – and picks up another pawn.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one.

The rocky landscape outside of the cockpit window would not only be a link to the
marble bench in the bathroom, but also to the heap of boulders from the dawn of man.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

The view of the landscape moves upwards and 'approaches a bathroom entrance'.
The moon bus appears, Dave Bowman in black appears.

*

Queen to bishop three.

The moon bus goes to the right, and then to the left –
Dave Bowman in black appears, turns around and looks into the bathroom.

*

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

The moon bus appears at the other side of the rock:
Dave Bowman in black leaves the chair and walks towards the bathroom.

He walks out of the bathroom: the character seen walking
in the aisle of the moon bus is 'returning to the supper table'.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

  
The landscape of the moon has turned

deep blue, the colour of the checkmated king.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.



Queen to bishop three. 

Bishop takes queen. 

Knight takes bishop.

*



Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



                       

The Queen



There is a 'leopard' on board, disguised as brightly lit hexagons in the cockpit.
   The two lit hexagons would be a link to the eyes of the leopard. A link to the leopard would be a 
sign of the queen on the chessboard.

Each hexagon is a queen, each one a 'sun' above two individual 'Monoliths', 
in the shape of the cockpit windows.
   Each hexagon would be a 'leopard's s eye', a robotic, futuristic depiction of
an eye. The queen is an eye – and
could be alluded to by way of, say, the
'eye' of a camera lens.

Each one of the lit hexagons is a link to the queen on the
chessboard. The shape of a hexagon would in itself be a link to
the queen: the queen is a hexagon.

    *



Bill carries a food box through the aisle of the moon bus. The food box isn't quite a 
hexagon, but the particular shape would still qualify as a link to the queen. Bill lifts the 
lid off the food box: a bishop captures a queen.

*



The symbolism conveyed in the oval door equals the symbolism conveyed in the Monolith. The 
oval door is also a counterpart to the Monolith.
   The Monolith is associated with the king on the chessboard.
   The oval door is transformed from entrance into depicting an object. This object is placed on a 
chessboard, and turned into a piece. This piece would be the counterpart to the king.
   The counterpart of the king would be the queen.

The rectangular shape is associated with the king. The oval shape is associated with the queen.

*



The hexagon and the oval both depict the presence of a 
queen. An oval door opens. The stewardess appears in the 

yellow aisle, the captain appears in the 
passenger lounge; the stewardess through 
an oval door, the captain through an oval 
door. Both of these events would be 
signalling the bishop interacting with the 
queen.

*



*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Knight takes bishop.     Mate. Queen takes pawn.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.



*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*







Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Knight takes bishop.     Mate. Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

Bill puts a sandwich in the hexagon-shaped food box,
'throwing' a bone into the sky.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



*

Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

   

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

   

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

   

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



'Watch this now, I know it's hot.'



Mate. 

Queen takes pawn.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

There is a certain correlation between the orange oxygen tank and the chair at the supper table.
   Dave Bowman in the space suit appears from the right-hand side of the screen, the version of him 
in the black robe appears from the left-hand side behind the entrance of the bathroom.

*



Rook to king one.

The moon bus appears at the right-hand side of the screen, flying across the landscape.
Dave Bowman approaches from the right-hand side of the screen as he walks towards the mirror.

The moon bus goes to the left, Dave Bowman 'goes to the left'.

*

Queen to bishop three.

The moon bus goes to the right,
Dave Bowman at the table 'goes to the right'.

*



Queen to bishop three.

*

Queen to bishop three.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.



***



There is a hole in the board, through which the pieces spot and capture each other.
   The queen spots the bishop across the opening of the fortress. The queen captures the pawn 
through the chessboard itself.
   The moves are carried out across a hole in the board. This hole in the board appears as one single 
square, appearing and disappearing at various coordinates across the board.
   This transparent square, this hole through the board, appears at different places across the chess-
board – but is still the same square, the same 'hole' through which the pieces appear, through which 
the pieces spot and capture each other.
   The pieces on the board are walking across this transparent hole, this one single entrance, to 
appear at the other side. Sometimes they end up as aged versions of themselves at the other end.
   This hole through the board appears in many different variations. It could appear in the shape of 
an oval, a hexagon, a circle, a square – or as a perfect rectangle. 

*



Bill goes back and forth along the aisle in the moon bus, picking up sandwiches, maps and coffee. 
The cockpit of the moon bus mirrors the set-up of the chessboard: the two captains would be two 
'pawns' in front of a king, turning the cockpit into a manifestation of the fortress. The same 
symbolism would be valid for the passengers at the back of the bus: Dr. Floyd and Dr. Halvorsen 
could be regarded as two 'pawns' in front of a fortress, with Bill joining up as the third pawn, or a 
bishop, in between.
   Dave Bowman walks across the strange room and enters the bathroom: he walks across the main 
playfield of the board and enters the fortress. Bill, on the other hand, would be crossing from one 
'fortress' directly into the other, as he moves back and forth along the aisle.
   The pieces on the board are walking in and out of 'fortresses' – but the notion of a 'main chess-
board' is most often nowhere to be seen.

*



The pieces on the board are walking in and out of fortresses, Dave Bowman – in the space suit, in 
the black robe – is walking in and out of the bathroom.
   The chessboard is now altered: the distinction between the fortress and the rest of the playfield is 
dissolved. The chessboard is instead consisting of two 'fortresses', the pieces moving from one 
fortress to the other, and back again. The chessboard – if any such exists – does not consist of any 
'main playing field', instead only of two mirrored fortresses, with an entrance in-between.

Dave Bowman's room would be a 'fortress' in itself. Dave Bowman in the space suit walks across 
the room and enters the bathroom: he would leave one fortress behind and find himself having 
entered another.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The moon bus cockpit is deep red, the aisle is heavy cyan:
one 'fortress' is red, one 'fortress' is cyan.

*

The captains of the lunar lander are inside of a fortress that is 
red. The windows would be the exit out of the fortress – the blue
landscape outside would indicate the opposite fortress, the other 
end of the chessboard.

*



The landscape outside is seen through the windows of the 'red 
cockpit': we are inside of a red fortress, looking out.

*

The windows of the lunar lander and the moon bus are red: we 
are outside of a red fortress, looking in.

*



The 'hole in the board' is open: a red fortress is visible at the opposite end of a cyan.

*



Bishop takes queen.

Dave Bowman in the red space suit disappears, replaced by the version of 
him in black. Dave Bowman is replaced by Dave Bowman: he 'changes 
colours', figuratively.
   Dr. Halvorsen leaves the red cockpit and walks into the cyan aisle. He 
walks across the 'hole in the board', leaving a 'fortress' that is red to walk 
into a 'fortress' that is cyan.

Red is associated with the queen. Cyan is associated with the bishop.
   The red cockpit would be associated with the queen. The cyan aisle would 
be associated with the bishop.
   Dr. Halvorsen walks along the 'cyan aisle', Dave Bowman in black walks 
into the empty bathroom.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

*



 
'When we first found it we thought it might be an up-crop of magnetic rock,

but all the geological evidence was against it.'



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*

Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.



*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.



*



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*

Bishop takes queen.

*



Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





BIRTH OF A CHILD





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



A sperm cell is thrown into the sky.

*

The sperm cell reaches the fortress and gets inside. An embryo emerges.

*



The embryo is in gestation inside of the fortress. One particular
embryo is manifesting itself in the shape of a dying man.

*

The embryo grows into a foetus and begins to shine.

*



The knight turns up to deliver the grown
foetus across the surface of the Monolith.

*  





***



Queen takes pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

*



Rook to king one.

*

*





Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*



      



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*

Queen to bishop three.

*

Bishop takes queen.

*

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*

Mate.

Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *

















THE CHESSBOARD



Dave Bowman in the black robe returns to the supper table. He sips the wine, and symbolically 
'conquers' a symbol of the water hole.
   An extension of this symbolism would be to turn the whole of the set table into a miniature of the 
landscape of the dawn of man: Dave Bowman in the black robe smashes the wine glass in a down-
sized version of the leopard attacking the ape.

The supper table could also be regarded as the symbol of a chessboard. Dave Bowman in the black 
robe, coming out of the bathroom, sits down at the table and returns to an unfinished game.
   The set table mirrors the set-up of the chessboard. Just like the stewardess, pulling straws out of 
food boxes, the elderly Dave Bowman also plays chess, engaged with food.

  

>>



*

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



'It hasn't been covered up by natural erosion or other forces -
it seems to have been deliberately buried.'

The spacemen descend into the excavated pit on the moon: they are chess pieces, entering a 
chessboard.
   The excavated pit is a chessboard, the spacemen six pieces in search of a player. What they find 
on this board is a king having been 'deliberately buried' inside of a fortress.
   The apes of the dawn of man would be black pieces on the board – the spacemen would be pieces 
on the white side.

Dave Bowman in black sits down at a chessboard. He accidentally bumps the glass of wine off the 
table. Suddenly the spacemen on the moon are agonized by the alarm signal of the Monolith, as the 
glass smashes to the floor.



***



There is a leopard lurking in the pit of the excavation. The powerful lights at each side of the 
Monolith shine like a gigantic robotic version of the predator's 'lit dots' of a gaze.
   The brown and orange of the excavated pit suggest hinting at the predominant colours of the 
landscape of the dawn of man. If the lights in the pit is a version of the eyes of the leopard, then the 
scenario would be complete if the spacemen, descending into the pit, were to be linked to both the 
ape being attacked and to the zebra having been killed by the leopard. The spacemen writhes in pain
at the alarm signal: an invisible leopard ambushes them in an attack.

Leopard eyes watches over the dug up Monolith – and a pattern of hexagons, the sign of the queen, 
covers the walls inside of the pit.
   The spacemen's journey towards the excavated pit is a journey towards the territory of the queen. 

*





TMA-1



Dr. Heywood Floyd inspects the Monolith. He is about to approach the object – suddenly there is an
odd cut making him 'jump' from one end of the Monolith to the other. The normal order of things 
would be to make the cut switch the view of the camera, but with this cut the view is roughly the 
same. Dr. Floyd, at the other hand, appears at the other end of the Monolith – our point of view 
never switch.
   The arrangement of the filmed material disturbs our sense of orientation. The odd cut making Dr. 
Floyd suddenly turning up at the opposite end of the Monolith could be associated with a similar 
cinematic oddity, occurring as Dave Bowman inspects the bathroom of the white room. There is a 
mirror in the bathroom. As the reflection of Dave Bowman appears in the mirror, it is, at first, easy 
to believe that what we see is Dave Bowman walking
further into the bathroom, and not him as reflected on
the surface of a mirror – until he himself appears, and it
becomes clear that he is approaching a mirror.
   Dr. Floyd jumps to the opposite end of the Monolith,
in the same odd way disturbing our sense of orientation
as when the reflection of Dave Bowman appears in the
mirror. Dr. Floyd appears at the opposite end of the
Monolith, Dave Bowman appears at the other side of
the surface of the mirror, inside of the mirror (by way of
interpretation). 
 

               *



The apes of the superior tribe have withdrawn to the hideout, their 'excavated pit' in the dawn of 
man.
   The second fight of the water hole is about to commence. The tribe of apes walks into the site of 
the water hole, the spacemen on the moon descend into the excavated site of the Monolith.
   Two tribes of apes confront each other over a water hole. On the moon, an odd cut makes Dr. 
Floyd 'jump' from one side of the Monolith to the other: in a lack of any competing tribe in the pit, 
the spacemen are confronting themselves.
 



***



Queen takes pawn.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.

*

The spacemen descend into the excavated pit, and approach the Monolith. They are getting closer to
the object, lining up for the photo shoot.
   As they walk down into the pit and gradually, in unison as it were, approach the Monolith, it 
reflects the aligning of crosshairs on radar screens in the spacecrafts having carried them there.
   One half of a rectangle closes in towards its counterpart at the radar screen in the moon bus: the 
moon bus makes the touchdown, a rectangle is formed. A radar
screen closes in towards a rectangle; the spacemen in the pit
close in towards a rectangle.

  *



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

A spaceman prepares for the photo shoot. A reflection from one of the heavy lights draws closer to 
its source. The spaceman takes a few steps back, 'diagonally' as it were. As he does, the reflection in
the background moves, towards the source of light, diagonally and steady and in parallel with the 
spaceman.
   The reflection is getting closer to the source of light: the bishop is approaching a 'shining queen' 
on bishop three.

*



Bishop takes queen.

*





Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

                                                                         *



Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.



***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





***



Dave Bowman is about to end up inside of a strange room looking as if it is located on earth.
   A close-up at one of his eyes is filtered through the colours of the cosmic tunnel, the eye flashing 
as though a radar signalling an imminent touchdown.
   Dave Bowman's eye regains its natural colours – the 'touchdown' is completed.



THE MIRROR



Dave Bowman in the space suit approaches the closed corner of the room.
   The short ends of the room are in effect a mirroring of each other, in the sense that there is a 
similar set-up of two paintings at each opposite end. At one side of the room there are urns and 
furniture in-between of the paintings. Right across the room, at the opposite end, there is instead the
bathroom entrance.
   Dave Bowman in the space suit walks across the room. As the bathroom entrance appears all of a 
sudden, it could be said that Dave Bowman is symbolically entering through the closed end of the 
room. By interpretation: both ends of the room have entrances – one real, the other symbolic.
   Dave Bowman approaches a symbolic entrance, and a real appears. The closed end between two 
paintings and the bathroom entrance between two paintings would be depicting the same entrance, 
through which Dave Bowman in the space suit is entering.

Dave Bowman in the space suit walks towards a symbolic entrance. A real entrance appears. Dave 
Bowman in black is later approaching this same real entrance, the entrance into the bathroom.
   An experiment would be to let Dave Bowman in the space suit approach the symbolic entrance at 
the same time as the version of him in the black robe approaches the entrance of the bathroom. The 
two versions of Dave Bowman would be walking towards the same entrance, coming from opposite
directions. Dave Bowman – both versions of him – would approach himself, as if walking towards a
mirror.

Dave Bowman in the space suit and Dave Bowman in the black robe walk towards entrances – one 
symbolic and one real –  leading into the bathroom. While in the bathroom, Dave Bowman in the 
space suit approaches a mirror and the reflection of himself.
   Dave Bowman in the space suit returns to the bathroom entrance. He sees the man in the black 
robe.
   A person is looking at a version of himself, across the entrance of a bathroom. A way to interpret 
the situation would be that one of the individuals is nothing but the reflection in a mirror. What 
appears to be an entrance is nothing but the surface of a mirror.
   Dave Bowman in the space suit enters the bathroom: he walks across the surface of a mirror. Dave
Bowman in the black robe walks out at the other side.





1.

Dave Bowman ends up inside of the white room. The close-up of an eye appears.
   The new version of Dave Bowman enters the bathroom, and he looks at the reflection of himself 
in the mirror.
   Dave Bowman looks at the reflection, the big eye is looking at us (or into the empty room, 
depending on interpretation).



2.

Dave Bowman in the bathroom walks back towards the entrance. Dave Bowman in the pod looks 
through the pod window and sees the room.
   Dave Bowman in the bathroom looks at the room through the bathroom entrance, Dave Bowman 
in the pod looks at the room through the pod window.



3.

Dave Bowman in the bathroom sees a duplication of himself, Dave Bowman in the pod sees a 
duplication of himself.



4.

Dave Bowman in black looks at the bathroom entrance, the new copy of Dave Bowman looks at 
'us'.



5.

Dave Bowman in black walks towards the entrance of the bathroom, Dave Bowman in the space 
suit walks towards the corner of the room.



6.

Dave Bowman in black walks out of the bathroom, Dave Bowman in the space suit walks into the 
bathroom and the suddenly appearing entrance.



7.

Dave Bowman in the black robe walks across the room, Dave Bowman in the space suit walks 
further into the bathroom.



8.

Dave Bowman at the supper table looks at 'himself' in the bed, Dave Bowman in the bathroom looks
at himself in the mirror.



9.

The Monolith appears in front of the bed, eventually leading out of the room. Dave Bowman in the 
bathroom approaches an entrance, leading out of the bathroom.



10.

The shining infant appears at the other side of the Monolith. Dave Bowman in the black robe 
appears at the other side of the bathroom entrance.



11.

The shining infant turns around and looks right at us. Dave Bowman in the black robe turns around 
and looks right at us.

The sequence of events inside of the room is introduced by the close-up of an eye – and results in 
the appearance of a child inside of a shining sphere, looking right at us.
   Considering the globe of the shining sphere, the shining infant could be regarded as the symbol of 
an eye, a big eyeball in space, turning our direction.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *









          



3



Prologue: the bone
The leader of the superior tribe of apes throws the bone into the sky. The bone is a symbol of 
evolution. Beyond the literal evolutionary aspect of the discovery and beyond the symbolic 
transformation into spaceships, the bone would signify evolution also by the very upward motion, 
the apes symbolically starting to climb up a 'ladder of evolution'.
   The Monolith appears among the tribe of apes about to discover the bone. Ultimately the tribe 
wins back the lost water hole: the losing tribe is chased away, while the tribe having discovered the 
bone evolves.
   The Monolith has been found on the moon. Dr. Heywood Floyd and his crew of spacemen gather 
around the object. The event is, through symbolism, a repetition of the apes' conflict around the 
water hole: a symbolic 'winning tribe' chases away a symbolic 'losing tribe', and conquers a symbolic
'water hole', the result thereof symbolically depicting evolutionary progress, as symbolically 
depicted by the introduction of spaceship Discovery One.
   The conflict of the two tribes in the dawn of man is reflected both in the events taking place on the
moon, as well as in the events taking place during the Jupiter mission.
   Frank Poole could be said to be 'chased away' from Discovery, as HAL attacks him by operating a 
pod. Dave Bowman gets back at HAL, reflecting the tribe having discovered the bone returning to 
the water hole: Dave Bowman returns into the spaceship to 'chase away' HAL. The conflict on 
board Discovery ends, the Jupiter Monolith reached as though a consequence thereof.
   The Monolith appears and evolution progresses 'upwards': an upwards camera pan precedes the 
opening of the cosmic tunnel. The bone thrown into the sky in the dawn of man is 'transformed' into
spaceships. Dave Bowman, 'thrown' through the cosmic tunnel, transforms into the shining infant.

*

Dave Bowman is duplicated and replaced as new versions of him appear, the replaced versions 
'chased away' by the new in a symbolic 'evolutionary progress' taking place in the cosmic white 
room.
   The events taking place in the room could step by step be associated with the previous appearan-
ces of the Monolith. Dave Bowman sees a copy of himself. One version of him stays inside of the 
room and 'evolves', while one version of him is 'chased away'. This first duplication of Dave 
Bowman would be associated with the Monolith appearing in the dawn of man: one 'tribe' is chased 
away, one 'tribe' evolves. 
   The spacemen investigating the Monolith on the moon could be said to figuratively 'disappear', 
evolutionary 'replaced' by Discovery and HAL: Dave Bowman in the space suit disappears from the 
bathroom, replaced by the elderly version of himself.
   The Monolith near Jupiter is about to be picked up by Dave Bowman in the pod. HAL has been 
shut down and has symbolically been 'chased away', left behind in the mothership as Dave Bowman
is about to enter the cosmic tunnel. Consequently Dave Bowman at the supper table is left behind, 
'chased away', and replaced by the dying version of himself.



      The lens of HAL                                                  

 
The Monolith appears in the dawn of man, aligned with the sun and the 
moon in the sky. The moon above the Monolith could be regarded as a 
link to the coming future of man: it is on the moon that extraterrestrial 
intelligence is about to plant the second black monolith, to be 

discovered as mankind explores space.
   The Monolith of the formation could be regarded as a further link to the future of mankind: the 
lens of HAL, the artificial intelligence on board
spaceship Discovery, is framed within a black
'Monolith'.
   The pupil of HAL's lens would be a red 'sun', a
'sun above a Monolith'.

The sun rises above the silhouette of the earth, the
opening of Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra reaches
crescendo – the red eye of HAL and the metallic
circle around the lens visually hint at the red sun and
the ellipse of the earth as seen during the opening
credits. 
   The red pupil of HAL's lens would be a red 'sun'. 
The rectangular black framing around the lens would be a 'Monolith'.
   The chequerboard pattern under the rectangular frame would represent the moon, completing a 
'trinity' of the Monolith, the sun and the moon, incorporated in the design of the eye of the artificial 
intelligence on board Discovery.

   



JUPITER MISSION



Spaceship Discovery One sails across the silent eternity of space.
   The slow pace introducing the Jupiter Mission echoes the introduction of the dawn of man. Both 
of these episodes of the odyssey precede with a sunrise: the Monolith on the moon as viewed with 
the sun and the earth above introducing Discovery, the sunrise above the earth introducing the 
coming dawn of man.
   As an opposite to the dawn of man, the melancholy strings introducing the Jupiter Mission 
suggests a 'noon of man' (during which Frank and Dave, appropriately, watch 'The World Tonight').

*

The apes are having 'breakfast', digesting grass alongside tapirs. Frank Poole and Dave Bowman are
likewise having their breakfast as they enter the story, the two crew members on board Discovery 
wordlessly consuming rectangles of food like the apes consume grass and leaves.

*



'I would recommend that we put the unit back in operation, and let it fail.'

There are two tribes of apes in the dawn of man. One tribe is chased away during the first conflict of
the water hole, but this tribe later returns in order to win back the water hole from the opposing 
tribe.
   There are two tribes of apes – and there are two available versions of the 'AE-35 Unit', the 'Alpha-
Echo' units, on board Discovery. One AE-35 Unit is supposed to be out of order. It is replaced by 
another unit. This would reflect a conflict around the water hole, a defeated tribe being 'replaced' by 
another.
   The crew on board Discovery (including HAL) decides to switch units a second time around. The 
original AE-35 Unit is going to be put back in place. Back in the dawn of man the previously 
defeated tribe of apes is going to be 'put back in place', as they return to the water hole to win it 
back. 
   An ape from the opposing tribe is killed. Consequently Frank Poole is killed by HAL, HAL 
operating a pod like using a 'bone', in legacy of the ape using a bone to kill its opponent.

'I roger your plan to go E V A, and replace Alpa Echo Three Five Unit prior to failure.'

The two black AE-35 Units could in themselves, as objects, function as symbols of the two tribes, 
Dave Bowman and Frank Poole carrying 'tribes of apes' as they handle the units. The great antenna 
(the largest of three) on Discovery's 'spine' would be the symbol of the actual water hole: a 'tribe' 
conquers a 'water hole', as one AE-35 Unit is replaced by another.
   As Dave Bowman replaces the AE-35 Unit, during the first space walk, it would represent the first
conflict of the water hole. Dave Bowman himself could be said to be 'chased away' out of 
Discovery, as a consequence of HAL announcing the faulty unit. If Dave Bowman represents the 
tribe chased away during the first conflict, it could be said that he is also symbolically 'discovering a
bone' as he picks up an AE-35 Unit from the backside of the antenna.
   Frank Poole is 'chased away', like a 'defeated tribe', as he is killed by HAL and gets thrown into 
space. The second space walk would represent the lethal outcome of the final battle of the water 
hole. 

*

'… I enjoy working with people. I have a stimulating relationship with
Dr. Poole and Dr. Bowman. My mission responsibilities range over the

entire operation of the ship, so I am constantly occupied.'

HAL and Frank Poole play a game of chess – but as events unfold on board the ship, HAL decides 
to play a game of lethal chess, using Frank Poole and Dave Bowman as pieces.
   The dawn of man seems to be a relatively peaceful environment up until the attack of the leopard. 
The situation escalates as the protagonist tribe of apes is driven away from the water hole. The 
environment on board Discovery is also 'peaceful' – until HAL informs Dave Bowman about the 
supposedly broken AE-35 Unit.
   The leopard is a lethal predator in the environment of the dawn of man. On board Discovery the 



all-knowingly HAL turns out to be a 'lethal predator' of sorts as HAL kills Frank Poole, kills the 
hibernating crew members and locks out Dave Bowman. The announcement of the broken AE-35 
Unit seems in hindsight to have been a foreboding – as though the sudden announcement was to be 
the first sign of a violent leopard lurking on board the spaceship.
   HAL operates the pod to kill Frank Poole. The sudden attack is an echo of not only the lethal 
outcome of the decisive conflict among the apes but also of the attack of the leopard.

*

The events taking place on board Discovery echoes the events taking place in the dawn of man. The 
violence of HAL reflects the violence of the leopard, the replacing of AE-35 Units reflects the 
conflicts around the water hole.
   Night falls. The tribe of apes have curled up in their hideout, hiding from the leopard. Discovery 
is transformed into a futuristic version of the environment of the dawn of man: the apes in the 
hideout turn into hibernating crew members, the crew members symbolically 'hiding' from a 
predator growling in the distance.
   Frank Poole is killed: the leopard attacks an ape. Dave Bowman is locked out of Discovery – and 
the apes hiding in fright have been 'locked out of the steppe'.

*



Dave Bowman enters the brain chamber of HAL. He uses a pointy key to detach the memory 
modules of the brain. As he kills HAL using the key it reflects the apes' use of the bone to fight the 
competing tribe (or for killing tapirs, for that matter). Dave Bowman has picked up a key and kills 
HAL, the apes have picked up a bone and kill another ape.
   Dave Bowman has discovered a 'bone'. He uses the discovery to kill the leopard.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *







LIFE FUNCTIONS CRITICAL



Space men on the moon have entered the pit of the excavated Monolith. Suddenly a loud, high-
pitched signal makes them writhe in pain.
   The loud signal would be a distorted echo of the growl of the leopard of the dawn of man as the 
predator jumps off the cliff, an invisible violent predator symbolically 'jumping down' on the 
spacemen in the pit.
   The high-pitched signal would also be an echo of the growling of violent apes attacking a 
competing tribe.
   Ultimately the loud signal is a foreboding of the violent events about to take place during the 
Jupiter Mission, an amplified high-pitched version of the static beeping announcing the death of the 
hibernated crew members.
   The loud, high-pitched signal is the birth cry that ushers in the epoch of HAL. 

*



'The crew of Discovery One consists of five men, and one of the latest generation
of the H. A. L. 9000 computers. Three of the five men were put aboard

asleep, or to be more precise, in a state of hibernation.'

'Now, the three hibernating crew members represent the survey team, and their
efforts won't be utilized until we approach Jupiter.'

Spaceship Discovery is a blurred, abstract and distorted chessboard, on which the pieces are running
around in circles, never to reach the border. The pawns on the board are threatened by the queen of 
the 'latest generation' – the HAL 9000 computer.
   Three hibernating pawns lined up in a row are the 'survey team' of Discovery's chessboard.
   Frank Poole, Dave Bowman: 'Frank Pawn', 'Dave Bishop'.
   Frank Poole is a pawn, killed by the queen. Dave Bowman evolves into a bishop, and gets back at 
the queen.

'Dr. Poole, what's it like living for the better part of
a year in such close proximity with HAL?'



Queen to bishop three. HAL kills the hibernating crew members.



BIRTH OF A PAWN



The dying Dave Bowman is associated with the moon. The moon is the symbol of a 
child.
   The dying Dave Bowman is the symbol of a child, in the shape of an old man.



***



Two pawns are placed on a chessboard.

*

A queen captures one of the pawns. The remaining pawn transforms into a bishop.

*

A door opens. This door is a mirror. The bishop and the queen confront each other across the surface
of this mirror.

*

The bishop captures the queen.

*

The bishop has captured itself through the surface of a mirror. The outcome of the confrontation is a
new pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Two pawns are placed on a chessboard.

*

A queen captures one of the pawns. The remaining pawn transforms into a bishop.
   An opening appears. This opening is a mirror. The bishop and the queen confront each other 
across the surface of this mirror.

*

The bishop captures the queen.

*

The bishop captures another bishop. The confrontation spawns a new pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *

The new pawn is duplicated into two. One pawn ends up crushed on the floor, the other pawn ends 
up tucked in a bed. 

*



The conflict between the pieces on the board is starting to take place within the pawn in bed.

*

The bishop captures the queen, inside of the new pawn – but instead of a capture, the queen and the 
bishop inside of this pawn merge into a symbiosis.
   The symbiosis of the queen and the bishop inside of the pawn makes the pawn turn into a foetus.

*

The pawn grows and is being ready for birth.

*

The pawn is about to be born and leaves the chessboard.



DISCOVERY ONE



1.
The Monolith appears in the dawn of man, with the sun and the moon in the sky above.
   An ape throws a bone into the sky. The moon turns into a symbol of the bone, with the sun 
'throwing' the moon into the sky.

2.
The Monolith appears on the moon, seen with the sun and the earth above.
   The sun above the Monolith 'throws' the earth 'into the sky'. Discovery is a 'bone', 'thrown' into 
space.

3.
The moon in the sky, above the Monolith in the dawn of man, is associated with the bone.
   The earth, above the Monolith on the moon, is associated with Discovery.
   The earth is associated with Discovery: if pausing for a moment on this conclusion, it would also 
mean that Discovery itself could function as a symbol of planet Earth.

4.
The bone in the dawn of man functions as a symbol of evolution. During the Jupiter Mission, 
Discovery itself takes on that symbolism, the spaceship being 'thrown' across the planetary system, 
towards Jupiter.



When two tribes go to war

There are two competing tribes of apes in the dawn of man. One tribe chases away the other, but 
eventually the roles are switched.
   The apes are surrounded by a hostile environment – as manifested in the attack of the leopard.
Though both tribes display aggression, it could be regarded that the discovery of the bone brought 
the ability to usurp, and carry out, the lethal violence of the leopard.
   Manifested in the second, decisive, conquest of the water hole is a symbiosis of the discovery of 
how to use a bone as a tool and the violence of the leopard. The supremacy of the winning tribe 
reflects both the intelligence manifested in the discovery of the bone and the tribe using the result of
this intelligence to be able to usurp and carry out the lethal violence manifested in the attack of the 
leopard.
   The tribe most advanced in intelligence is also the most advanced in violence.

One tribe of apes defeats another. The tribe ultimately conquering the water hole uses the aggression
they themselves were previously subjected to by the competing tribe: two conflicts over a water 
hole, and two conflicts that mirror each other. The water hole is reconquered – and new tribes are 
about to fight new conflicts over new water holes, as succeeding generations of humanoids emerge 
on the steppe, all of the subsequent conflicts about to mirror each other, all of the conflicts 
originating from this first conflict of the two tribes.
   One tribe defeats the other. Passed down throughout the evolution of mankind is an endless 
variation of the conflict, in which the violence displayed by the two tribes of apes is being 
manifested and repeated over and over again. One tribe chases away the other, but symbolically the 
tribes both make it to the other side of the evolutionary leap, as the violence of the initial conflict is 
carried on and amplified throughout the generations.
   'But this epidemic could quite easily spread to our base.' Smyslov interrogates Dr. Heywood 
Floyd about the mysterious rumour concerning the Clavius moon base. The strained politeness gets 
out of hand as 'two tribes' protect their bases in a quest for a 'water hole', in a reflection of cold war 
tensions between superpowers back on earth.
   In the future, people in space are going to fight in the same way mankind has done through all of 
evolution and during all of history, in a chain of mirrored conflicts originating from the time the 
Monolith was exhibited in the dawn of man. 

Inherent within Discovery One is a legacy of destructive events, subjecting the crew on board to the 
repeated pattern laid out in the dawn of man.
   As Discovery moves through the silent infinity of space, the spaceship would be a reflection and 
symbol of planet Earth. The Jupiter Mission would reflect the journey of the human race as such.





***



1.
The Monolith in the dawn of man leads to the 'birth' of man.
   The discovery of the monolith on the moon leads to the 'birth' of Discovery.

2.
The symbolic conflict of Dave Bowman against Dave Bowman, in the white room at the end of the 
cosmic tunnel, results in the birth of the space infant.
   The symbolic conflict taking place in the excavated pit on the Moon results in the birth of 
Discovery.

3.
The infant is emerging from the left-hand side of the cinema screen, as the child is 'born' out of the 
Monolith. Discovery is emerging into view in the same way, as the spaceship is introduced – as 
though 'born' out of the Monolith on the moon, as though 'born' into view like a metallic 
predecessor to the shining child. 

*



Discovery as a human being

A child is born – in the shape of spaceship Discovery One.
   The spaceship has a mouth – or three – in the shape of the podbay openings, unclosed one by one 
as Discovery is opening a 'mouth', the pods let out of the bay on an extending 'tongue'.
   The interconnected 'boxes' making up Discovery's prolonged body make the naked skeleton of a 
spine come to mind, with the rest of the body ending up in the thick end of this 'spine'. The rocket 
nozzles would suggest feet, used by Discovery to 'move through space'.
   The parabolas at the 'spine' of the spaceship would be ears, as Discovery 'listens' towards 'Mission 
Control' on earth. The control room would be the eyes, Discovery blinking and looking around as 
the crew inside is seen moving about. 'You're the brain and central nervous system of the ship' – the 
brain would be assigned to HAL, who is even described as such by the BBC interviewer.
   The pods themselves would function as 'hands', reaching into space as Dave Bowman and Frank 
Poole conduct EVAs ('extravehicular activity'). The skeleton arms of the pod would work as 'fingers'
on these 'hands' of Discovery, as the ship picks up and manipulates objects in space. 
   Discovery is born, in the shape of a symbol of a human being. The spacemen conducting EVAs 
are Lilliputians crawling on the body of a giant.

*



Discovery is using a pod – an extended 'hand' and a 'tool' – to kill Frank Poole, as HAL takes 
control over a pod and manoeuvres the pod in the ambush killing Frank Poole.
   The pod is used like a 'bone', reflecting the attacking ape using the bone as a weapon.

*

The body of Frank Poole revolves in space in a way reminding of the bone thrown into the sky.
   By attacking Frank Poole the spaceship throws him into space like a 'bone'.

*

Discovery picks up the body of Frank Poole, like picking up a 'bone'. 

*



The hibernating crew members are killed – 'chased away' by a 'competing tribe'.
   The body of Frank Poole is dropped: Discovery drops the body and a 'bone' is thrown into space, 
'into the sky'.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Discovery is about to be interpreted as the symbol of a human being, the conflict within the ship a 
conflict taking place within an individual.
   The notion of HAL as the brain of the spaceship is altered. HAL is indeed a 'brain', but the coming
struggle between Dave Bowman and HAL is about to be interpreted as purely symbolising the 
conflicting actions and morals of one single individual.

*



The bone thrown into the sky is a pawn. Discovery is a symbolic 'bone', 'thrown into the sky' as the 
ship is introduced. The bone is a pawn: Discovery is a pawn.
   Discovery is a child, a pawn, a bone, carrying within itself the legacy of the apes' struggle for the 
water hole.

*



Discovery is treated as the symbol of an individual, with a conflict taking place within the 
individual.
   There is a queen and two pawns present within Discovery. HAL is a queen, Dave Bowman and 
Frank Poole are pawns.
   HAL kills Frank Poole. One pawn within Discovery is killed, the other evolves into a bishop.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Dave Bowman exits Discovery in order to fetch Frank Poole's body. This event in itself could be 
said to be a premonition of him later exiting the ship in order to fetch the Monolith: both the body 
and the Monolith are floating in space, ready to be picked up.
   The events during the final conflict between Dave Bowman and HAL could, in the same sense, be 
considered as a premonition of the abstract events taking place inside of the room at the end of the 
cosmic tunnel.
   Dave Bowman picks up Frank Poole's body, and he confronts HAL. He later attempts to pick up 
the Monolith – instead the cosmic tunnel opens and he confronts himself.

*

Dave Bowman is locked out of Discovery.
   Discovery is a symbol of a human being. If the symbol would become what is symbolised, it 
would mean that Discovery, facing Dave Bowman in the pod, would be confronting another person 
– or that Discovery the individual is in front of himself, like a person facing the reflection of a 
mirror.
   Discovery confronts the pod: Discovery confronts himself, like Dave Bowman confronts 'himself' 
in the room.

Dave Bowman is, by being locked out of Discovery, not only confronting HAL but also an empty 
control room. Dave Bowman ends up inside of the white room – he discovers an empty room, and 
he confronts himself.

*



Dave Bowman enters the emergency air lock; Dave Bowman in the white room enters the 
bathroom.

*

HAL has killed Frank Poole and Dave Bowman is about to kill HAL. The two events mirror each 
other, as each side takes turns having the upper hand in the conflict.
   Dave Bowman's reflection appears on the glass of HAL's lens: one part of the conflict is mirrored 
in the other, manifested symbolically as well as literally. This in itself also becomes a premonition 
of Dave Bowman confronting the 'mirrored copy' of himself in the white room, as well as of him 
observing the reflection of himself in the bathroom mirror.

*



HAL has been shutting down the 'life supporting capabilities' of the hibernating crew members. This
effortless exercise of a murder is somewhat replicated by Dave Bowman, as he detaches the 
memory modules from HAL's brain, leaving HAL no chance of reversing the situation.
   Dave Bowman enters the brain chamber to kill HAL, like a foreboding of Dave Bowman in the 
black robe coming into view outside of the bathroom, 'effortlessly' making (willingly or 
unknowingly, depending on interpretation) Dave Bowman in the bathroom to disappear.

Dave Bowman in black approaches the empty bathroom entrance, the fateful steps a parallel to the 
way Dave Bowman silently floats across the brain chamber towards the detachable modules of 
HAL's brain.
   Dave Bowman in black walks into the bathroom entrance, Dave Bowman in the space suit has 
disappeared. Dave Bowman approaches the memory slots of HAL's brain, and kills HAL.

*



Dave Bowman in black returns to the supper table. He uses a fork – a 'bone' – to pick up food. Dave
Bowman in the brain chamber is using a key – a 'bone' – to detach memory modules.

Dave Bowman in the brain chamber is surprised by the sudden appearance of Dr. Floyd's recorded 
message. Dave Bowman in black is surprised by the sudden appearance of the dying version of 
himself.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The film is rewound: there are different conclusions to draw when comparing the final stages of 
Dave Bowman's confrontation with HAL and the stay inside of the white room.
   Dave Bowman ejects himself into the emergency air lock, later he travels through the cosmic 
tunnel. Both events depict Dave Bowman slung into violent manners of transportation.

*



Dave Bowman is inside of Discovery after having ejected himself into the emergency air lock. This 
would be a parallel to him ending up inside of the white room after having been ejected through the 
cosmic tunnel.

Dave Bowman would be 'duplicated' into Discovery, like he is duplicated into the room.

*



Dave Bowman opens the door into the brain chamber and enters; the bathroom entrance appears and
Dave Bowman enters. 

*



Dave Bowman confronts HAL; in the bathroom he confronts the reflection in the mirror.

*

Dr. Heywood Floyd's pre-recorded message appears, making the surprised Dave Bowman turn 
around; in the bathroom he is turning away from the mirror, about to be surprised by the elderly 
version of himself outside of the bathroom.

*

Dave Bowman in black appears at the supper table, looking at Dave Bowman in the bathroom; in 
the pre-recorded message Dr. Floyd has taken a seat at a 'supper table', addressing himself to 
Discovery's crew.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



The Monolith appears in Jupiter space. The artefact appears 'in front of' Discovery, the Monolith in 
the room appears in front of the dying Dave Bowman.

*



Dave Bowman is about to leave the ship to scout for the Monolith: Discovery is about to 'reach' for 
the Monolith, like the dying Dave Bowman is reaching for the Monolith in front of the bed.

*

The aged Dave Bowman in bed is dying, but transforms into a shining foetus. In Jupiter space 
Discovery has been 'transformed' too, the ship vividly shining in the light of the sun.
   Dave Bowman in bed is gone, replaced by a shining foetus. Discovery is 'replaced' by Dave 
Bowman's shining pod.

*



The old Dave Bowman in bed is gone, and the infant is born across the surface of the Monolith.
   Discovery is gone, and Dave Bowman in the pod travels to the other side of the cosmic tunnel.



***



The Monolith appears in the hideout of the apes. The apes respond by reaching towards the artefact,
they touch the surface.
   Dr. Floyd and his crew investigate the Monolith on the moon. Dr. Floyd reaches for the Monolith 
and touches the surface.
   The dying Dave Bowman in bed reaches for the Monolith, the gesture a continuation of both the 
apes and Dr. Floyd touching and reaching for the Monolith as they confront the object.
   Dave Bowman sets out to fetch the Monolith: 'Discovery the individual' reaches towards the 
Monolith, using a prolonged arm in the shape of the scouting pod. The spaceship is reaching 
towards the Monolith, like the dying Dave Bowman reaches for the object in front of the bed.

Dave Bowman in the pod never gets the chance to actually pick up the Monolith – but we do have a 
certain template showing us what it would have looked like if he had, if he hadn't been sucked into 

the cosmic tunnel. The scenario would have been similar to that of 
the pod being operated to pick up the body of Frank Poole – the 
Monolith would simply replace Frank Poole.
   The Monolith is not a big object for the giant Discovery. The 
spaceship is about to 'pick up' the
Monolith, as though picking up a
'bone' – as though Discovery was
a giant ape in space discovering a
bone.

  



The cosmic tunnel is about to open, the Monolith and Jupiter's moons are lined up in a perfect 
alignment.
   The bright, shining, moon seen at the base of this formation would link to the 'shining' Discovery 
– and, thus, also to the coming appearance of the shining infant in space.

The Jupiter moons are compared to the alignment of the Monolith, the sun and the moon of the 
dawn of man.
   The Monolith has taken the place of the moon, turning into a 'bone', symbolically 'thrown into the 
sky' as the Monolith disappears into space.
   The red moon in the centre of the Jupiter formation would be linked to the sun above the tip of the
Monolith (and also, appropriately, to the red sun of the opening credits).

Dave Bowman's pod is 'born' out of the shining Discovery. The pod would be depicted by the moon 
at the top of the aligned formation, a moon 'born' out of the shining moon at the base of the 
formation.
   There are four of the smaller moons. The remaining three suggest symbolising the three dead 
hibernating crew members. 

The red moon would allude to the lens of HAL. The shining moon at the base of the formation 
would allude to Discovery. The moon at the top would allude to Dave Bowman's pod. The smallest 
three moons would allude to the three hibernated, and now dead, crew members.
   The pod enters the cosmic tunnel – the pod is a 'bone' thrown into the sky.



'We'd have to cut his higher brain functions, without disturbing
the purely automatic and regulatory systems.'

Depending on how to define 'higher brain functions' it could be said that Dave Bowman's 
description of how to shut down HAL could also serve as a description of the state the hibernating 
crew members are already in, as they have been put in what resembles a state of coma, the cocoons 
regulating the 'purely automatic and regulatory systems' of their bodies.
   This would also have been the state of 'Discovery the individual', had the outcome of the conflict 
on board the ship ended with HAL as sole survivor. Discovery would have sailed through space 
while only the 'purely automatic and regulatory systems' of the ship would have been in function.
   Would HAL have operated a pod to collect the Monolith, in order to bring the object back to Earth
in completing the Jupiter Mission? What would have happened at any rate, is that a pod operated by
HAL would have turned up empty if sucked into the cosmic star gate.



***



Dave Bowman has shut down HAL: the bishop has captured the queen.
   Inside of Discovery the queen and the bishop merge into a symbiosis.

*



The symbiosis of the queen and the bishop leads to dying Dave Bowman metamorphosing into the 
foetus.
   Discovery glows in the light of the sun, having turned into a 'shining metamorphosis' carrying 
within itself the symbiosis of the queen and the bishop.

*



The symbiosis of the queen and the bishop in the room leads to the birth of the child. The symbiosis
of the queen and the bishop within Discovery leads to the 'birth' of Dave Bowman's pod hovering 
towards the Monolith.
   The child is born across the Monolith in front of the bed. The pod is born across the cosmic 
tunnel.

*



The pod ends up in the room – and Dave Bowman sees himself.



EPILOGUE



In chess there is a special rule involved if a pawn manages to move across the entire board and 
reaches the opposite end. The pawn can then be transformed into a queen. This is called promotion.

Discovery is a pawn moving across the board, as the spaceship hovers through space. Discovery 
reaches Jupiter: the spaceship reaches the opposite end of the board, and is then promoted into a 
queen.
   Dave Bowman leaves the ship and proceeds beyond the edge of the chessboard, 'beyond the 
infinite'. Eventually he is promoted too.

*

Discovery is a 'bubble in space', carrying within itself the legacy of a recurring conflict.
   Dave Bowman in the pod is ejected out of Discovery. The pod turns into a smaller 'bubble in 
space', in which the legacy of the recurring conflict has been inherited. 
   Both Discovery and the pod could be said to have the function of a 'cell', carrying information 
about to be duplicated – like a sperm cell carrying chromosomes.

*



A bone is thrown into the sky and transforms into spaceships.
   The body of Frank Poole is thrown into space and transforms into the Monolith.
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Bishop takes knight's pawn
The bone is thrown into the sky and transforms into a satellite.
   An experiment concerning the soundtrack of the film could be carried out during the waltzing of 
spaceships. The Blue Danube is replaced the moment the Pan-Am spaceship is introduced into view
– instead the opening of Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra is to be heard in its place.
   The stewardess walks along the aisle of the Pan-Am flight. She proceeds cautiously due to the 
weightlessness, but also in a certain reminiscence of the predecessor of mankind having pondered 
over bones on the ground: as though the stewardess was discovering the pen like the ape has 
discovered the bone.
   There is the majestic fanfare of Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra – and the stewardess has 
discovered the written word.
   Bishop takes knight's pawn. The Pan-Am stewardess picks up the pen.

'Mmm, lovely move.'

 



JUPITER MISSION



Discovery comes into view, hovering through cosmos like a giant bone 
thrown into the universe.

The formation of the antennas at the back of the ship mimics the formation 
of the bishop in-between the two white pawns. The antennas come into 
view, a large antenna in between two smaller: the 'knight's pawn' has been 
captured.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

  
*



Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*

                 Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



   Bishop takes queen.

*

< … >

*

Knight takes bishop.   

*   



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

'Many happy returns to the day!'
'...I think I've straightened it out for you'.

(Frank Poole's father, to his son living in a wheel.)



***



Discovery is a chessboard in space, with an interior of a disorienting hall of mirrors.
   This work is about to dissolve into mere images, gradually leaving behind words which are unable
to keep up with the visual symbolism of 2001: A Space Odyssey.
   This story is now yours – welcome to the visual experience.





Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*



*

'When you see the red light go on, would you please state in
the following order: your destination, your nationality and your full name.'

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

*



Rook to king one.

*
 

*

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

'CHECK'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *

 



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



*



Queen takes pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

*

                                              Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*   



Orange, cyan and lilac: a bishop captures a 'knight's pawn', a rook opens the exit
out of the fortress. The squares appear – and flashes (an important detail).



Rook to king one.

*

Queen to bishop three.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

'Checkmate'

        *



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





***



Queen takes pawn.

The lens of HAL looks right at us, like a 'sun' appearing at the other side of 
the cinema screen, like a 'queen' appearing in front of a pawn.

HAL is the queen on board Discovery: as the lens of HAL appears, it would 
be a signal of the queen on the chessboard being involved in a move.

The lens of HAL appears – and a pawn is captured on the chessboard.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn. 

*



Rook to king one.

 

*



Queen to bishop three.

*

Bishop takes queen.

'... he is just like a sixth member of the crew,
you very quickly get adjusted to the idea that he talks,

and you think of him really just as another person.'

*

Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

'checkmate'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

  



***



Queen takes pawn.

The globe at the front of Discovery is 
reminiscent of an eyeball; the globe would 
be an 'eyeball' in space.
   The symbol of an 'eye' appears: the queen 
on the chessboard captures a pawn.

*



 

Bishop takes knight's pawn. 
Rook to king one.

*

Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen to bishop three. 

'Excuse me, Frank.'
'What is it, HAL?'

*



Bishop takes queen.

*

Knight takes bishop

     
*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

'A bit higher, HAL.'

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

Mate.

'Well, Frank, I can't think of anything else to say.'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

'Happy birthday, Frank'

*

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

'Thank you, HAL. A bit flatter, please.'

*

Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.

'Yeah, looks like you're right. I resign.'

*

1+



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

'Good evening, Dave.'
'Good evening, HAL.'

*

Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

*





*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*



Queen takes pawn.

*

Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.

*

Bishop takes queen.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



'Where's Mummy?'



Queen takes pawn.



***



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*

Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.





***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

*       



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



*

Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.



'Prepare B-pod for E. V. A., HAL.'

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



 

 

 

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Rook to king one.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*





Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*







Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.



***







 





***



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*



Queen takes pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn. 

         *

Rook to king one.

*

Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.



*



Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*

Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*



Bishop takes queen.

*







Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

'We confer with your plan to replace number one unit to check fault prediction.'

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*







Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*

Queen to bishop three.

*
 



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

*

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

'I hope the two of you are not concerned about this.'

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

* 



Queen to bishop three.

'Listen, HAL, there's never been any instance at all of a computer
error occurring in the 9000 series, has it?'

*

Bishop takes queen.

'See you later, HAL.'

Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*



Bishop takes queen.

'I don't think he can hear us.'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





THE CHESSBOARD





 















Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *







Qxa6
Bxg2
Re1
Qf3
Bxf3
Nxf3#

*



E might suggest the E-file of the knight.
K suggests 'knight'
G suggests the G-file of the 'knight's pawn' and the king.

*

G suggests the G-file of the 'knight's pawn'.
X equals a capture when the moves of a game of chess is described using descriptive notation. 

*                   

*                  



*

*



'This sort of thing has cropped up before.'

'Well, how about a little coffee?'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



'All my students made me promise to send you best wishes too, now they talk
about you all the time in the classroom, Frank, you're a big celebrity in the 
second grade.'
   'All my pawns made me promise to send you best wishes too, now they 
talk about you all the time on the chessboard, Frank, you're a big celebrity 
on the second rank.'



SPACE STATION 5
REVISITED



 
 
 

 
 
 













*



 

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.

 

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

 

Rook to king one.

 

Queen to bishop three.

 

Bishop takes queen.

 

Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *

*

*

*

*



'Except for a single, very powerful, radio emission...'

'We excavated out on all sides,
but unfortunately we didn't find anything else.'



Elaine and Elena, Bill and Bob, Ray, Rachel and Ralph

'We were thrilled about Elaine and Bill, dear.'
(Frank Poole's parents)

'Elena, how nice to see you!'

'Well, I don't know, Bill. I suppose it will be maintained as
long as deemed necessary by the council.'

'I ran into Bob the other day.'
(Frank Poole's parents)

'Ray and Sally were supposed to be here but on the last minute Ray's back went bad on him again.' 
(Frank Poole's parents)

'May I speak to Rachel, please?'

'Thanks, Ralph.'
(Dr. Floyd, in the moon bus)

*



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*







Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

'Well, how is Gregor?'

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





THE ILIAD



There are some indications that the moon bus could symbolise a ship at sea. The breezing sound of 
the engines could be regarded as the breeze of wind and waves. The moon hills outside of the 
window bulge up and down, as though the distant hills were the slow waves of an open ocean. The 
objects and instruments inside of the moon bus are held in place by ropes, a detail also reminiscent 
of what could have been found on a ship at sea. Ropes not used are neatly and orderly bundled, as 
though handled by skilled sailors. Bows along the roof suggest the lower end of this ship's large 
sails.
   The name 'Heywood R. Floyd' suggests hiding in its rhyme a spluttered variation of Helen of Troy.

*



THE TROJAN HORSE AND THE FALL OF TROY

The moon bus lands at Tycho. There another monolith has been found, 
buried under the crater. The monolith sits in an excavation with shored-up 
walls. Tycho symbolizes Troy: their spellings share three letters, and both 
have surrounding walls. [...]
[...]
The monolith is the Trojan horse. The curious people viewing it are the 
Trojans, who have just brought the Trojan Horse inside Troy's walls. the 
signal coming from the monolith is the Greeks sneaking out through the 
wooden horse's secret door in the middle of the night. And the pain 
experienced by the people in the excavation (Troy) is the pain of the dying 
Trojans. This scene's timing is perfect: immediately after the moon bus 
(Menelaus's fleet) arrives, immediately before the space voyage. The Trojan 
War is over; let The Odyssey begin.

Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory by Leonard F. Wheat 
(Scarecrow Press, 2000).

*



While at the space station on his way to the moon, Floyd meets the Russian 
woman named Elena. The name Elena is the Russian version of Helen. 
Interpreted in the context of all the other symbolism and evidence, this 
encounter must be regarded as symbolizing the encounter between Paris and 
Helen. Floyd again fits the Paris model.

Kubrick's 2001: A Triple Allegory
by Leonard F. Wheat (Scarecrow Press, 2000).

*

'You're looking wonderful.'
'Thank you, you're looking well too.'

The Judgement of Paris
(Lucas Cranach the Elder, 1472–1553) 





The drunken Cyclops

'Look Dave, I can't put my finger on it,
but I sense something strange about him.'





THE PEN



1.
The stewardess picks up the pen hanging in weightlessness. She then puts the pen back into Dr. 
Floyd's jacket pocket. The stewardess symbolically brings the pen to the sleeping Dr. Floyd (in 
contrast to what is actually occurring: the pen already belongs to the doctor and is brought back).
   The apes in the dawn of man are asleep in the morning sun. They wake up – and discover the 
Monolith. Extraterrestrials have brought the Monolith to the apes, like the stewardess has 
symbolically brought the pen to the sleeping Dr. Floyd.
   The apes go on discovering the bone, but Dr. Floyd sleeps on and doesn't discover anything.

2.
Discovery reaches the Monolith in Jupiter space. The Monolith revolves in space, like a 'pen' 
revolving in weightlessness.
   The stewardess takes on the role of Discovery: the stewardess picks up the pen like Discovery 
(when regarded as the symbol of a human being) would 'pick up' the Monolith.
   Discovery 'picks up' Frank Poole's body like the ape picks up the bone. The bone thrown into the 
sky is symbolically 'transformed' into a spacecraft – but when speaking in terms of evolution, the 
discovery of the bone ultimately also leads to the invention of pens. The bone discovered in the 
dawn of man is thrown into the sky – and swirls down as a pen inside of the gravity-free Pan-Am 
spaceship.

3.
Discovery 'picks up' the body of Frank Poole, like picking up a 'bone'. The body is symbolically 
'thrown into the sky', as Discovery, symbolically depicting an individual, discards the body. 
Discovery is later attempting to 'pick up' the Monolith revolving in space.
   The chain of events mirrors an interpretation of the pen as linked to the discovery of the bone: the 
bone is picked up by an ape, is thrown into the sky, and is then picked up again by the stewardess in
the shape of a pen.



 



THE PODBAY



'Well, forgive me for being so inquisitive…'

'Perhaps I'm just projecting my own concern about it.'

'For instance, the way all our preparations were kept under such tight security.'



***



There are some markers of a connection between the hidden meeting in the pod and the meeting at 
the Clavius moon base.
   At the moon base, Dr. Floyd congratulates the Clavius employees on their discovery. Dr. Floyd 
says the word 'discovery' – and Bill and Dr. Halvorsen turn their heads, simultaneously, looking at 
each other. This mirrors Dave Bowman and Frank Poole in the pod, turning their heads towards the 
lens of HAL outside of the pod, on one occasion turning towards the lens in unison.
   Dr. Floyd mentions a 'Doctor Howell', the name suggesting a 'slurred' version of 'HAL'. The name 
of HAL is contained in Dr. Halvorsen's. There seem to be surveillance cameras placed along the 
walls, each lens framed in a black rectangle, their presence hinting at the framed
lens of HAL – whose lens in effect works as a 'surveillance camera' on board
Discovery. On top of all these connections to HAL at the Clavius meeting is Dr.
Floyd, in his red suit and standing by the podium, matching the red space suit seen
outside of the pod.
   All of this suggests that the two scenes could be juxtaposed. A cinematic fold-in is created – this 
pointing to the famous 'fold-in' of the satire comics magazine MAD. At the last page of each issue 
there is a funny picture and a short message. You fold the page – 'fold-in' – and a different picture, 
with a different message, appears.
   2001: A Space Odyssey is 'folded in': the red space suit turns into a 'scarecrow' version of Dr. 
Floyd, the conversation inside of the pod could be applied to Bill and Dr. Halvorsen at the Clavius 
meeting, creating a situation in which the two meeting attendees are not as politely obliging as they 
might appear. Dr. Floyd's speech could, in the same manner of juxtaposition, be applied to HAL on 
board Discovery, which would create a situation in which HAL tries to fabricate a 'cover story' 
concerning the embarrassment of the supposedly broken 'AE-35 Unit'.

'Now, if any of you would like to give me your views and opinions,
in private if you like, I'll be only too happy to include them in my report.'

*



Knight takes bishop.

   



INTERMISSION



***
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JUPITER MISSION



Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen to bishop three.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*





Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*

Bishop takes queen. 
Knight takes bishop. 

*

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*

Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*



    Mate.

                                                                                                   Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *

Queen takes pawn.

*

'Prepare G-Pod for E V A, HAL.'

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one. 
Queen to bishop three.

'Do you have a positive track on him?'
'Yes, I have a good track.'

*

Queen to bishop three.

*



*

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*

Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.



***



Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

'Prepare G-pod for E V A, HAL.'

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*



 



***



 

 





*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*

Bishop takes queen.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Mate.

 'checkmate, king'        

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





Queen takes pawn.

*



*

*





Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.





Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





Queen takes pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*

Rook to king one.

*

Queen to bishop three.

*



'Hello HAL, do you read me?'

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

'Affirmative, Dave. I read you.'

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*

Queen to bishop three.

'I think you know what the problem is just as well as I do.'

*



Bishop takes queen.

'Dave, this conversation can serve no purpose anymore. Goodbye.'

*

Knight takes bishop.

*

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn. 

*

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



***



Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *

‘
Mate.

Queen takes pawn.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



*

Bishop takes knight's pawn. Rook to king one.

Bishop takes knight's pawn. Rook to king one.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.

*



 

Rook to king one.

*

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Mate.

*







Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*





***



Queen takes pawn.

*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

'Just what do you think you're doing, Dave?'

*

Bishop takes queen.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



 

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.



Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





  

'Yes, I'd like to hear it, HAL. Sing it for me.'



***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*







JUPITER
AND BEYOND THE INFINITE



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*











***

















Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





***





 











 



***







 

  

 



THE FOUR AGES



Changes of shape, new forms, are the theme which my
spirit impels me

now to recite. Inspire me, O gods (it is you who have even
transformed my art), and spin me a thread from the

world's beginning
down to my own lifetime, in one continuous poem.

Metamorphoses by Ovid       



First to be born was the Golden Age. Of its own free
will,

without laws or enforcement, it did what was right and
trust prevailed.

Punishment held no terrors; no threatening edicts were
published

in tablets of bronze; secure with none to defend them, the
crowd

never pleaded or cowered in fear in front of their
stern-faced judges.

No pine tree had yet been felled from its home on the
mountains and come down

into the flowing waves for journeys to lands afar;
mortals were careful and never forsook the shores of their

homeland.
No cities were yet ringed round with deep, precipitous

earthworks;
long straight trumpets and curved bronze horns never

summoned to battle;
swords were not carried nor helmets worn; no need for

armies,
but nations were free to practise the gentle arts of peace.
The earth was equally free and at rest, untouched by the

hoe,
unscathed by the ploughshare, supplying all needs from

its natural resources.
Content to enjoy the food that required no painful

producing,
men simply gathered arbutus fruit and mountain

strawberries,
cornel cherries and blackberries plucked from the prickly

bramble,
acorns too which they found at the foot of the

spreading oak tree.
[...]

Metamorphoses         
(excerpts from the Penguin 2004 edition)      



Lucas Cranach the Elder
The Golden Age



Lucas Cranach the Elder
The Silver Age



[...]
   When Saturn was cast into murky Tártarus, Jupiter

seized
the throne of the universe. Now there followed the age

of silver,
meaner than gold but higher in value than tawny

bronze.
Gentle spring was no longer allowed to continue

unbroken;
the king of the gods divided the year into four new

seasons:
summer, changeable autumn, winter and only a short

spring.
The sky for the first time burned and glowed with a dry

white heat
and the blasts of the wild winds froze the rain into hanging

icicles.
People now took shelter in houses; their homes hitherto
had been caves, dense thickets or brushwood fastened

together with bark.
For the first time also the corn was sown in long ploughed

furrows,
and oxen groaned beneath the weight of the heavy yoke.
   A third age followed the Silver Age, the bronze

generation,
crueller by nature, more ready to take up menacing

weapons,
but still not vile to the core. The final age was of iron;
the floodgates opened and all the forces of evil invaded
a breed of inferior mettle. Loyalty, truth and conscience
went into exile, their throne usurped by guile and

deception,
treacherous plots, brute force and a criminal lust for

possession.
[...]

                                                Metamorphoses           



   Would that I were not then among the fifth men,
but either dead earlier or born later! For now it is a
race of iron; and they will never cease from toil and
misery by day or night, in constant distress, and the
gods  will  give  them  harsh  troubles.  Nevertheless,
even they shall have good mixed with ill. Yet Zeus
will destroy this race of men also, when at birth they
turn out grey at the temples. Nor will father be like
children nor children to father, nor guest to host or
comrade to comrade, nor will a brother be friendly
as in former times.
   [...] and there will be no help against evil.

  Works and Days by Hesiod          
(excerpt from the Oxford University Press edition)



The Iron Age
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THE DAWN OF MAN



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn. 
Bishop takes knight's pawn. 
Rook to king one. 

*

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one. 

*



  

 



 
 
 

Queen to bishop three.

*



Rook to king one. 
Queen to bishop three.

*



Rook to king one. 
Queen to bishop three.

*





Bishop takes queen.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate. 

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

 *



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*

Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

'I'm sure it beefed up morale a hell of a lot.'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Knight takes bishop.

*

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

 



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



***



Queen takes pawn.

'I am putting myself to the fullest possible use,
which is all I think that any conscious entity can ever hope to do.'



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn. 
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*

Queen to bishop three.

  *







'Rotate the pod please, HAL!'





Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



'Open the pod bay doors, please, HAL. Open the pod bay
doors, please, HAL. Hello, HAL, do you read me?'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Rook to king one.

*

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

Knight takes bishop.

'We've got the transmission from your parents coming in.'



***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*

Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





 





***



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Bishop takes queen.

*

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*







Queen takes pawn.

'… I'll go in through the emergency air lock.'



THE BLUE DANUBE





 
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

 Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

 

*







*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*



Rook to king one.



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

 
 



Bishop takes queen.

*



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Knight takes bishop.

*
 

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



*

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.



*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.



*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*





  
Knight takes bishop.

*







Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



*



Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.  

*





Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*





Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

 
*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

*





'I know I've never completely freed myself of the suspicion that
there are some extremely odd things about this mission.'



'I think it's being broadcast next Thursday, perhaps you'll be able to listen in.'



***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*







*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

*

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



Mate.

'Here you are, sir. Main level, please.'



SPACE STATION 5



















Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





















'Now, are you sure you won't change your mind about that drink?'



***



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.



Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



***



Queen takes pawn.



Bishop takes knight's pawn.



Rook to king one.



Queen to bishop three.



Bishop takes queen.



Knight takes bishop.



Mate.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



1.



2.



3.



4.



5.



6.



7.

>>



Queen takes pawn.



Bishop takes knight's pawn.



Rook to king one.



Queen to bishop three.



Bishop takes queen.



Knight takes bishop.



Mate.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



***



 



THE MOON TRIP





*

*

Queen to bishop three.

*



Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



  

  

  



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.



Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.
Mate.

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.



Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*

Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*





Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.



Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.



Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*









Bishop takes knight's pawn.
Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.

*



 

 



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *







Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



      



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



















*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *









***









JUPITER MISSION





'We confer with your plan to replace number one unit to check fault prediction…'

'I know this sounds rather incredible, but this conclusion is based on results from our twin nine o-triple-zero computer.'

'We are sceptical ourselves and we are running cross-checking routines to determine the reliability of this conclusion.'



'Sorry about this little snag fellows, and we'll get this info to you just as soon as we work it out.'



Queen to bishop three.
Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

'X-ray delta one, this is mission control. Two-zero-four-nine, transmission conlcuded.'

*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *









 







***





'Well, it's exactly like being asleep, you have absolutely no sense of time. 
Only difference is that you don't dream.'



   



***



  



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

 
*



1.

2.

3.

*



  
 
  

  



 





***



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.

Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*







***



Queen takes pawn.



Bishop takes knight's pawn.



Rook to king one.



Queen to bishop three.



Bishop takes queen.



Knight takes bishop.



Mate.



Queen takes pawn.



Bishop takes knight's pawn.



Rook to king one.



Queen to bishop three.



Bishop takes queen.



Knight takes bishop.



Mate.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*

Queen takes pawn.



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*



Mate.
Queen takes pawn.

Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.



THE HALL OF MIRRORS







Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

*



Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.

*  









THE MISSION SIMULATOR



'We are reviewing telemetric information in our
mission simulator and will advice.'









***









A DREAM WITHIN A DREAM





























***



Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*











Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*











Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





Queen takes pawn.
Bishop takes knight's pawn.

Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

Mate.

*





*   *   *   *   *   *
  *   *   *   *   *





Michelangelo
The Creation of Adam 



BIRTH AND REBIRTH









*



***





 

 
 







'Take me in a bit.'



Rook to king one.
Queen to bishop three.

Bishop takes queen.
Knight takes bishop.

*



'Your mother and I and Dave's parents were interviewed
about what we thought about our illustrious sons.'

*























THE JUPITER SUITE

an epilogue



       







 













 
 
  

   
   
   
  
  

   
   







    





















              



    

           







  

   

              















    





 
     
                          

                                  
        

     
        

      
   
 



 
 

 
 



          



 
     
                          

                                  
        

     
        

      
   
 



 
 

 
 





 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 





 




